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Abstract
The research and design of this dissertation involves four parts: 1) Bridges to Care
Work in the Sick Room, an essay that begins bridges across care genealogies,
foundational literature on nursing and sick rooms, and applications of care work and care
logic via local protest, civic, and community engagements; 2) “Writing Lawthy,” which
is a process-based approach to literary and social sciences research on “writing on
memory loss” and dementia narratives that center personhood and autonomy; 3) Lawthy:
Holding Flowers, a fragmented novel created by first-hand accounts of caregiving, a
1981 journal, and fiction; and 4) appendices of local city council and county
commissioner public comment scripts. The direct actions referenced throughout the
dissertation are the praxis of care work responding to the global Covid-19 pandemic,
global uprisings seeking justice for Black lives, and the growing accessibilities with
organizing education on social media. The public comment scripts all exist as public
records in the recorded meetings kept on local city and county websites, and so the scripts
themselves are a genre of performance, protest, and accountability work that continues to
this day with multiple grassroots organizations in Winston-Salem, NC.
The overall project of this collected work radicalizes paths forward for care work
in local community as a practice of disability justice and transformative justice that
centers racial justice because systemic racism in the United States continues to be a
public health crisis; and, this work intends on bridging more methods for people living
ii

with dementia and their caregivers to practice disability justice as a form of care. The
collection of parts that make up this dissertation seeks a critical and creative assemblage
as a ground and framework for continued writing, advocacy, and pedagogy. The
emphasis on notes and noticing contributes to accessible genres of writing that create
space for patient-centered and care worker-centered voices in building a language of care
logic, creating conversations between communities of care, and encouraging a
continuation of this work towards a creative and notational autoethnography.
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Bridges to Care Work in the Sick Room
In this critical apparatus, thoughts and ideas are shaped by readings,
interpretations, research, and experiences that are all deeply impacted by transitions and
adaptations related to the Covid-19 Pandemic and a first full year of caregiving for a
disabled family member. I continue to find that what I set out to do shifts with the day-today personal, communal, and global crises, which results in many of the texts being
studied becoming part of the discourse with contemporary realities. For example, in late
November 2020, I set out to complete this as an essay on Mrs. Dalloway’s character
Septimus, the perspectives on “fancy” from both Woolf and Nightingale, and the sick
rooms reported by both Nightingale and Julia Stephen. It was on December 1 st that my
mother first entered the hospital, which led to significant changes in her life, my own role
as a caregiver, and my understanding of the depth of traumas, disability, and harms that
are ultimately shaped by care and carceral logics. Where I was prior to December 2020
was an understanding of the relationships and connections between colonialism, war, and
medicine, with nursing centralized as the space and profession for “care,” which is in fact
shaped by responses to war injuries and casualties. Where I was physically in late
summer to early fall 2020 was in a field during a nearly fifty day occupy movement
seeking justice for a man murdered by detention officers, and on each of those days in the
field, we held onto our willingness for change with the consistent threat of being
physically, socially, and/or economically harmed. We organized several education
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opportunities on the field, and we hosted arts performance, vigils, provided meals at
lunch and dinner, and so much more. What continues on from the occupy movement is
the care we built while holding space for community, and with that momentum, we
continue working on accessible education opportunities for care, transformative justice,
and abolitionist visions.
While writing this, I also was learning for myself the legibility and language for
how to describe my own relationships with the women in my life who I have witnessed
experience challenges because of their disabilities. In my continuing process of writing
with my mother during an intense time of survival, I wanted to demystify the stories that
held emotive meaning, but lacked origin or resolution, and so I worked towards
radicalizing my own interpretation practices. What still mystifies me is that although I
have worked on designing classroom lessons inclusive of social actions and anti-racism
practices starting in 2014, it was in early 2021 that my grandfather told me on the phone
that his mother was a social worker in rural South Carolina, where she advocated for
immigration rights and rights for women prisoners. He also detailed that it was not until
going through her finances that he knew that she had given money to the NAACP and
SNCC during the Civil Rights Movement, and this is when he connected her meetings at
the local YWCA to organizing efforts. I wrote notes from what he was telling me onto a
post-it note, and that is the history I keep of a woman I never met. The only part of this
that mystifies me is the timing of her story; it was her sister whose story was often told
into familiarity. Her sister circumnavigated the globe, built her own furniture, and
managed a hotel on the South Carolina coast after living abroad in Paris. She was
glorified for these details in the stories shared with me throughout my life, and these
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stories included a caution directed at me about the weirdness of her never marrying. What
both of these women hold in common, besides being sisters, is that they were German
Americans (second or third generation immigrants) who had joined the Scots-Irish
American (second generation immigrants) folks of my grandfather’s father’s family.
And so, while writing, I was, and still am, also looking at how to understand the
white identities of Americans, specifically with how to learn interpretations of care logic
versus carceral logic. Via the research, reading, and listening I committed myself to in the
past year, I unsilenced many facts that had not been deemed important enough to make
memorable. And I should add that my ultimate request when I was young was to listen to
stories from my elders about their own childhoods, their parenting, and the stories of the
stories they used to be told. Although we reached a point of the stories being repeated, I
was listening for any changes or additions in detail. The imagery of these moments is
specific to Appalachian, rural culture, which felt timeless at the time and now lost or
archaic. The images I remember are of being on the porch at night, walking barefoot in
grass, a field of red poppies, a creek, so many animals and bugs, playing card games,
country stores, and large family gatherings for holidays. What I also remember is being
accepted by people who were sick and disabled—and, as they were aging, I learned from
their values as they entered their acceptances of death. So, from an early age, I was
bonded to a very specific generation of people and their lessons of the rural, Appalachian
culture and land.
My grandmother, Mildred Andrews Cunningham, was a teacher as much as a
friend and family member in my life. I had intended on writing with her letters, but the
letters I thought were hers were actually letters that her husband had written to his
3

mother. The most information I can locate on my grandmother is in her obituary from
2014. At the end of her life, she was defined by her visionary path from rural Appalachia
to her pursuit of being an attorney once she settled in Knoxville, Tennessee with her
husband and two daughters. In 1973, she entered law school at the age of thirty-five, and
then held a career as a law professor, director of the pro bono work of Legal Aid, and she
started the free family law mediation clinic at the University of Tennessee. She advocated
for policy changes that provided child custody rights to mothers in domestic violence
cases. Ultimately, her role in family law is a practice in transformative justice, which
means that she worked with care logic rather than carceral logic. What I knew of her
when I was young was that she was vigorously passionate about women’s rights, and she
was adamant that arts, experimentations, sciences, and creativity were supported in my
own learning and experiences.
I am certain that it is nearly impossible to identify the first experience of
gaslighting in one’s life, but I clearly remember telling family members of the changes in
my grandmother’s behaviors that caused me to consider that she needed help, and being
told that nothing was wrong. When her diagnosis of early onset dementia happened, the
stories of how she made herself sick by how hard she worked began. I have a memory of
watching as my only cis male cousin was told that he should go to law school as a praise
for an argument he was making, and all I can remember being told in my own career
advice is to never go to law school because it would make me like my grandmother:
someone who works themself into being ill. I watched as the same judgements were
passed onto my mother when she was diagnosed with early onset dementia. I do not have
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many other words to offer the horror to what I witnessed of the harms from blaming
people for their own disabilities.
It was the horror of these harms that made me dig deeper into the roots of these
choices created by carceral logics. The scholarly bridge I had set out to write somewhere
between disability rights, sick rooms, caregiving, and the global dementia epidemic was
ruptured by the global Covid-19 pandemic and the harms in my own home.
The withholding of care is punitive, and so care is an action to be intentionally
practiced in daily life as a part of building a community. as the increased militarization
and mass incarceration in the United States, and globally. Economically, our local, state,
and national governments rely on the incentivization of incarceration, while public health
is financed at under half of what the carceral system is served.

Radicalizing Care in Reading, Writing, and Teaching Literature
My attempt, here, is to begin to draw out the connections of carceral logics with
the lexicon of the sick room in popular literatures. My studies, experiences, and advocacy
work have all pointed towards the clear disconnect between medical humanities and
disability rights, and thus medical narratives and disability justice. In making these
connections, I am exercising hope for more discourse that centers the voices of disabled
bodies, of workers, and of the genealogy of care’s impact on contemporary society and
culture. By focusing on literature and language as sources of genealogies of care, I wish
to shift the literature classroom not towards what is known as the popularized
interdisciplinary space, but a return to a study of language as a study of meaning-making,
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interpretation, reflection, literacy, accessibility, communication, and thus a prioritized
space of learning for cultural and societal impacts and visions.
I identify as disabled, and I identify as a care worker, advocate, and teacher. The
process of adapting literary and textual materials with the lens of care logic keeps the
priorities of the English and Literary Arts classrooms intact: 1) students learn to read and
interpret complex texts, 2) students learn to describe, and 3) students learn to respond and
create. In order to design coursework centering care work, I think towards bell hooks’
idea of excitement being the definition of transgression in the classroom, and I think
towards the contemporary abolitionist visionaries, Angela Davis, Ruth Wilson Gilmore,
Mariame Kaba, Bettina Love, Andrea Ritchie, and more, all of whom work towards
restoring humanity and care by dreaming and creating care-centered alternatives to
carceral systems. By teaching with Black Radical Feminist and Abolitionist movement
writers, this also requires deep reflection work on white identities, white supremacy,
systemic oppression, healing, and always working towards centering the voices of Black
women and trans people. And, it is not enough to learn anti-racist teaching practices,
decolonization of syllabi, etc. from the institutions themselves; the work must be done
with local communities in order to not only create bridges, but also collectively work
towards breaking down the psychological barriers of systemic racism.

Disability Justice
Disability Justice (DJ) began in 2005 with the work, wisdom, and words of
disabled, queer, Black and brown artists and scholars. The shift from disability rights to
Disability Justice was signaled by the lack of visibility and inclusion of all people. The
6

disability justice movement is rooted in the work of performance and community-based
organizing. Sins Invalid, a disability justice-based performance project and collective,
defines disability justice as a framework consisting of 1) all bodies are unique and
essential, 2) all bodies have strengths and needs that must be met, 3) we are powerful, not
despite the complexities of our bodies, but because of them, and 4) all bodies are
confined by ability, race, gender, sexuality, class, nation state, religion, and more, and we
cannot separate them (Sins Invalid).
The disability rights movement in the United States began with the uprisings
organized by the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s. Disability rights advocates
pursued the deinstitutionalization of people with intellectual and developmental
disabilities. In Decarcerating Disability, a recent work on the genealogy of decarceration
efforts, scholar Liat Ben-Moshe points out that John F. Kennedy started a commission to
research and treat intellectual disabilities because his sister was institutionalized at the
age of twenty-three after a failed lobotomy. The commission is what catalyzed significant
policy changes, which opened the path towards massive deinstitutionalized across the
United States and funding towards community-led care initiatives and resources in order
to accommodate the lives of intellectually and developmentally disabled individuals.
Ben-Moshe goes on to detail how reforms to incarceration systems are expansions of
police and incarceration based on carceral logic being prioritized, rather than care
initiatives. Ben-Moshe also points to how systemic racism and the rise in neoliberalism
and capitalism set up the rise in incarceration, rather than what has often been wrongfully
assumed or blamed on the deinstitutionalization movement. Ben-Moshe provides
examples of reformist reforms of policing, incarceration, and the war on drugs with close
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research on policies, culture, and society in order to demonstrate how the paths towards
deinstitutionalization both did and did not work as a method of study for those who wish
to continue advocating for transformative, cultural changes.
Disability justice advocates and abolitionists hold the vision of complete
decarceration, and this work is done with intersectional approaches that implement
transformative justice practices inclusive of all bodies. In order to include all bodies, then
anti-racism must take priority as it is the systemic hostility that white supremacy in the
United States holds onto in governmental and legal policies, culture, and society. Care
work is a step towards accessible engagement with transformative justice practices, and
so the lessons from disability justice advocates are necessary in our communities.

Medical Humanities and Narrative Medicine
In the United States, the beginnings of peer reviewed discourses on medicine and
literature started in the 1970s, coinciding with the disability rights movement towards
deinstitutionalization, as well as the public knowledge of Henrietta Lacks’ experience
with Johns Hopkins Hospital in the early 1950s, and the beginnings of the war on drugs.
John McMillan started The Journal of Medical Ethics in 1975, Johns Hopkins started The
Journal of Literature and Medicine in 1982, and Foucault’s Birth of Biopolitics lecture
series occurred between 1978 and 1979. Achille Mbembe first published an essay on
necropolitics in 2003, with the full scholarly book Necropolitics published in 2019.
Globally, continental philosophy has placed biopolitics, necropolitics, and medicine into
shared discourses; however, in the United States, medical humanities and narrative
medicine continue to expand as neoliberal tools of interdisciplinary study, an adaptation
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of humanities to continue to exist in academic discourse, and potentially another signal of
educational systems furthering their corporatization. Although I began writing on this
topic of bridging care logic and the sick room, the barrier between care logic (based
within disability justice and countering carceral logics) and the literary and medicine
discourses on sick rooms is nearly impossible to cross with a bridge created in the form
of academically traditional essay or writing. However, the discourse across care logic and
medical humanities can be had, but at their roots there must be more work to bridge
community-led transformative justice and the workers in corporate academic institutions
of knowledge. In fact, it is hopeful to think towards care logic and transformative justice
being able to build alternatives that replace the harms of corporate knowledge cultures.
In the United States, propagandized messages of enmity perpetuate fears,
violence, and state-sanctioned murders. As financial spending increases on policing, so
does the federal-level training on how to expand “community-oriented policing,” a form
of carceral humanism meant to create police officers, deputies, ICE officers, and
detention officers into more relatable workers in the general public. And, the presence of
police departments on campuses, as well as the inclusion of colleges, universities, and
schools in the prison industrial complex, means that policing, incarceration, and
education are inextricably tied at the level of administration.
Also happening during this initial time of academic discourse on medicine and
narrative, the New Narrative movement writers, scholars, and artists were bridging
continental philosophy, poetry, performance, and arts in collective access communities in
and around San Francisco. The New Narrative movement existed between 1977 and
1997, and it directly responded to the AIDS epidemic with arts, protest, and advocacy for
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policy changes for justice for the queer and disabled communities who were most harmed
by the sociocultural-led withholding of care during illness and death surges. New
Narrative literature from the 1977-97 continues to grow in scholarly spaces, and writers
who were a part of the movement or directly responding to it continue to write and be
included in discourses; however, there is still plenty of research to continue gathering that
could build and bridge the connections between New Narrative arts impacts on care
logics and communal desires and efforts for autonomy, especially in humanities
classrooms.
In literature, social movements of literary voices in the United States are perhaps
popularized by the Beats poets, among which were anti-war advocates, and thus many of
these artists were experimenting with continental philosophies and Avant Garde
techniques. However, the sociocultural relationship with arts-based protest seems
highlighted in larger cities, such as the communities of San Francisco and New York
City. Another important thread to continue to build in the pursuit of a genealogy of care
logic is the locale of protest, or at least protest and social advocacy knowledge bases,
leading up to the shift towards new media brought by technology and the internet.
The history of Western medicine coincides with war and colonization. Below is a list
of the general timeline of popular medical and nursing knowledge, which ultimately leads
to a discourse on narrative medicine and medical humanities in the United States. With
more time for research, I hope to build more connections focused on care logic genealogy
with the texts listed here, as well as more emphasis on policy changes, militarization, and
the relationships between incarceration and the continued underfunding of public health.
•

Gray’s Anatomy, 1858
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•

Origin of Species, 1859

•

Nightingale’s Notes on Nursing 1859

•

Nursing reform in 1868

•

A letter of protest on behalf of the inmates by Julia Stephen, 1879

•

Notes from Sick Rooms, Julia Stephen, 1883

•

Mrs. Dalloway, Virginia Woolf, 1925

•

On Being Ill, Virginia Woolf, 1930

•

On Being Ill with Notes from Sick Rooms, Woolf, Stephens, Lee, Charon (2012)
Rita Charon is an American physician and literary scholar who founded the first

Narrative Medicine program at Columbia University. Narrative Medicine is a medical
approach that intentionally focuses on patient narratives as a method of promoting
healing. Fields such as medical humanities and health humanities are interdisciplinary
practices that focus on engaging medical fields with the humanities as a method of
improving healing, too. However, without prioritizing disability justice, transformative
justice, and racial justice, narrative medicine and medical humanities will continue to
expand the gap of inaccessibility with the communities that need care prioritized the most
in the United States. It is important to understand that although Charon is an American
physician at a US university, the influential literary voices of the medical humanities are
those of British writers: Julia Stephen and Virginia Woolf. In her afterword in the 2012
publication of On Being Ill with Notes from Sick Rooms, she writes “Mother and daughter
disagree about knowability” referring to Stephen’s focus on patient-centered care and
Woolf’s interest in addressing individual differences in illness experiences (113).
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Although Stephen and Woolf’s voices are incredibly important in the context of illness
semantics and patient care, it is difficult to believe that American universities and
professionals in these specific fields of medicine and humanities have yet to radicalize
towards a focus on the systemic racism continues to exist at the root of harm in our
communities. Discourses on the body must include the context beyond disciplinary
interests. The social uprisings, history, and culture of disability with the voices of the
disabled community must be at the center of knowledge and meaning-making.

Local Direct Action as Bridge
In Winston-Salem, the 49-day occupy movement for justice for John Elliott
Neville not only changed local policies, but has an impact on how policy will change
across the state of North Carolina. Ultimately, the Sheriff of Forsyth County attempted to
argue over semantics rather than address the murder of a man who died because several
detention officers and a nurse crushed his diaphragm, causing asphyxiation, while he was
in medical distress. When we met with Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough to finalize significant
policy changes, it was because he no longer wanted a sign with the words “Blood is on
your hands, Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough” marched around the detention center once a day.
It was in the meeting room that we witnessed the Sheriff demonstrate with his own body
the appearance of the prone restraint by placing his body with his hands behind his back
on top of a table. It was the day after the policy change occurred that Sheriff Kimbrough
released a media statement claiming that for 49 days, the demand to ban the hogtie was
“wrong” because it was the bent-leg prone restraint that killed Mr. Neville. In the videos
released of Mr. Neville’s death, the officers laugh and joke; the nurse leaves Mr. Neville
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alone and restrained in a cell and quietly acknowledges that he does not appear to be
breathing; there was no urgency or care for his life. The withholding of care is punitive
and deathly. It was just a day after the end of the 49-day occupy that the Forsyth County
Sheriff’s Office hired a new Public Relations leader with experience in “rebranding” and
fashion, and it was just days after this that the Sheriff’s Office started a weekly “News”
show that airs on their Facebook page, and has subsequently led to their control of
policing and detention center narratives (they no longer send all of their media statements
to the local reporters). It was just months later that the Forsyth County Detention Center
had the largest Covid-19 outbreak out of all jails in North Carolina, and still the Sheriff
continued to share media statements condemning the semantics of protesters and
advocates who continued to demand improved healthcare access and Covid-19 safety
protocols within the jail.
The 49-day occupy movement is now a symbol of sustained care and local-level
organizing that continues to carry forward cultural changes in how a community cares for
and supports itself while journeying towards prioritizing care logic. Subsequent to the
occupy in Winston-Salem, ACLU-NC held Decarcerate NC: North Carolina Vigil for
Freedom and Racial Justice, an occupy for decarceration that successfully pushed
Governor Roy Cooper to move on a settlement to release 3,500 inmates from state
prisons in a Covid-19 lawsuit. In Alamance County, racial justice advocates are still
sustaining an occupy movement in Graham, North Carolina demanding the resignation of
their racist Sheriff while also building mutual aid efforts. In Greensboro, advocates
continue to fight for justice for Marcus Smith, who was murdered in the hogtie restraint
position by the Greensboro Police Department. Raleigh, Charlotte, High Point, and
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Fayetteville also continue with police accountability advocacy, protest, and organized
work towards racial justice and care-centered alternatives to the continued expansion of
policing and incarceration.
It was with art and narratives focused on the voices of advocacy, as well as
accessible education, that the community built by the occupy movement bridged
communal care to the family of Mr. Neville. It was on an evening soon after the family of
Mr. Neville joined the occupy movement that his daughter shared the last photograph of
Mr. Neville in a hospital bed with a local journalist. The history, context, and culture of
local politics, power, economics, priorities, revolutions, as well as systemic racism,
harms, and deaths are why civic and community engagement are necessary in breaking
the psychological and systemic barriers created by carceral logic. The direct action work
is not at all new, especially in Winston-Salem, where the first Black Panther Party in a
Southern state was established. And, it is in Winston-Salem that the first free ambulance
service was created by the Black Panther Party.
When I think of patient-centered care, I think towards the continued work of
addressing the roots of harm, and then I think of the need for a semantics that is inclusive
of care logic for understanding illness and disability. The 49-day occupy movement was
located in a field centrally located in the center of downtown Winston-Salem, and in front
of Wake Forest Innovation Quarters, a facility of Wake Health.
I will end this reflective beginning on a genealogy of care with three locales of
shifts from carceral to care logics that I believe can be introduced in classroom spaces.
These are: 1) prioritizing protest, 2) professions of care, and 3) pathways with care,
preparation for care.
14

1. Prioritizing Protest
What also exists in the growing and expanding genealogical research and writing
on care logics are the literary forms of protest in newspapers, letters, and policies.
Revolutionary writing and narratives exist in the discourses beyond canon; however, I
believe that there is potential in locating and collecting protest genre writing from the
canonical figures as a method of expanding our understandings of their work and voices
during their own lives as an application to building contemporary knowledges of
revolution and radicalism. For example, in October of 1879, Julia Stephen published a
short letter to the editor in the Pall Mall Gazette, a local newspaper. In this letter, she
argues that imprisoned women at St. George’s Union should receive beer as a pain
alleviation. However, Stephen is most often quoted for her Notes from Sick Rooms
passage on ridding crumbs from patient beds as an act of centering patient experiences in
the lens of nursing. And, by tracking Western medicine, medical knowledge, and acts of
patient-centered care as a part of care logics, the investigation on policies of drugs and
pain alleviation could prove to be not only interesting in classroom discussions, but also
lean towards investigations on the War on Drugs in the United States, which catalyzed
global expansions of militarization and mass incarceration with privatized prisons across
the United States. Julia Stephen’s letter in the Pall Mall Gazette is here:
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Letters to the editor are excellent literary forms for not only reading and interpreting in
the classroom, but also can be created into writing assignments that inherently build a
structure of local civic and community engagement. As I continue to search for more
protest letters from nurses and medical professionals, I am also thinking towards how to
partner protest letters with Frantz Fanon’s 1956 Letter to the Resident Minister, in which
Fanon resigns from his post as a psychiatrist in Algeria because “silence becomes
dishonesty,” and Fanon refers extensively to the societal issues of negligence of care
(Fanon 54).
Not only must literature of accessible and public protest be prioritized as essential
texts of sociocultural shifts in history, but protest also deserves an expanded definition to
include it being an act of care and radical love. Sylvia Wynter’s “Unsettling the
Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards the Human, After Man, Its
16

Overrepresentation--An Argument” provides not only more context on the human
relationship and history with science, but also provides an argument substantiated with
continental philosophy and literature contextualizing human and mankind’s knowledge of
the body in colonial and Western perspectives, with several focuses on social upheavals
as the acts of decolonization.

2. Professions of Care
Thinking more in depth on not only the expanding interest on the interdisciplinary
fields of narrative medicine and medical humanities, but also the specific attention to
prioritizing narratives of healing is indicative of neoliberal desire for resolution,
treatment, and systems that succeed. In reality, illnesses and disabilities cannot reach a
true healing narrative in the same way that humans are not immortal. The shift towards
thinking through protest narratives and the inclusion of radical thinkers throughout
humanities and medical courses would mean that discourses pivot to care logic. This can
also lead to discourses in classrooms on topics of profession, work, and what creates and
sustains hope and joy in individual lives and communities. As stated earlier, a strategy of
carceral logic in policing is “community-oriented policing,” which specifically creates
carceral humanism (creating a false narrative that the only profession with a use-of-force
policy is relatable to the everyday human who is sought for punishment, incarceration,
and profit). And, so, we can progress towards questions with collaborative and creative
responses on where we can locate care in professions, if we can, and we can dream of
how to balance community care professions with what is needed for survival.

3. Pathways with Care, Preparation with Care
17

Prefigurative politics is the idea of imagining and building the world we want to
see now; it is “waking up and acting as if the revolution has happened” (PiepznaSamarasinha, 149). Building care praxes necessitates creativity, imagining, and dreaming,
all of which stem from the work of disability justice, transformative justice, and
abolitionist scholars and artists. The centering of arts as the locale of intersectional justice
narratives, partnered with the prioritization of narrative genres that are acts of direct
protest contains potential for creating the space for creative and dream-based ideas,
collaboration, and discourse. One of the next steps for the local grassroots organization,
Triad Abolition Project, of which I am a part of, is to conduct a transformative justice
workshop series in summer 2021. For each of the workshops, participants will engage
with arts and writing prompts that are committed to building individual and collective
imaginative, care, and dream-oriented responses to the contexts of abolishing the carceral
state and our carceral logics.
I continue to learn and reflect with my work as a caregiver for my mother, and as
I have mentioned, much of the process is a confrontation with and survival of societal,
cultural, and familial horrors. In addition, the work of care means a shift in time from
routine of work to a routine of chaos and intensity. And, so, a motivator in teaching and
considering care logics is a strengthening of resiliencies to such chaos. Discourses and
experiences with prefigurative politics also include a self-reflection on identifying
participant and student skills and visions that they most wish to share as they align their
practice of care with local needs. Inherently, building a knowledge of one’s skills and
how to use them also builds the foundation for collaborative work and education.
18

Triad Abolition Project

In June 2020, I co-founded Triad Abolition Project, a grassroots organization
based in Winston-Salem, with Dr. Brittany Battle. Dr. Battle had organized marches
demanding justice for George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, and I had been providing
accessible resources for abolition education and notes from City Council meeting
coverages on my social media platforms. We met at an organizing meeting held in the
Coffee Park Airstream parking lot, where we’d both spoken to fellow organizers and
community members about the origins of abolition and disability justice. We met again in
a driveway a few days later and planned out a petition demanding that Governor Roy
Cooper veto SB168, a bill that would keep medical records of peoples who died while in
detention custody from being public records. SB168 made it through the North Carolina
General Assembly right as the news of John Neville’s death while being held in the
Forsyth County Detention Center was published by two local newspapers for the first
time since his death in December 2019. Although it had been intended that Triad
Abolition Project would first grow as an educational resource for abolition, disability
justice, and care work, TAP’s first work became advocacy for justice for John Neville.
The petition was delivered with over 14,000 signatures, and this was partnered with an
occupy movement by NC BORN and policy advocacy from organizations in Raleigh
resulted in Governor Cooper vetoing the bill. Days later, the Forsyth County DA Jim
O’Neill held a press conference and charged five detention officers and one Wellpath
nurse with manslaughter in relation to John Neville’s death at the jail. DA O’Neill
warned against protests, as did the Winston-Salem Police Department’s Chief Catrina
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Thompson in a statement. On July 8th, Dr. Battle was the first protester in Winston-Salem
to be arrested by the police marching for justice for John Neville. Multiple people with
cameras, included two local newspapers, caught the arrest on video. Dr. Battle was
violently pulled from the sidewalk, which was followed by four more arrests targeted on
organizers that night. On July 9th, people returned to marching outside the detention
center for justice for John Neville, and when the police showed up, fifteen community
members stood in the street in an act of civil disobedience. For the following days, we
organized teach-ins outside the detention center to educate community members on
abolition and local grassroots organizing so that people could get involved. The
community interest in abolition, the increase in policing, and the continued work for
justice for John Neville led us towards organizing a 49-day occupy movement in
downtown Winston-Salem. At the end of the occupation, the Forsyth County Sheriff’s
Office changed their use-of-force policy to ban the bent-leg prone restraint, which had
resulted in John Neville’s death, and Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough agreed to immediately
disclose deaths in the jail via media statements. There were a total of 55 civil
disobedience arrests between July 8th and 28th. Triad Abolition Project continues to
organize as a grassroots collective supportive local transformative justice initiatives,
accessible education, and advocacy for police accountability. TAP also helped form the
Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition in December 2020,
which includes both local and state level grassroots organizations.
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Civil Disobedience and Transformative Justice

On July 28th, I became the 46th civil disobedience arrest of the 55 total arrests. On
this final day of our civil disobedience arrests, one of the children of a regular occupier
and TAP member brought a basket of orange and yellow flowers. As we marched from
the location of the occupy tents to the corner of Liberty Street and Fourth Street, we
carried the flowers in our hands. Those of us who stood in the intersection held the
flowers in front of our bodies. It was one of the hottest days, and we stood there in the
street for over thirty minutes as the police were either waiting for us to reach exhaustion
or their tactical teams were still planning how to respond. I carried the flower in my
hands throughout the arrest—an officer put me in handcuffs, walked me to a
transportation wagon, and left me sitting in the wagon for another 30 or so minutes as the
police completed arrests. When we arrived at the jail, we were put into holding cells, still
in handcuffs, and our phones were taken from us. In the lobby outside the holding cells,
we could see police officers scrolling through our phones, and we could see people being
processed into the jail by detention officers. The Forsyth County Bail Fund bailed all of
us out before we could be processed into the jail. I left my flower on the window of the
holding cell. I remember seeing that the officers were annoyed by all of us, and I
remember one officer telling us that we should have asked to have our handcuffs taken
off when we were put into the holding cells. I remember asking an officer why they had
taken our phones, to which he replied that they could do whatever they wanted.
In March 2021, the DA’s office offered a dismissal of all of our charges if we
admitted guilt and provided proof of 10 community service hours. We did not take the
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deal, and so our cases will likely reach the courts sometime in 2022. My pro bono
attorney is Mark Rabil, who represented Darryl Hunt, a Black man who was wrongfully
convicted of murdering a news reporter in Winston-Salem in 1984. He served 19 and a
half years before DNA evidence and the persistence of his advocacy team worked
towards his exoneration in 2004. Along with Darryl Hunt, Mark Rabil founded the
Innocence and Justice Clinic at Wake Forest University, and both were actively involved
in the Innocence Commission in North Carolina.
My participation in civil disobedience is for John Neville and for the continued
work towards harm reduction initiatives led by the community for the community. The
work of transformative justice must not rely on carceral systems, but must continue to be
built and led by community. Triad Abolition Project will continue to build people power
and transformative justice initiatives in Winston-Salem.
As the work of Lawthy: Holding Flowers continues, and as it is read in its current
form, the existence of this writing is closely connected to the place and social movements
of Winston-Salem. It is also my hope and intention to continue to support the growth of
arts communities that imagine and dream the transformative justice resources and care
work that will exist as resources for equitable and just futures.
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Writing Lawthy: Holding Flowers

1.
This novel began in conversations on a group text thread in 2012. I would ask the
people in the group a question about their dreams, and they would share images, feelings,
and a recurring visitor named Lawthy who wore something red with shell-shaped buttons.
This was before I moved away from Winston-Salem. Lawthy began living in language in
stories with a villain named AB and a protagonist named M. I could not, at the time,
respond consistently to questions about Lawthy’s physicality: was she a ghost? was she
real? was she a sound? was she the water? I would consistently say “yes,” but this only
stopped the questions. There was a lot of rain, and the novel went with me to South Bend,
where it became prose following M as she listened to Lawthy’s strange words in running
water as a hurricane approached the location that was both Appalachian and the Deep
South. There was a house on stilts. The bulk of that Lawthy was written on a winter
return to Winston-Salem, surrounded by books written by people who lived in Denver.
The friend who had initially dreamed Lawthy before she entered the page said that
Lawthy “went West” and stopped recurring in her dreams. It was in that winter in
Winston-Salem, in 2016, that I remember reading paragraphs aloud to my mom in her
kitchen. It was the only time she heard my story.
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2.
With my grandmother’s first symptoms of early-onset Alzheimer’s disease, I was
young and suddenly afraid of absences. The changes in her logic of time and memory
ended her stories of fantasies and childhood and began repetitions of the emotionally
difficult cases she worked as a family law mediator. Absences in socially defined logic
beget a logic of absence in my own constructions of narrative fiction; however, it is
through the process of writing that I make sense of absence, misplaced logic, and
sickness. Hence, Lawthy became permeable to these perspective shifts. My growing
understanding of narrative and neurodegeneration has recently become more apparent to
me with the experience of my mother’s symptoms and diagnosis of early cognitive
decline. Still, I am without instruction on how to write this: the experiences of witnessing
EOAD and early cognitive decline in two of my closest relatives. Records and accounts
of medical illnesses by writers on the impact of their lives and writing—their time and
their narratives—have been part of literature for ages, but the focus on medical memory
loss as an illness splits at least three ways: trauma, neurodegeneration, and debates of
personhood tied to language and ethics. This writing-process piece includes first an
overview of my creative project as an investigative narrative on the ways of knowing
through and with illness; and, second a literature review providing context for the
bioethics and neuroplasticity debates that currently guide the ways of knowing through
and with illness in institutional (inclusive of academia), medical, and legal realms.

3.
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Lawthy, just days before the completion of the first full dissertation draft,
revealed herself as Shelley Duvall in The Shining. A woman with a paranormal child is a
woman with a vision, she said. The years of questions came to an end, which only started
more ideas. Or, I needed to rest and consider my relation to the paranormal theme.
Another mother with a paranormal child, also retreating in a home not their own, is the
mother in Samanta Schweblin’s Fever Dream.

4.
French feminist phenomenologist Catherine Malabou began her notable work in
combining continental philosophy with neuroscience in response to her experience with a
family member’s diagnosis with Alzheimer’s disease. In The New Wounded, her first
book publication (in 2007) on the topic of shifting the understanding of psychoanalysis
and phenomenology to include that of neurodegeneration and neuroscience, leading to the
conception of destructive plasticity, the forms of psyche through the “deconstitution of
identity” (xix). However, in “Is Retreat a Metaphor?,” a lecture given in 2012, drawing
from trajectories from both Heidegger and Derrida, Catherine Malabou continues to
apply the lens of neuroscience to philosophy positing that “retreating is a synonym to
being,” which means that being is nothing but its own withdrawal (35). This withdrawal
in language, exemplified by retreat, draws attention to the failure of language in the
“frontier between authenticity and inauthenticity.” The frontier is too “absolutely”
porous, and thus gives consciousness the ability to make something in the space of
difference that if left in the possibility of withdrawal. In the space between “the proper
and the metaphorical” are narratives of personhoods told through variations of
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consciousness, regardless and also inclusive of illness (37). Malabou concludes her
lecture, in her own words, with “I wish I could still believe in the trace, and go in the
opposite direction, I wish I could still invent something out of the disappearance of
proper and figurative meaning, but—” ending with an italicized anecdote of the loss of
the soul in the case of irreversible loss of memory.

5.
This final sentence from Malabou’s “Is Retreat a Metaphor?” is both fact and
fiction. Malabou, like memoirist and auto-fiction author Annie Ernaux, allows language
to record “vestiges of pain,” which results in the denial of invention beyond affect. The
denial of invention challenges language to perform affect of illness, trauma, and thus
continue past disappearance. The language that portrays and performs memory loss
(disappearance and absence) creates narratives that are simultaneously fact and fiction in
the experiences of the shifting person in the “I,” the subjectivity destabilized. The form
that my novel-length project takes as fictionalized structure that ties factual experiences
of caregiving, trauma, and illness responds to the problem of the debate of personhood by
closely examining the facts and fictions of language through etymologies, metaphors, and
medical and cultural criticisms, such as that of Susan Sontag’s project Illness as
Metaphor.

6.
Darkness is between fabric of gloves, clothing, and the skin. The metaphorical
and literal absence of light gives space for my narrator to intentionally educate the self on
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selfhood by reinterpretations of language and re-imaginings of structure. The writing I
am embarking upon is in that impenetrable space, and so the narrator penetrates through
dark and light forms with metaphor, folktales, and associative anecdotes based on
personal experience in conversation with letters written by my grandmother from the
1960s to the 1990s. This experimentation with fiction and nonfiction in formal and
structural narrative techniques responds to macro implications of shifts in personhood
when organizational structures of institution, medicine, and law no longer meet the logic
and sense of the body with illness; in essence, language and structural form are
considered before content as the narration searches for the logic of experience.
Furthermore, research conducted on “writing on memory loss” holds the intention to
contextualize this project with contemporary debates of personhood in narratives
portraying neurodegeneration in the disciplines of bioethics and neuroplasticity. My
objective is not to write something that will conform for acceptance in institutions,
medical practices, and law, but to first consider the honest experience of illness and care,
which often do not balance each other; and second to address the debate between
bioethics and neuroplasticity scholars not as needing a bridge between their studies, but
as exemplification of the lack of space for the acceptance of illness and care work in
mainstream discourse.

7.
Much must be forgotten to write with and without devastation in the face of trauma;
language is dismembered before it makes sense. The glove-maker cuts the forgets for each
finger, each person; the glove-maker cuts one size twice to sew together for one glove; the
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glove-maker cuts one size four times to make a pair. The word forget, as a noun, once
meant, in a time of making with the precision of the hands, the fabric cut into shapes of
fingers for a glove. And now we learn to trace our hands on a piece of paper, then we draw
on our own forgets, making absences into ghosts and birds. I used to wear my mother’s
clothes she had boxed in the basement. My mother’s cognitive decline made her see pieces
of fabric hanging from the ceiling, which she wanted to hold in her hands. As a writer, I
want to see forget in my sentence without thinking of it as a verb. I cut the forgets and
make them into birds, ghosts, and more words. I see the feeling of the word that remembers
the cuts before being sewn, the measurements before being shaped, and the story before its
shifts.

8.
The work of Lawthy: Holding Flowers follows a fictional first person narrator in
the aftereffects of great difficulty, the embodied experience of illness and trauma in the
institutional, medical, legal, and personal experiences as a caregiver and witness to an
early-onset terminal disease. In writing in a space of language that transforms fear of
absence into care for absence, the narrator uses etymologies of words, such as “memory”
and “forget,” folktales, cultural and literary criticism, and literary and cinematic
portrayals of dementia as tangential and associative points of departure into personal
anecdotes. This pattern creates a simultaneous folding and unfolding, a hermeneutics of
multiple individual and collective interpretations in meaning that defies and
acknowledges absences in language, the mind, and story. Although the personal
anecdotes remain factual, the work of this project gestures to the fiction of narrative
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structure as a lived fiction of everyday structure when that structure is imploded,
rearranged, and unsettled by illness and trauma. An example of the etymological-intoassociative reasoning that occurs within my writing is the consideration of the noun for
“forget” as meaning the fabric for the fingers of a glove.

9.
Often it is true that the writing of this project feels like something that I am doing
more with my hands than any other part of my body, or that all parts of my body are
accounted for in the process of writing. To accommodate for the physical distance
between myself and my mother, I impulsively imagine myself narrating being her, I
experience a distance from my own body, and I fabricate scenarios of the two of us being
in the same place or doing the same thing in our different locations. Most of these
imaginings center on domestic activities: raking leaves, dying hair, cooking, etc. The
result of including these narrated imaginings is the experience of devastation in mundane
tasks and the transformation of devastation into care through a new understanding of
language of domesticities in relation to trauma and illness. In particular, the structural
narrative gestures to what has been left out from mainstream understandings and
misunderstandings of illness. This builds logic towards denying absences with fictions as
a method of knowing through illness.

10.
In 2019, the journal Bioethical Inquiry ran a symposium on dementia, which
features works that address the problems in the lack of departure from Giorgio
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Agamben’s homo sacer (“bare life”) as descriptive towards people with dementia, thus
invalidating their personhood and citizenship. However, with writing on dementia, as
well as cinematic portrayals and performances, receiving more publication as of the past
30 years due to the rising numbers of people with dementia, neurodegeneration, and
Alzheimer’s disease, the critique of dementia narratives by bioethicists and disability
scholars is in conflict with continental philosophers, namely Catherine Malabou’s work
on including neuroscience through the lens of destructive plasticity in phenomenology
and metaphysics. The ethical critique is that of how personhood remains at a distance in
philosophy that attempts to include neuroscience, but lacks the same framework of
personhood, identity, and ethics.

11.
Memory, as associated with the brain, is a part of all literature, and in particular
the making of identity and personhood for both writer and audience. I hypothesized an
approach to writing on memory loss through an examination of cultural, social, and
literary metaphors. The close reading of metaphors uses lenses of hermeneutics, queer
feminism, and phenomenology, which could potentially bridge the studies of bioethics
and disability to literary and continental philosophy. However, by identifying the gap
between bioethics and disability studies in contention with literary and continental
philosophy, my research demonstrates the gap as indicator for both personal and
institutional care work for including the bodies and embodied languages of people with
memory loss and their caretakers. This research builds towards a project as both essay
and my own novel on the experience of living with family members with early onset
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forms of dementia. The latter greatly impacts my own personal approach to the uses and
misuses of ethical language, voicing, and narrative thinking towards a kind of writing that
requires memory as a doorway into story, illusion, and logic. This question of ethical
narrative thus leads me to an approach on how metaphors are made, understood, and
forgotten.

12.
In 2016 the United States Congressional Committee on Finance presented
Alzheimer's Disease: The Struggle for Families, a Looming Crisis for Medicare to the
Subcommittee of Health Care in order to pass the first of two iterations of the HOPE Act:
“Health Outcomes, Planning and Education (HOPE) for Alzheimer’s Act.” Presenters
included Senator Debbie Stabenow, the chair of the National Alzheimer’s Project, the
Director of the Michigan Alzheimer’s Disease Center, and a caregiver to an Alzheimer’s
patient. Each of the statements emphasized that 5.1 million Americans were living with
Alzheimer’s in 2016 (16 million Americans are caretakers), with the expectation that the
number of people with Alzheimer’s will rise to 13 million by 2050. The arguments within
the statements measure both personal experiences with Alzheimer’s as well as the
statistics of how much federal money is spent on Medicare for Alzheimer’s patients—
emphasizing that it is the most costly chronic disease in America at $200 billion a year
(heart diseases costs $102 billion and cancer costs $77 billion). Part of the reasoning
behind the need for the HOPE Act was because 45% of patients diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease were not receiving their diagnosis from their doctors because the
doctors had no treatment plan, and so they could, at that time, legally choose not to
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disclose the presence of the disease. With the HOPE Act, people with Medicare are
guaranteed their diagnosis as well as information made available for the patient’s
caretaker(s).

13.
However, dementia and Alzheimer’s disease are global epidemics, and much of
the research on community, care, and personhood for dementia patients in Western
cultures comes from more scholars in Europe than in the United States at this time. In
“Dementia and the Paradigm of the Camp: Thinking Beyond Giorgio Agamben’s
Concept of ‘Bare Life,’” published in Bioethical Inquiry in 2019, British disability
scholar Lucy Burke writes that people living with dementia are subsumed within a
powerful symbolic abstraction that “precludes us from imagining life with dementia as a
potential site of agency or as the locus for transformative ideas” about care and
community. Her essay constellates a list of social, institutional, economic, and medical
practices that determine our understandings and experience of dementia, and concludes
that all “must attend to the implications of the theory on which they ground their very
engagement” because “a theory grounded on ontologically derived notions of weakness,
passivity, and remainders” goes against a way of thinking about new foundations for “our
understanding of living and experiencing old age, dependency, and dementia” (205).
Within this constellation, Burke claims that Annie Ernaux’s ‘I Remain in Darkness’ and
Catherine Malabou’s The New Wounded both portray their relatives with Alzheimer’s
disease with “descriptions construing the lived experience of dementia as opaque and
unrepresentable,” which Burke further claims to lead to the “fundamental rupture of
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intersubjectivity in that the gaze of the observer is never returned or acknowledged”
(199). For Burke, the inclusion of bioethics is crucial for our growing understanding of
representations and language for dementia because, even now, writing and
representations of “death-in-life” lack any evidence of personhood beyond Giorgio
Agamben’s homo sacer, the human who can be killed without the commission of a crime,
thus stripped of citizenship.

14.
Similarly, in The Poetics and Politics of Alzheimer’s Disease Life-Writing,
Martina Zimmerman, an experienced pharmacologist with an MA in Literature and
Medicine, writes that the neglect of dementia patient narratives reinforces the ethical
implications of critically reading such narratives because the dementia patient narratives
do not match survivor illness literature and because impairment in the ability to tell or
understand stories is taken as motivation for the neglect of patient narratives (1). Thus,
Zimmerman advocates for pre-narrative identity, a closer scrutiny of patient narratives
from psycho-philosophical work, and the amplification of caretaker-patient collaboration
in building narratives. Drawing from Swedish social psychology scholar Lars-Christer
Hyden’s works and research on Alzheimer’s and narrative identity, as well as that of
social psychology scholars Jane Crisp, Howard Brody, Paul John Eakin, and Jerome
Bruner, among others, the idea of dysnarrativa emerges as the paradigm for dementia
narratives (8-9). All of the above listed researchers, many with backgrounds in social
psychology and medical humanities, agree that the construction of selfhood cannot
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proceed without the capacity to narrate, and so the understanding of narrative must shift
so that it does not disqualify persons by the same ideas of Agamben’s Homo Sacer.

15.
Literary and cinematic approaches to writing about and performing the experience
of dementia continue to occur significantly in the voices of caretakers and family
members of people with dementia. Because of the continuation of research on the causes,
symptoms, variations, and both medical and behavioral approaches towards the treatment
of dementia, as well as the relatively recent understanding of neurodegenerative diseases
since the late 1980s until the present moment, the scholarly research on narrative and
writing on dementia is entering academic and research communities in the contemporary
moment in response to the portrayals of people with dementia in cultural, social, and
literary spaces. Furthermore, these conversations on narrative and illness writing are
concurrent with the continuation of publications of women writing on the experience of
breast cancer, which could lend a parallel in understanding illness, writing, narrative, and
personhood. In her work ‘I Remain in Darkness,’ published as an English translation in
1999, Annie Ernaux presents the text as an unedited transcription of her notes during her
mother’s final illness. The testimony witnesses through “vestiges of pain” (Ernaux 8)
Ernaux’s affective power in the extreme pain and anger in response to the
epistemological dominance of deficit and loss in dementia. Of Susan Sontag’s Illness as
Metaphor, Anne Boyer writes “Illness as Metaphor is cancer as nothing personal. Sontag
does not write ‘I’ and ‘cancer’ in the same sentence.” (3). In the case of Alzheimer’s
disease and writing on memory loss, the I and the person are always present, but they are
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always shifting or beyond being lost even when present. The above examples of illness
writing and writing on memory loss convey the difficulty in understanding and writing
personhood in the situation created by Alzheimer’s disease.

16.
The examples from bioethicists, disability scholars, and social psychologists
create a camp of disciplines focused on the ethical standings of personhood for people
with dementia as a response to the stigmas that have led to lack of citizenship and
personal consideration for the ill. The effects of AD are only increasing in their reach to
the global population as the disease reaches epidemic proportions requiring legal
interventions, medical research, and improved access to support for caregivers. As this
camp progresses in their work and labor towards ensuring that people with dementia and
their caregivers receive support and do not suffer from stigma, the representations and
portrayals of persons with dementia in literature, cinema, television, and popular culture
continues to lead the general interpretation of Alzheimer’s disease as medical knowledge,
laws, and lack of treatments remains stagnant if not hopeless. The debate between
bioethicists and neuroplasticity scholars, therefore, occurs in the intricacies of language
and interpretation. I would argue that the bioethicist camp’s interest in narratives of
dementia is limited by the focus on personhood as individual, and yet individual
personhood is necessary in understanding and defining institutional, medical, and legal
citizenship. By recognizing the I and the person in memory loss narratives as
continuously shifting or beyond being lost in the present, personhood is better understood
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by historical and signifying implications of language and narrative as well as the
collective rather than by the individual.

17.
Henri Bergson’s metaphysical work from 1896, Matter and Memory, opens space
for neurodegeneration in its ideas of perception with potential for returning to the “I” that
is ever-present in language. In Matter and Memory Bergson uses an analysis of memory
as a frame for writing on the dualism of body and spirit. It is in response to Theodule
Ribot’s The Maladies of Memory, which provided the first information in Western
philosophy and science that memory was a function of the brain. Bergson continues to
believe that memories are not fully matter-based, but also spiritual; on the topic of brain
injury, he writes that the memories are not erased, but rather not fully incarnated.
Bergson’s idea that perception could prolong itself in the simplification of mental life
opens availability for Bergson to include the association of similarity and the association
of contiguity as what are lost or gained by a person’s mental state. Thus, Bergson, in his
elaboration on the processes and functions of memory in Memory and Matter uses the
example of the simplification of mental state as a mechanism, akin to a person
experiencing neurodegeneration, by which to demonstrate that memory is an embodiment
of thought, action, and living. By reading Bergson in this way, we can improve upon or
develop the focus of personhood by considering the actions and associations of similarity
and contiguity in the shifts and changes in the personhood of people with
neurodegeneration, as well as others hoping to find a language, form, and writing of
neurodegeneration.
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18.
In Illness as Metaphor, published in 1978 as a challenge to victim-blaming in the
language used about persons with illness, critical theorist Susan Sontag writes that
“illness is not a metaphor, and that the most truthful way of regarding illness—and the
healthiest way of being ill—is one most purified of, most resistant to, metaphoric
thinking.” This statement begins Sontag’s inquiry in both Illness as Metaphor and AIDS
and its Metaphors towards the “elucidation of those metaphors, and a liberation from
them” (3-4). Her inquiry unpacks the complications of metaphors being applied to the
body versus the metaphors that the body and language need to use to convey their senses.
Sontag emphasizes that “The fight is all inside one’s own body” (15), that “metaphors
change with the development of new forms of treatment” (86), and that “disease
metaphors are used to judge society not as out of balance but as repressive” (73). The
fight within the body is akin to Bergson’s metaphorically violent detachment and
replacement of the self in locating knowledge, perception, and embodiment of the self in
Memory and Matter. Sontag’s emphasis on how metaphors shift with new forms of
treatment means that language shifts as medical knowledge of master diseases continues
to develop; however, the metaphor of the fight within the body, the self, the mind,
maintains its own entities of meaning both away from and with the influences outside of
the self.

19.
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When I initially pitched the project of Lawthy, I was in a research course that
required an analytical perspective for legibility. Suddenly I was filled with doubts over
the paranormal relativity of associations, memory, language, and experiences I both do
and do not remember of stories from the voices of women in my life. A year after this
experience, I had the confidence to understand that legibility is not always necessary for
care work, but consistency in narrative, and truth, are needed for understanding our
stories.

20.
Months before my departure from Colorado, a place where I’d built an entire
life—a home, friends, work, visions for a future—I was set to teach a class in the coming
Spring at the University. The course that I’d designed was on Illness Narratives with the
contextualization of epidemics, specifically the language of illness in the New Narrative
movement works in response to the AIDS epidemic, and the growing representations of
dementia tropes in media and literature as of recently. However, with my upcoming
departure, I was told that it would be impossible to teach a virtual class in Spring 2020.

21.
While I was teaching a course at the University in Winter 2020, a student in the
class after mine wore a mask covering her nose and mouth. I remember anticipating a
relief when and if I ever saw her remove her mask. I remember thinking of her bravery in
being the only person wearing a mask at that time.
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22.
My departure from Colorado was during that time when winter in the Front Range
had so many low, dark clouds that I felt the sensation of swimming in my movements. I
packed all that I could into a POD in my driveway over the course of two days. I shared
the code to the lockbox with friends so that they could visit the house after my departure
to take the items that I could not take with me. And then I fled the place I’d known as a
home for the home across another mountain range. This was in March 2020. The
University told me to be thankful that they could reassign my Spring class to another
graduate student instructor, his class being on the topic of masculinity and war, held
virtually.

Movements
23.
In June 2020, I was driving home from an organizing meeting in which we
discussed rumors of an organizer’s past abuses of his girlfriend when I called my mom’s
cousin, a finance POA, to ask him not to yell at my mom about her disability. In January
2021, I was on a zoom call with a City Councilman berating two women and myself
about our ages and righteous indignations when a man outside my window stood in the
driveway and stared at me while holding a leaf blower.

24.
My mom’s sister and cousin determined that my mom should be moved from her
home as soon as possible upon my arrival to North Carolina in March 2020. At the time, I
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was residing in the garage apartment behind her house, and so I was most proximate to
her and an understanding of her disability. We, at the time, still needed to complete the
process of her early retirement, needed more information from her doctors, several of
whom had suddenly retired with the stresses of the global pandemic, and we still did not
know much about the toll of the pandemic on life in the next months and years. I was
alone in saying that she was not in the right space to move. I was told that I should be
thankful for her hosting me. I was told that it was preordained for my presence there to
co-occur with the pandemic. Hourly, I reminded my mom of the pandemic.

25.
I was told that her disease wasn’t real. I was tasked to make a disease legible.

26.
On one occasion in April or May 2020, a professor from Wake Forest called me
to check in. Instead, she asked me about my parents because she had studied, for all of
her life, divorces. It wasn’t until the end of the conversation that I remembered that there
was a rumor among students at Wake Forest that she, the professor who called me, would
exhibit herself, legs spread without underwear, while she taught her courses on children
of divorce. On the phone, she told me that children are not meant to take care of their
parents. She told me that I was doing everything wrong, and that it all made sense
because my parents had divorced.

27.
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It’s true, though, that I refused to watch The Shining until 2021 because I could
recall scenes while also recalling my dad as Jack Nicholson, which was not horrifying,
but it was a memory I was afraid to disrupt.

28.

My mom’s sister, after moving her from her home to a condo in a newly
developed part of Winston-Salem, took her to a doctor’s appointment for another round
of cognitive assessment tests. I called around noon that day to check in on how the
appointment went, and my mom’s sister told me that they were eating at a restaurant near
the hospital, that they would then go to the Emergency Department at the hospital to
check my mom in for detox and rehabilitation. I told her that I was on my way. This was
in December 2020.

29.
I could watch updates on the medical chart via an online portal called MyChart. I
was not allowed to be with my mom while she waited in the ER to be checked in. Her
sister stayed with her, but only because she informed the ER staff that she was one of the
medical POA’s for my mom. I would call with any test updates to share, at some point I
drove by and dropped off snacks and water. By night, my mom was checked in. I can’t
remember if she started calling me that night or the following morning. It was horror.

30.
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What was clarified by the doctors and the experience of that hospital stay was that
my mom was traumatized by the disorientations, which increased her decline. She also
needed more assistance with daily living, which meant we needed to hire a service for
this. Clarified, too, was the lack of treatment, thus lack of services, that would be specific
to my mom’s needs. Her sister wanted respite, so she stopped answering my mom’s calls.
My mom called me up to forty times a day for weeks. Within a week of her return to her
condo after the hospital visit, her cat began the process of dying. She slept with him in a
closet to be near him. One morning, I took him to the vet to end his suffering and he died
there with me in the car, but I felt the loss that my mom was feeling rather than anything
of my own.

31.
It was just the day after I got her out of the hospital that I helped organize a vigil
in memory of John Neville. Mr. Neville was murdered by five detention officers and a
nurse while he was in medical distress in the local jail. His death was not made public
until late June 2020. His murder was caught on body cameras, and the video was released
to the public in August 2020. For 49 days, community members sat in a field in
downtown Winston-Salem, within a block of the local jail, and demanded justice for Mr.
Neville.

32.
While my mom was in the hospital in December, I would go to her condo to
check on her cat. On one of those visits, I took a candle because the scent was comforting
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in how it reminded me of a home we had shared. On another visit, I found a letter written
to her by one of her former high school students in 1991. The letter was sent from the
local jail in Columbia, SC, where we had lived at the time. Her student thanked her for
writing back to him, and thanked her for believing in him. She’d kept the letter in her
office for at least twenty years, the office where she planned her classes and met with
countless student teachers who now teach across the country.

33.
I realized then that I was finally getting to know my mother in absences. I still do
not know if it’s her or me who is creating her from what’s been lost.

34.
On my last visit before her release from the hospital, I found her journal from
1981. In Lawthy: Holding Flowers, I quote from this journal. She wrote on September
3rd, “I would like to write a mock epic. Something like The Odyssey but something like
Pope’s Rape of the Lock. However, my topic will be similar to John Milton’s Paradise
Lost. This creation was thought of after having a long, complicated dream. I had been
planning to write it down, but I never have had the opportunity. This class has given me
the chance to put down my dream on paper. It’s just an experiment but it should be very
interesting. Oh well, it’s really hard to explain my idea so I think if I just explain it in an
outline then write about it everything will come out all right.” Then there is a space, and
then there is a marginal note that said “evening.” Next to “evening” is “I feel like writing,
but I don’t want to write about my mock epic. I’m the world’s #1 procrastinator. I feel
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writing in this journal is a therapy-type activity for me. Sort of like “shrinking” yourself.
Sometimes I really need to get my feelings out in the open but I don’t exactly know how
to express it. I’m the type of person who would rather put their feelings down in a letter
and mail it than to confront verbally an awkward position. Now there is a link to
psychology—avoidance complex. Must be something that happened in your childhood.
Seriously though, I never really considered creative writing an outlet for myself.
Vulnerable, that’s really a good word to describe a writer. Or should I say a
designer…designer of dreams. Now I’m getting really off the wall. There is a seductive
type of side to journal writing also. How would you feel if someone offered to let you
read his or her journal? Pretty intimate I might think! Well, that’s how I’ll probably feel
about this journal. I’m going to be honest but I’m not going to give up my personal
secrets. No, you can’t hear about my sex life!! I consider this journal an entity in itself. I
have personalized it already. Good! That’s epic machinery. I’ll be ready to write this
baby now!”

35.
In her mock epic, Al Pacino is the villain. When I first started writing Lawthy,
there was a villain named Alton Brown, who was known as AB. She was 19 when she
wrote in this journal. I was 22 when I started writing Lawthy. Lawthy took me to earning
a Master’s in Fine Arts in Creative Writing followed by my work towards a PhD with a
concentration in Creative Writing. Never did my mom tell me about her own writing, but
this journal was kept in her office along with the letter for all those years.
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36.
Writing on memory loss affects form and form affects writing on memory loss.

37.
Writers and artists continue to perform metaphors of memory loss in reaction,
response, and activism alongside the continuing pain and struggles caused by disease.
Because neurodegeneration, specifically the causes and effects of dementia, is not fully
understood in the fields of neuroscience and neurobiology, the literary representations of
dementia could provide a parallel of the human desire to know more about the causes and
effects of memory loss based on neurodegeneration. Lawthy: Holding Flowers attempts
to become a new gesture towards a “morbid language” in drawing simultaneously from
literary research-based and personal connections between metaphysics, destructive
plasticity, illness and metaphor, and the aesthetic.

38.
Morbid, from the Latin morbidus, meaning diseased or abnormally susceptible to
or characterized by gloomy or unwholesome feelings, is the voice of language that I
would argue is missing from contemporary, developing understandings of writing on
memory loss. By morbid language, I mean the loss of literal involvement in language as a
source for knowledge and memory. And, rather, a gesture to the figurative perceptions
used in the language that cannot simultaneously be the object of memory and be the
action of remembering.
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39.
A language that creates more metaphors when attempting to become literal is
morbid in that it is language being left and leaving. And, in morbidity exists a spiritual
crossroads. At the convergence of the crossroads is a collection of lists signifying
duration, lists that organize via familiarity while also drawing fragmented connections
that illuminate the paradoxes of morbid language. The lists, too, allow for the enactment
of the sense of serendipity and synchronicity experienced in the findings, an attempt at
implying memory to both reading and writing processes, and an attempt at expanding the
logic of syntax to a more visual, spatial capacity of the page.
40.
At the news of my mother’s early-onset dementia, I learned that I may never have
recognized my own face. And in the present moment I can write that the loss of my facial
recognition was an embodiment of sensing the faces of both my grandmother and mother
within my own, which is how my language of morbidity attempts to hold to both death
and life in the act, being, and becoming of reflection.
41.
I was sure that I wanted to compose a list of texts for my initial research on
“writing on memory loss” in order to find evidence for my own misunderstandings on
how to communicate morbidity in language.
42.
And so, the embodiment of morbid language is that of consistent doubt, which
writing has the potential to momentarily relive and relieve. I can’t remember where I read
the facts, but I can understand when.
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43.
Over the course of a month preceding the news of the diagnosis, I waited for sales
and eventually gathered enough glass bottles of sparkling water to reference the sound I
remember from opening the door of my mother’s refrigerator. Those bottles were only
partially poured before being returned to the fridge to shift in sound, to lose their
carbonation and be made unpleasant in their power of reminding. I could not voice this;
with my morbidity, I needed to live with it until the feelings shifted.
44.
In searching through writing on memory loss, I reached a multitude of dead ends.
It would almost seem that the inclusion of life sciences in metaphysics would leave
language entirely in order to speculate on what becomes of language with the actions of
neurodegeneration of the brain. Simultaneously, I was reminding myself not to take
anything personally from both the research and the identity changes of my mother across
the country. I embodied a depersonalized approach to EOAD, which shifted my own
“dead end” into the idea of knowing what I don’t know now being a comfort in knowing
what I would not know before my own brain lesions, a future I know by uncertain
certainty proven by life science futurity and resisted by the metaphysical present.
Continental theory wishes to engage with the life sciences, but the gap remains in the life
sciences of the incorporation of continental theory’s denunciation of dualism in favor of
memory, perception, and embodiment.

On the Trajectory of Morbid Language
45.
47

In The Undying: Pain, Vulnerability, Mortality, Medicine, Art, Time, Dreams,
Data, Exhaustion, Cancer and Care, Anne Boyer’s Prologue catalogues a thorough list of
women writers who lived with breast cancer—doing so as an inspired response to Susan
Sontag’s list of eleven deaths under the heading “material” in her notes for the
incomplete essay “On Women Dying” or “Deaths of Women” or “How Women Die”
(Boyer 3). Sontag’s list includes Virginia Woolf, Marie Curie, Jeanne d’Arc, Rosa
Luxemburg, Alice James, among others. Anne Boyer’s list includes Susan Sontag, Alice
James, Rachel Carson, Jacqueline Susann, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Audre Lorde,
Fanny Burney, Kathy Acker, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, S. Lochlann Jain, and Ellen
Leopold; all share in common having been diagnosed with breast cancer, being women,
being writers, and having died—either from breast cancer or from their own choosing.
Boyer organizes the list with the information of the women’s ages along with the year of
their deaths. Boyer writes, just before ending her Prologue with the year of the death of
Susan Sontag:
To write only of oneself is not to write only of death, but under these
conditions, to write more specifically of a type of death or a deathlike state
…To write only of oneself may be to write of death, but to write
of death is to write of everyone.
To write of death is to write of a disease’s “industrial etiology, medicines misogynist and
racist histories and practices, capitalism’s machine of profit,” etc., and so to write of
death is to be conscious of oneself in the community of death (10). However, the
“community of death” that Boyer imagines troubles the concept of community as what
keeps oneself alive—the body of her text depicts the personal, interpersonal, and
interactions with her doctors and colleagues during her experience with breast cancer;
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thus, creating a concrete depiction of community based on the experiences of the self,
which can still keep the community of death as an abstraction. The community of death is
a community familiar in the notion of morbid language, a language that continues to
build its own figurations and metaphors.

46.
In “Dementia and the Paradigm of the Camp: Thinking Beyond Giorgio
Agamben’s Concept of ‘Bare Life,’” disability scholar Lucy Burke writes that people
living with dementia are subsumed within a powerful symbolic abstraction that
“precludes us from imagining life with dementia as a potential site of agency or as the
locus for transformative ideas” about care and community. Her essay, published by
Bioethical Inquiry in 2019, constellates a list of social, institutional, economic, and
medical practices that determine our understandings and experience of dementia, and
concludes that all “must attend to the implications of the theory on which they ground
their very engagement” because “a theory grounded on ontologically derived notions of
weakness, passivity, and remainders” goes against a way of thinking about new
foundations for “our understanding of living and experiencing old age, dependency, and
dementia” (205). Within Lucy Burke’s constellation, Burke claims that Annie Ernaux’s ‘I
Remain in Darkness’ and Catherine Malabou’s The New Wounded both portray their
relatives with Alzheimer’s disease with “descriptions construing the lived experience of
dementia as opaque and unrepresentable,” which Burke further claims to lead to the
“fundamental rupture of intersubjectivity in that the gaze of the observer is never returned
or acknowledged.” Burke points out that:
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This paradigm precludes recognition of the diverse ways in which
individuals might live with particular impairments as well as any notion of
the person with dementia as someone capable of meaningful interaction,
or expressing preference or exercising choice or agency. (199)
For Burke, the inclusion of bioethics is crucial for our growing understanding of
representations and language for dementia because, even now, writing and
representations of “death-in-life” lack much beyond Giorgio Agamben’s homo sacer, the
human who can be killed without the commission of a crime, thus stripped of citizenship.
Anne Boyer ends her Prologue with more excerpts from Susan Sontag’s journal,
As Consciousness is Harnessed to Flesh, demonstrating Sontag’s logic of connecting
abstraction to death and concreteness to the self, then “both abstract and complete as her
middle term: “The term—positioned between oneself and one’s death, the abstract and
the concrete—is ‘woman.’” (10).
47.
My grandmother made sure I knew that when she played basketball as a young
girl in North Carolina, she wasn’t allowed to cross the line marking half-court. Because
she was a woman, she was told that she was only strong enough to play within one half of
the court and one half of the game, but she could choose her side—offensive or
defensive.

48.
At her funeral in Knoxville, I was asked to read a poem in her honor, but I did
not. A cousin told a story of my grandmother learning how to drive in her late 20’s in a
field across the street from her parents’ home in Covington, Virginia. There was
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something funny about the story and people laughed. I think it was that the cousin telling
the story had been forced to stand between the two front seats of the truck, “holding onto
dear life.” Her ashes are near Asheville.

49.
The catalogue of women represented in media and writing with Alzheimer’s
disease is much different from both Sontag and Boyer’s lists of women. It’s still possible
to hold them all in one paragraph, but one must include the characterizations to do so.

50.
In 2015, while gathering interviews of Pat Summitt’s peers, family, former and
current basketball players, Maria Cornelius, the author of The Final Season: The
Perseverance of Pat Summitt was alerted that her mother had been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease, which tangled the stories of Summitt’s EOAD with her own
experience as caretaker to her mother. In the midst of her research on plasticity and
psychoanalysis, Catherine Malabou learned of her grandmother’s diagnosis with
Alzheimer’s disease, which shifted her destructive plasticity research to the 2012 essay
The Ontology of the Accident and the 2013 work of The New Wounded. The character of
Meredith Grey of the longest running medical drama television show, Grey’s Anatomy, is
a medical resident at the time of her mother’s diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. Gossip,
blogs, and television reviewers, in 2016, began predicting that the only thing that could
end Grey’s Anatomy would be Meredith Grey showing symptoms of the dementia in her
fictional workplace: the hospital.. In the fictional 2014 novel-turned-film, Still Alice, Dr.
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Alice Howland, a linguistics professor played by Julienne Moore, learns of her earlyonset Alzheimer’s diagnosis at the peak of her career and monumental shifts of her
family—the promise of being a grandmother and the guidance she could still provide for
her actress daughter—in the film she’s told that with her level of education, the
innovative pathways her brain had developed would result in a much more rapid
cognitive decline. A full list of AD and EOAD texts does not yet exist, and so this
paragraph is only representative of a few among the expanding lists. For example, in
2020, Braver Than You Think: Around the World on the Trip of My (Mother’s) Lifetime
will debut from Counterpoint Press; Maggie Downs embarks on a one-year backpacking
trip to visit all of the places her mother, “struck with early-onset Alzheimer’s disease,”
cannot see. The Rest I Make Up, a documentary on the life and final years of CubanAmerican dramatist Maria Irene Fornes, has not yet been made available to all audiences
after it’s 2018 debut. The film “reveals how the creative spirit continues to thrive even as
one’s ability to create is compromised.”
Although I want to support Lucy Burke’s direction towards writing on dementia
without the voicing of homo sacer, I don’t know how besides thinking through this
continuing and developing idea of morbid language, language that wishes for the most
literal depiction of the senses in relation to death-in-life, but language that continues to
perceive and refigure.

51.

52

In The Poetics and Politics of Alzheimer’s Disease Life-Writing, Martina
Zimmerman, an experienced pharmacologist with an MA in Literature and Medicine,
writes that:
[The] obvious neglect of dementia patient narratives sheds some light onto
the ethical implications and challenges of critically reading such
narratives: these narratives seem least of all fit to match classical survivor
illness literature, and serious impairment in the ability to tell or understand
stories has been taken as motivation to neglect patient narratives. (1)
Zimmerman continues on to advocate for pre-narrative identity, a closer scrutiny of
patient narratives from psycho-philosophical work, and the amplification of caretakerpatient collaboration in building narratives. Drawing from Lars-Christer Hyden’s works
and research on Alzheimer’s and narrative identity, as well as that of Jane Crisp, Howard
Brody, Paul John Eakin, Jerome Bruner, among others, the idea of dysnarrativa emerges
as the paradigm for dementia narratives (8-9). All of the above listed researchers, many
with backgrounds in social psychology and medical humanities, agree that the
construction of selfhood cannot proceed without the capacity to narrate, and so the
understanding of narrative must shift so that it does not disqualify persons by the same
ideas of homo sacer.

52.
My concern is growing that in the attempt to bridge the life sciences with
literature, the life sciences are eradicating the senses. And while I believe that art therapy,
which is what I’m reading as being proposed by the dysnarrativa researchers, is truly
good, I also know that it’s truly impossible given the economic and politically based
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restrictions on medical services, which will only continue to worsen as the population of
people with dementia continues to grow globally, and particularly in the United States.

53.
What I suspect is that the locale of progress in studying and understanding
narratives of dementia exists in Europe rather than the United States because of the
institutionalization of America’s healthcare capitalism, white supremacy, mass
incarceration, and policing. Still, understanding harm reduction for people with dementia
cannot exist within the carceral state and colonialism, and so the work of transformative
justice needs to be legible and practiced in and by communities.

54.
On the day after my aunt called me to say that my mother would have a full year
of medical leave following her diagnosis, a package of CDs arrived from M. A CD in that
package was the same one I had forgotten the name and artist of, but had been longing for
because I remember the dimness of my mother’s home without overhead lights matching
the dimness of the car where we listened to that CD. Although the CD is now in a shelf in
the room adjacent to me, I still can’t remember the artist. I listened to it on repeat for a
few weeks and always cried at the same song.

55.
For Christmas in 2012, my grandmother was given a lifelike cat that would heat
up and purr—this was suggested by Alzheimer’s research at that time for giving a sense
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of comfort to the patient. The lifelike cat was too small and stiff to be lifelike, reflecting
the bodily shifts of my grandmother who had lost fifty pounds and had stiffened in her
wheelchair. The lifelike cat was placed in her lap and I remember that someone guided
my grandmother’s hand to the cat. The following Christmas, the real cat that my
grandfather had introduced to the house died from eating a poinsettia by the fireplace. It
had been brought inside to survive the cold season.

56.
In her work ‘I Remain in Darkness,’ Annie Ernaux presents the text as an
unedited transcription of her notes during her mother’s final illness. The testimony
witnesses through “vestiges of pain” (Ernaux 8) her affective power in the extreme pain
and anger in response to the epistemological dominance of deficit and loss in dementia.
Of Susan Sontag’s Illness as Metaphor, Anne Boyer writes “Illness as Metaphor is
cancer as nothing personal. Sontag does not write “I” and “cancer” in the same sentence.”
(3). In the case of Alzheimer’s disease and writing on memory loss, the I and the person
are always present, but they are shifting or beyond being lost even when present. The
above examples of illness writing and writing on memory loss convey the difficulty in
understanding and writing personhood in the situation created of Alzheimer’s disease.
For the second portion of this essay, I will argue that Henri Bergson’s Matter and
Memory opens space for neurodegeneration in ideas of perception with potential for
returning to the “I” that is ever-present in language, and then I will apply his use of
“memory as reverberation” to Catherine Malabou and Susan Sontag’s use of metaphor.
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57.
In Matter and Memory, Henri Bergson writes that of pure memory, memory
image, and perception (AB, BC, CD), “it is impossible to say precisely where one of the
terms ends and another begins,” which builds to the metaphysical attempt to tie memory
to the body by what he calls our indetermination of will. Is it this reverberation, this
indetermination of will that embodiment enters our consciousness? Also, can we position
Henri Bergson’s Matter and Memory as a preemptive consideration of the effects of
neurodegeneration of the brain as part a phenomenological understanding of perception,
memory, and embodiment? In his illumination of imprecision in the spatial beginnings
and endings of pure memory, memory image, and perception, Bergson continues that
consciousness bears witness to the movement of memory at work, clarifying this idea
imprecision by giving consciousness agency, and giving memory action. Bergson
continues:
Whenever we are trying to recover a recollection, to call up some period
of our history, we become conscious of an act sui generis by which we
detach ourselves from the present in order to replace ourselves, first in the
past in general, then in a certain region of the past—a work of adjustment,
something like focusing a camera. (171)
Here, Bergson shifts to the third person we to depict the community in the person who
“recover[s] a recollection.” However, shifted in to the first person, his idea would be I
detach myself from the present in order to replace myself. I detach myself from the
present in order to replace myself is an adjustment like focusing a camera. The
adjustment towards the replacement of the self by way of detachment in a spatial field of
time gestures towards an imagining of the possibility of a complete change in
personhood. Bergson concretizes the hypothetical change in personhood when he
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proposes the situation of a “physical life reduced to sensori-motor functions alone…to the
greatest possible simplification of our mental life,” in which he continues:
In this state every perception spontaneously prolongs itself into
appropriate reactions; for analogues former perceptions have set up more
or less complex motor apparatus, which only await a recurrence of the
same appeal in order to enter into play. Now there is, in this mechanism,
an association of similarity, since the present perception acts in virtue of
its likeness to past perceptions; and there is also an association of
contiguity, since the movements which followed those former perceptions
reproduce themselves, and may even bring in their train a vast number of
actions co-ordinate with the first.
Bergson’s idea that perception could prolong itself in the simplification of mental life,
which opens into the availability for Bergson to include the association of similarity and
the association of contiguity as what are lost or gained by a person’s mental state. He
continues:
Here then we seize association of similarity and association of contiguity
at their very source, and at a point where they are almost confounded in
one—not indeed thought, but acted and lived. (217)
Thus, Bergson, in his elaboration on the processes and functions of memory in Memory
and Matter uses the example of the simplification of mental state as a mechanism, akin to
a person experiencing neurodegeneration, by which to demonstrate that memory is an
embodiment of thought, action, and living. By reading Bergson in this way, we can
improve upon or develop the focus of personhood by considering the actions and
associations of similarity and contiguity in the shifts and changes in the personhood of
persons with neurodegeneration, as well as persons desiring the language, form, and
writing of neurodegeneration.

58.
57

I took a playwriting workshop with a mentee of Irene Fornes and the mentee and I
had a haunting energy between us. I determine an energy as haunting when I can’t tell
how old someone is. I’d only seen her smiling in a photograph. That, and when the level
of experience with a person reaches past a threshold of witnessing immorality.

59.
My play had one ghost and the rest of the characters were balloons. The balloons,
played by a few of my friends, would say “pop” to signal their deaths, but nothing would
change besides the sound before a brief silence.

60.
Bergson uses metaphors when he describes the motions of memory—the focusing
of the camera, the metaphor of simplification, the metaphor of reverberation. As
demonstrated by the examples in the first section of this essay, as well as the shift
towards a focus on metaphor by both Malabou and Sontag, metaphor and figurative
language become the method of depicting personhood in language of memory loss. To
return to the question, “Where does this leave language?,” we can assume that literal
language, if it exists, has been left, departed from, or retreated from or within. In As
Consciousness is Harnessed to the Flesh, Susan Sontag writes, “Morbidity [is] a defense
against a sense of tragedy,” exemplifying morbidity as the language that is left, is used,
and interiorly defends the person from the exterior implications of tragedy.
In Illness as Metaphor, Susan Sontag writes that “illness is not a metaphor, and
that the most truthful way of regarding illness—and the healthiest way of being ill—is
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one most purified of, most resistant to, metaphoric thinking,” which begins her project
and inquiry in both Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and its Metaphors towards the
“elucidation of those metaphors, and a liberation from them” (3-4). Her inquiry unpacks
the complications of metaphors being applied to the body versus the metaphors that the
body and language need to convey their senses. Sontag emphasizes that “The fight is all
inside one’s own body” (15), that “metaphors change with the development of new forms
of treatment” (86), and that “disease metaphors are used to judge society not as out of
balance but as repressive” (73). The fight within the body is akin to Bergson’s
metaphorically violent detachment and replacement of the self in locating knowledge,
perception, embodiment of the self in Memory and Matter. Sontag’s emphasis on
metaphors shifting with new forms of treatment means that language shifts as medical
knowledge of master diseases continues to develop; however, the metaphor of the fight
within the body, the self, the mind, maintains its own entities of meaning both away from
and with the influences outside of the self.
In “Is Retreat a Metaphor?,” a lecture given in 2012, drawing from trajectories
from both Heidegger and Derrida, Catherine Malabou posits that:
The only thing retreating can do, and mean, is to retreat…Retreating is a
synonym to being. Every time we say something like s is p, it means s
retreats from p, as well as p retreats from s, because the copula is is
nothing but its own withdrawal. (35)
This withdrawal in language, exemplified by retreat, draws attention to the failure of
language in the “frontier between authenticity and inauthenticity,” the frontier being too
“absolutely” porous, thus giving consciousness the ability to make something in the space
of difference that if left in the possibility of withdrawal, in the space between “the proper
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and the metaphorical” (37). However, with any case of absolute memory loss, Malabou
concludes her lecture, in her own words, with “I wish I could still believe in the trace, and
go in the opposite direction, I wish I could still invent something out of the disappearance
of proper and figurative meaning, but—” and concludes with an italic anecdote of the
loss of the soul in the case of irreversible loss of memory.

61.
If morbid language could be translated into any language besides itself, it would
not be a withdrawal, but a fantastical tracing of human life in the face of the
irreversibility of loss. As texts on illness and disease continue to develop their presence in
the reading and writing communities, morbidity may shift in its meaning to the public and
personal. Morbid language as a spiritual crossroads is the performance and enactment of
illness and disease in text. As this project on morbid language, writing on the experience
of the EOAD community, and moving forward with research across disciplines, I will be
gathering more examples of metaphors applied to persons with neurodegeneration in
order to consider how Sontag’s project of illness and metaphors exists in the
contemporary moment of shifting master diseases, epidemics, and the substantial growth
in the caretaker population. Overall, the project that begins here is an examination and
transgression of ethics in the forms of language for writing on memory loss.

60

Lawthy: Holding Flowers

A Novel
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Mankind has been so programmed
That they don’t care about nothin’
That has to do with care
C-a-r-e
-Nina Simone

Its darkness was formed,
in pure contradiction,
from legions of light.
-Rainer Maria Rilke
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26 March 2020
A bird knocked on the window. It was a Carolina wren.
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Lawthy
I watch a morning pass on a chicory flower pressed against the window screen, and I
consider my hobby of envying hobbies, how I will someday press a chicory flower into a
book, knowing this desire could result in leaving another hobby suspended in feeling
envy—of my having never completed a thought—of losing an opportunity to press a
chicory flower into a book each day because the flowers are dead within hours of having
bloomed. As soon as they bloom, they are living through their own funeral. This is the
construction I can imagine if I could write a story on loss, specifically on the loss that is
felt in knowing of a loss that happens gradually. I think I’ll spend the day like this, too,
until I hear laughter coming from outside. Outside, children play and the hum of a
neighbor’s music responds to passing cars like waves roaring themselves louder just before
they touch a shore and hush in their withdrawal from the echoing air.
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20 November 1981
Usually, music helps me to forget. Why does every song I hear remind me of you? I’ll
never forgive you for this torment. I would love to call you and tell you how I feel but
I’m not sure you would really to hear from me at all. 2:30 in the morning. Of course, it’s
only 1:30 there, but… I wish I was rich and could fly my lear jet up there for just one
afternoon. Just to drop in. I wouldn’t stay long. Just to see your face. I’m lost.
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17 April 2020
I’m sitting outside today. I can identify that there are at least six kinds of birds within
view. So many plants grow here—the ground will soon be covered in green. The bleeding
hearts, red columbine, and wild yellow poppies are all blooming. A daisy that I love. The
hostas look as full as they can be, but they’ll continue. It’s incredible that small oak
leaves hang on in this wind. With enough time out here, I could find where the bird nests
are. A chipmunk held me in her gaze. I’m happier to see a female cardinal. The grains on
the page of the book I’m reading look the same texture as these trees in the wind. A dried
cocoon shell.
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5 May 2020
Care and madness.
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22 May 2020
After her appointment, I communicated the end to her teaching career.

68

23 May 2020
Document the rocks.
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Lawthy
Vision, I say, vision! And it echoes, too. I’m staring, now, at leaves on the ground. I must
have thought, during the echoing, of something along the lines of vision being a better
focus than the loveliness of leaves that had spent time idling in the air, and now idle on the
ground. Grass blades puncture holes into their sides. The sound of the neighbor’s music
rises before hushing into a brief silence just before another car passes when I see the grass
growing through dying leaves. Shores are a trick of time that don’t have a language beyond
affect; I press my forehead onto the window screen and the chicory flower falls from its
precarious balance on the outer frame. I hadn’t known this would happen; this is tension,
suspense for my hobby of envying hobbies, this hobby of living a day like it is a funeral.
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Lawthy
We returned from the hospital with each other two times in a month. The hospital is
another name we give to a space like the classroom.
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5 November 1981
The shrill ring of the telephone awoke Mary from her daydream. She carefully removed
the receiver from the phone and politely greeted the caller. After a brief conversation,
Mary slammed the receiver back onto its cradle. She stood stoically in the middle of the
floor. It was happening again. It was like a train roaring through her head. Worse than
that, she was under the train as it rushed over her body.
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Lawthy
A wind stirs my hair against my face, and I watch a man outside squeeze sunflower seeds
from a hole in a plastic bag and I write, Awareness of what’s absent makes the presence of
pain. This event is disappointing because it won’t have an end. So, I write a note on a postit to stop using words that feel too close to what is real; this means I have settled into a
hobby of boredom as the lament infinitely continues. And somewhere else on the page, in
smaller letters and in quotes, I write, “all of those holes.” Beneath that, I write about an
artist telling me that her lessons in escape are her lessons in fighting. I forgot that I wrote
this as a memory, that I forget which notes are from images, that the forgetting reminds me
of having lost the memories.
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Lawthy
It was on another morning of living through a funeral, the morning of the storm, when pine
trees threw shadows across my windshield, seemingly incising my eyes with light, cleanly
and boldly, as I drove home down a cobblestone road. I was not yet used to the front, left
tire being repaired, so I drove at a speed that felt more like a crawl, a habit I had had for a
few weeks while the tire slowly deflated. There, I crawled through the forest of pines, and
I thought that my pace might slow the momentum of memory and instead impel image.
The sharp shadows made me recall that I had asked the mechanic if my tire could have
been punctured by a pine needle, but he claimed it had been a screw. Have you been to any
construction sites lately, he asked, and I thought, I am a construction site, as I shook my
head. Instead of laughing at my sarcasm, he offered to inform me that the pines created
enough acid with their fallen needles that nothing could grow beneath them, but at the time
I was distracted by the nervous laughter of the woman in red trousers standing by a window
in the garage. The woman laughed into her phone, connected to who I assumed to be the
father of the child who clung to her left leg, so I misheard the mechanic inform me that the
pines had such big egos that nothing grew below them for fear of constant dissatisfaction
with the self. I thanked him, but then he thanked me. I said, You did a great job at repairing
my flat tire, and he said, You too. I thought, Yeah, as I pondered his intention while gazing
at the light shining through a loose strand of the child’s hair. He must have sensed my
distraction because he then offered a second fact about the local trees: Not worth raking
before the storm, it’s going to blow everything that’s left off of the elms. But his smile and
the idea of crunching leaves created a mental visualization of raking leaves with one’s
teeth. With what suddenly felt like leaves in my mouth, I looked at the mechanic and
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realized that his teeth were arranged far apart from one another, not unlike a rake immuring
a tongue. I hummed, Mhmm, and continued the thought of my desire for sharp objects as I
drove down the cobblestone road. Instead of a leaf, I held something of what I felt in my
mouth and I tried to squeeze it with my tongue through the spaces between my teeth so that
it would come out more polished, more worn, and tired.
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Lawthy
A page of art cracks on the fridge when another gust of wind enters the screen window,
and I remember smashing my hands against watercolor flowers, proudly calling the motion
a funeral, my pride in having had had death explained to me in applicable terms—I could
make art of it. I had been told that horses have a history with humans, flowers want their
history with pollinators, and birds have a biography, which is not a memoir, that there is
not always a cure, but this is neither an escape nor a fight from and for hope. I called
anything left alone on a page a bird, applying any space, such as water or something blank,
was the sky. Leaves falling to the ground are birds, I noted. Believing the leaves are birds
is a disbelief pressing language into a voice that left me as I used it, leaving a blur like the
funeral.
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21 November 1981
Damn, it’s another day gone by and I’m still here and you’re still there. Why can’t I be
gone and you still be here…waiting for me and missing me! I wish I knew that you
missed me as much as I miss you. It would help just to know that you even thought of
me. James Taylor is playing now. I can listen to him and not cry…so far… Dan
Fogelberg puts me straight into tears. Could it be his song “Illinois.” By the way, I wrote
a sonnet about you.
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22 November 1981
Ok. This shit is really getting old. I feel like my dog got run over. Leslie has gone, and
I’m stuck within the confines of my four walls with only you to miss. It’s just not fair.
I’m sure I’ll look back on this and laugh. I wish I could now. You still haven’t called like
you said you would. You haven’t written either. Hy are men so damn unreliable. I think
I’m going to cry now. A real good, depressing song has come on. Leave it to James to do
it again!
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Lawthy
Outside, a sliver of daytime moon is the size of a small cloud. A bird the size of the airplane
far above the bird. Now, I prefer not to see so much sky. The weather always reminds me
of another funeral. And the afternoon, now, is hot. A fern spins in the slow wind above my
head, casting a shadow of leaves across my face, resembling a tortoise shell. Fish scales
shine in the light through the screen of the window. Rain could fall from smoke, here, I
think. I drove here from too far away, my time between two locations on a map morphing
me into another bird suspended on something blank, the page of a map. Construction site
workers affix valuables to cranes before sunset so that they can watch shadow stories, I
was once told, or I once misremembered. In this part of the story, I imagine I lose my body
and become a part of the page as I point to the shadows of leaf-covered branches crossing
the ground and say that the shadows of machines hanging from cranes look somewhat like
that. They could be animals fighting humans and so humans fighting animals, and so on. I
say, now, I remember I used to sleep in the bottom bunk of a bunk bed and my mother
would stay up in the top bunk listening to my stories. During the day, she would draw
pictures on the wooden slats beneath the top bunk so that I would add the images to the
stories. While on bridges, I still crave what can be held just out of reach in the air,
something like a bird that is a road or a road that is an arrival. I have lied only to myself,
in this story, that I am living out a day.
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Lawthy
The cranes that hold construction materials above the ground at night are a story of keeping
heavy items from being stolen, an irony, a suspension without the suspense, ideas that
become so final that I feel like I have completed one of the hobbies I envied at the
beginning. Still, I could believe that I live in a body, in a funeral home, hearing sounds
against a shore in the whoosh of the wind through the screen window onto watercolor
pictures cracking their motions against the fridge.
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Lawthy
A small piece of Styrofoam holds to the back cover of the book. Two crushed spheres, one
connecting half-sphere, torn. It all comes off when I press my mother to it and pull away.
It stays there again when I press it back. If anything, I have confirmed that I am missing
something. Finding signatures from my mother exposes the problems I have with my
mother to a stranger, only embarrassing because there are three more. I’m reminded of how
I know how to be a companion to a mother, first, by holding the tip of a cat’s tail to her
mouth while she bathes so that she reaches more angles, and then by resting a hand on the
mother’s side when she’s startled by a benign noise from outside the room. I know it sounds
strange, another one of my poor performances. I list how I arrived at this place; I list how
often I changed the multiplying mothers from a list to a novel to a list to a novel. I begin
again by only drinking milk, slowly transitioning from skim to whole with the progression
of the day, ending with a thimble of heavy cream before sleep. The mothers have their fill;
I dream of holding the tip of a coat hanger to a crow reaching from above, from a wire,
cawing the sounds of the mothers footsteps in the room on the third floor. I hold the coat
hanger to the back cover of the book, two covers splayed across their laps like wings drying
in the sun that wakes me from the dream, and I gesture the sign of closing my eyes, again,
to the spectacle of milk, day by day, to tear another mother from my mother, returning a
memory by the many.
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Lawthy
I can’t give up menageries and photographs. There are driving scenes in Psycho. And we
drive places to drive in circles, but I was driving in the wrong direction. Suddenly filled
with the cinematic sensation of entering an alternative reality, I tried to measure my Uturn with the pattern of the gusting winds. The capability of unfolding the pattern and
then folding it back to how it should have been put a tightness in my throat, so I held my
breath and thought of linguistics and family. It was a different voice who made up her
own language in the space of my mouth, which I then whispered into a tune of familiarity
to challenge my listening into thinking I understood her. Or it was the other way around
and our language was a language put into the wrong tune. Vehicular manslaughter. I
mistook U-turns because I was thinking of how cars themselves are manmade; they turn
the slaughter into themselves. I turned into a circle. I drove in the opposite direction in
the same lane, rather than a U, so that I would slaughter myself and not some other self. I
was misinformed, I thought. Before trying to turn around again, I pulled my car to the
side of the road and closed my eyes. I saw everything through my eyelids. Everything
inside a red-fleshed peach. The shadows were the skin covered in fuzz. In them, I thought
I saw a seagull in a parking lot eating a chicken wing: cannibalism. I’ll write another
image of self-fear. I opened my eyes and turned around against the wind. This is a lesson
in trust; the time when we got stuck waiting at a tollbooth behind cars lined up for a
funeral and the sky turned purple.
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Lawthy
After the second trip to the hospital, the doctors said a word very slowly multiple times.
The word they said, they said it meant my mother could no longer be alone. I knew
before they said the word, and then there was the word. She could no longer live alone
because all that she said was a story. I told her sister not to listen to her words, but to the
meaning. I told her sister not to villainize what was beyond the door when what was
beyond the door was just the rest of the house. I learned her sister’s fears, but just knew
the meaning of hear for her. I told her sister to imagine anything beyond the door, but to
only use words that encouraged opening it. And so, I decide to live a story I had
predicted, but with more characters. And with meaning rather than hobbies. I had not
read about this anywhere. Most days she tells me she is in a room and beyond the room,
everything is changing.
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Lawthy
For 47 of 49 days, I drove from our home to a field. In the field, I sat for justice for a man
who had been murdered by detention officers and a nurse. History repeating itself, and so
the present as a predictor.
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Lawthy
We speak about turning a room into a sky. We stare into a corner of the ceiling and I say
isolate and I hear a lady. We speak of the sounds we imagine clouds could make if we
could hear them move. A fly kicks its legs on the surface of the water in my glass. I stare
at the fly, and then to my face and back to the kicking legs creating the quickest end to a
wave. There’s a sound in the kitchen and I imagine myself walking around the corner to
scare whatever it is that could be there. We think it could be the wind. The dog that had
been sitting between us on the couch gets up when the sound begins again. She walks to
the bedroom with her head down. I feel that I left myself alone. She looks so sad when she
looks at the fly. I ask, Should I pour out the water. I nod. I forget the sound and open the
front door, gently pouring the water onto a stair. I return to the room. Standing in the
threshold, I see her sitting on the couch, I hear myself refilling a glass from the sink in the
kitchen. I think I flicker in and out of view near the dim bulb of the floor lamp, like a fly.
It’s a game I play called Cabinet. We hear the dog release a sigh from the bedroom. I broke
apart when I tried to forget metaphors. There’s really no other way of keeping company.
On the couch, I run my hands through my hair, collecting the loose strands between my
fingers, and roll them into a knot in my palm, placing the knot with the other knots I collect
on the windowsill, reminding me that forgetting metaphors is the slow process of losing all
opinions. My obsession is this: I never forget where a knot came from. Someone had been
invited into the house a few days before. She had leaned down to the floor to pick at the
laminate, declaring it still. We’d had to clear away the knots before the she arrived.
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26 October 2020
I’ll tell you who you are. I’ll tell you who you are.
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Lawthy
A square of light hits a wall, and we imagine it opening to another room. In peeks a squirrel
by its shadow on the square, making it a reverse shadow, somehow a window. We can see
its lips move on the wall. In the kitchen, I pick up a mug and think of putting it on a shelf
in another room, I hear, somehow, that it will break. The lips move on the wall and the
mug breaks on the floor like an egg. All of its pieces crumbled and held together by an
imagined membrane. I think I hear an apology, but all I can say is that I knew it would
happen now. She wants to put the pieces back together, but I want them inside of a plastic
bag until there’s an idea for constructing something new. Now the mug is held together in
a bag on the shelf in another room. I want to say that this is amazing, this small prediction
made when lips moved on a wall, whispering the near future. It’s not the same as the story
of the girl who saved birds and the girl who killed bees. One girl holds a bird in her hands
and one girl swings sticks at bees. One girl asks why I am where I am, and I say that I lived
not far away from here before. One girl asks why I am still reading the same page of a book
after three hours and I want to say this isn’t a task when she urges me to move on. Really,
this is all to say that when I once asked about the writer of this book, I was told the tragedies
of her life, which are difficult not to recognize now in the words, recognizing the facts of
someone never to be known.
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Lawthy
We watch a baby take her first steps across a room, her arms held up to her face, hiding her
mouth. The room applauds when the baby turns and sits to look at where she once was. At
times I pretend to put bricks into the baby’s head because this helps her sleep. I draw a line
across her head, ask her for the colors she wants, and then place bricks of those colors into
the pretend imagined opening. It is all over when I imagine stitching the incision closed
after pressing my fingertips to the line. The baby closes her eyes and sees the colors I think
she wants to think of. I begin to line the yard with sticks from the lilac bushes, the elms,
and the apple tree. I rake leaves so that they pile on the other side of the sticks and then I
throw handfuls of birdseed on the leaves, hoping the birds will rush the leaves from leaves
to dirt.
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Lawthy
Construction site workers affix valuables to cranes before sunset so that they can watch
shadow stories. In this part of the story, she points to the shadows of leaf-covered branches
crossing the ground and says that the shadows of machines hanging from cranes look
somewhat like that. They could be animals fighting humans and so humans fighting
animals, and so on. She says, now, she remembers she used to sleep in the top bunk of a
bunk bed and her father would stay up in the bottom bunk making up stories of a lion.
During the day, she would draw pictures on the wooden slats beneath the top bunk so that
the father would add the images to the stories. While on bridges, she still craves what can
be held just out of reach in the air, something like a bird that is a road or a road that is an
arrival.
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Lawthy
A sliver of daytime moon is the size of a small cloud. A bird the size of the airplane far
above the bird. We prefer not to see so much sky. The weather always reminds her of
another city. And the afternoon is hot. A fern spins in the slow wind above our heads,
casting a shadow of leaves across her face, resembling a tortoise shell. Fish scales shine in
the light through the screen of the window. Rain falls from smoke, here. We drove here
from too far away.
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Lawthy
She says that she saw a man pushed into the water. I remember seeing a man pulled from
the water so long ago that it wouldn’t matter now to say. She asks that I find her comb to
cover the hole in the back of her head.
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Lawthy
She tells the story about a dog on a leash affixed to a rope that ran from the house to a pine
tree. In the night, there was a storm. The lightning struck the pine tree, sending a bolt of
electricity through the line into the house, shutting off the power. The dog and the family
had been out of town. They were lucky, she says, but when they returned home they said
the vacation was terrible. She says, Here. This would be a good place for a snake. I say,
There’s one. The abandoned houses on the floodplain had burned down months before.
The snake warms itself on an old road. Chimneys fight for attention on the landscape of
live oak trees. Their foundations are covered in nails brittle with rust, coils of bedsprings,
compressed clumps of indecipherable fibers from furniture, and melted pellets of glass.
Lizards warm their bodies on bricks. The textures of the burnt houses are soothing as we
walk around and within them in silence, thinking with our feet as we carefully choose
spaces for steps. Everything has edges. We find an abandoned pool. The water is brown or
green, a school of fish swim across the surface, and a snapping turtle watches us from the
opposite end. He could be in there, she suggests, the man in the water. I briefly wonder if
we are enemies, if the snapping turtle will ever get out of the pool. She says that with the
oncoming hot season, anything in the pool will cook. Are you getting bitten, she asks. No.
Buzzard shadows cross our paths on the grass and it’s high tide when we reach the dock.
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Lawthy
She says that the house is haunted and then she draws the ghosts on the walls.
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Lawthy
The cat treats a blanket as her mother. It’s a delight to not always act on our rage. The only
normal thing to do is to remember the movements of the cat’s bath. I write "eggnog" in the
subject line of a letter to no one, and I have no memories of eggnog. It could have been the
dream in which I turn into something like white static.
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Lawthy
We can imagine any space we’re in as a room, and so the car is a room when I drive from
you to my home. I’m between mountain and city and it’s so dark that I hope to not have
anything to say to describe it. But I am confused by agency now that I have been accused
so often. If I am facing a tree with bare branches that, from where I sit in my room, divides
the sky above the mountains, how could it all be held. It’s how I hold you, I think, when
you are on the mountain and I can pretend I see you from the top of a bridge while I wait
for the light to change. I rearrange my room again.
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Lawthy
I promised the tree my friendship when I gave her the other half of a necklace. Having
moved away from the tree, I found that she lived through floods when a woman,
remembering the friendship, wrote in a letter her memory of walking past. We keep islands
from ourselves, so we write to find them, were her words of the tree. I can’t draw what I
remember, the metaphor, though, appearing only in what concept we make of the image.
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Lawthy
But if the body were made of sticks covered in green shadows left by metal rings. This
sliver is more of my body than what can be seen, proof of being heard by the dog told in
the timing of her sigh. In the room in winter, I hold to the wheel and show my palm to the
mountains. Sticks break from the notebook, maybe, the notebook could have held on to my
terror when I fell from the tree onto my back and lost my breath. Sticks fall from the trees
here regardless of the season. The city beneath the night sky, watched from the darkness I
can’t describe, glitters. I’m asked what happened to the birds.
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Lawthy
We walk across a dry lakebed of sand. I had thought I could gather stones, stones that
wouldn’t be missed because the water would return, but the stones were all tips of larger
bodies buried by sand. Some of the stones were lined by empty moats where the water had
turned to ice before melting again into the sand.
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Undated
Putting a shower liner on hooks. Standing with legs straddling the sides. Ages and aging.
I learn to not recognize the age I’ll be in a room with strangers. The arms are getting sore
by the third to last shower liner hook. WNCW Radio Station. I never felt impeded, in my
perspective, by being a southerner. How can we relax, and when we need it most in order
to survive, when we don’t know what we are going to lose, and we know we will lose.
Request a song—Dreamboat Annie (“Welcome home”). The aesthetic of wanting the
image of victimhood repeated until the feeling arises. But the feeling can only be found
by not seeing the repetition. I drove to her house in her car. That sentence sounds like
horror. How is it that this horror is care.
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16 March 2020, Montreat NC
Today I tried to organize my mom’s hoarded items (sponges! Paper towels, tea…) and
she called me three times to tell me about blue birds. I don’t have a desire to write much
because I am tired and my mind seems to restlessly bounce around. I’m eating fudge.
Beside cold tea. The cat hides. The radio, I’m waiting on the radio to play the song I
requested. Dreamboat Annie by Heart. At the grocery store I took a picture of balloons
weighed down by legs—decorated as a giraffe and a kangaroo bobbing by the plants. A
man who saw me aim my camera at the small zoo said, “Enjoy your afternoon.” When
someone dies or is dying, I imagine myself as them—doing my actions as them in their
homes—because this is the visualization of the sensation of similarity. It’s hard to feel
any sense of sameness in the world today. And yet I drove past my grandmother’s
memorial site and realized I’d been drawn here. The car’s clock is from before the recent
daylight savings and from Denver—seemingly long ago rather than far away. When my
dad was his mother’s caregiver after her stroke and his leg surgery (broken!), he was
forced out of her home when it came time for her to go to a nursing home. I speculate the
same for me—but sooner because the mortgage is too high.
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17 March 2020, Montreat to Winston-Salem
I arrived in Winston-Salem with my cat, I unpacked the car, showered, and then we sat
inside the guest house—where I stay—and unwrapped Christmas gifts. My mom said
Christmas had been very hard—like an insanity, a loss of the mind. We both got a box of
peanuts from Mark. I’ll have to organize what she got; I’ll need to unpack. With the
pandemic, I’m not sure how long we’ll be here, when before we planned on selling this
house. I left my houseplants in the mountain house. Our cats met while we were watching
The Voice. Simon attacked my foot. Souris, when back in the guest house, looked at
herself in the mirror and hissed & growled some more. My mom once made mixtapes and
told me she changed all of the lyrics from Baby to Bailey.
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18 March 2020, Winston-Salem
We’re beginning to watch The Perfect Storm. George Clooney and Mark Wahlberg. My
mom said woo-woo from the wayback machine, then popped up and asked me to feel her
hair, demonstrating its softness. She left the room and energetically jumped around the
corner singing Wonder Water! Earlier in the day, I walked around the Hanes Park track
with Ashley—both of our legs in pain from either trauma or disability and surgery—we
walked past trees covered in kudzu, dead for now, and flanked by blooming cherry trees.
Robins all around. One dead moth on the track, we waved to twice before I poked it and
confirmed its end to life. In the news, hospital ships disembarked to NYC and the West
Coast—the number of infections rose by 1000 in 24 hours, Italy’s numbers rise, and it’s
reported that they worry the lockdown isn’t helping yet. “Flatten the curve” is supposed
to tell us to stay inside. I once lived in the movies. My mom reminds me while gesturing
to the Wonder Water, don’t rinse this stuff out. My angst from it all showed up in my
drive and retrieval of two Whoppers (one impossible) and a large fries from the Burger
King on Peters Creek Parkway. In The Perfect Storm, Mark Wahlberg leaves his lover to
make more money to afford a divorce, and does so by going off to catch fish in a really
bad storm. This is based on a true story. In a separate fisherman family dilemma, a son
tells his father “Can we talk about something else now” when the father tells/warns him
that his mother will find him a new father. Geez! I began cleaning the mold, mildew, and
cat urine from my living space, my credit card (the one shared with my mom) was
declined at the Burger King.
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19 March 2020, Winston-Salem
We sat on the couch together and called my grandfather, who currently lives just north of
New Orleans, on speaker phone. My mom repeatedly announced/interrupted in
conversation with praises to/for the daffodils her father had planted in the yard. He
cheerily responded each time, at one point mentioning how he’d planted daffodils across
the yard in their home in Knoxville—my mom nodded at this with eyes locked on me as
if to emphasize this memory of Knoxville—of the time we all had with my
grandmother—as the justification for repeated praise for this spring moment we all have
with daffodils. My grandfather told us how to make mulch from the piled leaves—
promising to help whenever he can come back up to NC, which he usually does in the
summer to escape the heat of the deep south. We don’t know if this will happen this year.
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20 March 2020
She noticed when two streetlights remained on during the day—saying “They’re on”
without explanation.
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21 March 2020
A man my mom met online called me—fully prepared to be the one to let me know of her
illness. I cleaned her fridge/freezer—removed 5 trash bags worth of surplus and expired
food products. The ice-cream. While away from my phone, she called and left me three
voicemails. She’s in the mountains for the day. My aunt is convinced we should sell this
house in May—putting my mom and I both in the mountains for the summer—which
sounds terrible to me. Not only the request to prepare this house for the market (in a
pandemic) in 5 weeks, but also the solitude with her in the mountains—making
“solitude” into fulltime work in a place where I lack social connections of support. To
this, I’m told by my aunt that I should go to church. She also told me to put my mom on a
5 year waiting list for assisted living in Winston-Salem, and for me to find a job wherever
I can—after having moved from Denver to here. I don’t think she realizes I could have
stayed in Denver and had more work opportunities. My mom, too, continues to remember
to shame me for food choices. A friend called while she was running—I heard her
thundering footsteps and a few passing cars—and she held a completely normal
pandemic conversation. I remember this and also not asking “are you running?” because
that was all I could think of. I wish, in this moment of making way for more options in
decision making to introduce more help in prioritizing my mom’s end of life happiness.
The first signs (behavioral) of cognitive decline are generosity and exceedingly good
intensions. The fridge is full, as is the freezer, the pantry. We have enough green tea to be
obsessive drinkers for two years. Souris heard me peeing, thought it was her nemesis in
the mirror, a sound as proof of her reflections own life.
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16 November 1981
CUT
New Beginning
Michael had just delivered his last paper and was on his way home when a huge crowd of
people caught his eye in the road up ahead. He quickened his pace and was soon amidst
the chaotic crowd. No!!
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Undated
Sitting in the yard during a break in the rain. Rice crackers and aged cheddar. Arms
appear above the fence, fastening a string around the top of an evergreen tree. A
paragraph. The rocks have settled. What I came here to say is that I fear writing or saying
the word “toy” around my mom. Sometimes I can notice a tree, the bluer, the longer.
Color palette for a novel—all greens. She offered a salad at the end of a long day, a day
she bought flowers and potted vegetables and toys for the cats, and I warned her again to
stop going to the stores, stop spending money, but the salad had chicken and I tried in so
many ways to be kind about not having the salad. I wish I’d taken some and thrown it
away. My own delusions. I wrote extensive instructions on how to find the simplest form
of mouse toy. The brightly colored ones that have a rattle inside. My mom left the list and
bought three toys. The time I dyed my hair. Phones.
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27 May 2020
I printed doctor’s notes from December, highlighted the diagnosis, scanned them with my
phone, emailed the PDFs to myself, labeled them with clear names and dates of service,
emailed them to the insurance case officer, and now we wait on how the insurance
company defines early dementia as either psychiatric or neurological. I wrote in the body
of the email that I moved from Colorado to North Carolina because my mom needs
fulltime care, I wrote the age of my grandmother when her symptoms began next to my
mother’s current age. I added a hyperlink to Johns Hopkins’ description of early onset
dementia, I did not read the entire page. Since December, my mother has seen over 10
doctors and there is no clear treatment plan, and no clarity from all of the diagnoses. On
the phone with the insurance officer, I listened to him tell me how difficult it has been for
him to access my mother’s health records from the offices we told him to contact. There
are many ways of narrating death without morbidity. Or, the words themselves are
morbid.
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30 May 2020
The small pool of water in the chair’s seat cast a reflection onto its own back. I jiggled it
with my foot and attracted an ant to investigate the movement. The ant who lived on the
sun.
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31 May 2020
The memory told as a story: my mom taking apart a clock.
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2 June 2020
I ordered a baker’s dozen of bagels (blueberry, strawberry, everything, jalapeno cheddar).
My mom ate half a blueberry with cream cheese. I biked 3 bagels and honey butter to
Ashley’s. Edie was giving Ashley leaves (14 in the day). Protests. Peaceful. My mind
loses focus. No important new emails but still many to catch up on. I confirmed a new
primary care physician for my mom, texted my aunt, made dripless tacos with black
beans, ordered cake squares from Dewey’s. My mom ate one while sitting on the porch.
Friends from Denver said hello. We sat tensely on the porch; relieved by a baby bunny.
She’s slower to drink with beers and she seems tired but does not sleep for long. On
Friday, I’ll collect loose papers and put them away.
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10 June 2020
Nascar banned the confederate flag. My mom and I began watching Grey’s Anatomy. At
the end of the first episode, Meredith reassures her mother—they face each other—the
mother is told she was a surgeon; Meredith is becoming one. My mom has felt alone—
she said to me that she’s been overwhelmed and it’s just the state of her life. I was
relieved at how normal this is. The problem had been that she was drunk for two days
straight. She’d fallen, forgotten her daily arrangements, stopped her medication, stopped
monitoring Simon. I’d become hypervigilant. Meredith’s attitude is grief. I’d never
understood this until now. How grief cases care and care causes grief. I’m back and I’ve
been to Seattle.
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No Legs (September)
They walked me to the creek in the dark and said “look” and I see reflections of the
streetlights on the water. The next time, we saw hawks, a fox, and a possum. In the
cemetery, I see the names of real estate agents, a restaurant owner, and a lawyer—they
said I had a good eye and I said sometimes. In a moment after writing the decision was
considered to end the work due to futility and bodies and exhaustion and work. The
following day there was a play—the scripts that had been written were read. We cheered.
They sat and breathed and thought abstractly about their body. In a moment, they looked
up and shared a plan for the remainder of the walk so that it would end. I stopped writing
my list after the line, “We will not share what we did.” In the middle of my life, I’ve been
told to be a daughter, that a daughter negates care, negates participating in all that is right
or wrong. I repeat the details in my thoughts and watch as this gesture means a pause.
Coconut sparkling water, $9.07 at the gas station—the nickel and two pennies from a
tray, open palms receiving sprayed hand sanitizer—the words, “so kind of you,” the
sweat, the house that couldn’t be looked at because it would give an invitation for
repeated waves, weak ankles, the almost forgotten water bottle, the words “so kind of
you,” the words “I’m getting my bearings again,” the doors to mausoleums, the spider
webs filling an entire room. We avoid words for absence and presence.
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16 September 2020
Lease signing at 10am. I will not be at events, including funerals. Three quotes from The
Activist:
•

The question, which even at the moment I’m turning over in my mind, is the
nature of protest. What is it—beyond the issues? What makes one go outside and
scream?

•

This new phase we’ve entered, where truth is in a perpetual state of contrast.

•

There are still so many things that don’t make sense.
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22 September 2020
Last night was a city council meeting and none of the three public comment scripts were
quoted in the local paper. The comments covered an over half million policing grant not
reported in the budget, the biased surveys conducted by city officials, and the concern
over increasing militarization of the police. All comments called for defunding the police.
Those who were quotes in the local paper asked for reallocation, which they separate
from any effort to abolish the police. Ruth Bader Ginsberg died last week, on the same
day that I moved the couch and bed into new rooms. Today Mitt Romney approved
Trump to replace her before the election. How do we equip ourselves? I need more paper
and new pens. I’ve moved into new rooms with more windows. All facing the same
direction. I am leaving items that are not important past symbolizing leaving. Have I
really come to terms with losing another parent? BJ told me that I appear strong. I’ll draw
a map of what’s personal and what’s care. W said that when I mentioned Grey’s, it was
so personal. He spoke of tenderness. There are assumptions based on fear in relation to
protest. What exactly is this fear? I never say the word protest in some emails—I
dialogue about what works and what, the abundance, does not work. We are moving
towards a militarized state (more so). Where are the experts and what are they saying? I
am tired. My role has been the gathering of information. And writing. I don’t remember
deciding on placements in the room. I could write us as characters in a play. I’ll reread
Beckett.
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26 September 2020
I’ll write a note of support, study the budget numbers, design writing prompts, pitch
virtual classes, and proofread a letter.
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28 September 2020
“perpetually devastated”

According to the CESF of the CARES Act, the federal government was planning the
increased militarization of the police in response to the public health crisis before the
protests that stemmed from the murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. Raleigh’s
N&O had the SBI report on their radar in advance of the murder of George Floyd. John
Neville was murdered in jail because he was Black and sick. The timing of public
momentum is held by and in narrative.
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3 October 2020
Family members will not respond to my text messages. Fear in care.
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4 October 2020
Fear of health strategies for care; normalization of policing as care.
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15 October 2020
On my mother’s birthday, I went to her house with boxes. I wake up early. Her birthday
was October 11th. I don’t know where she’ll be. For three years I lived in Denver, for two
I was in South Bend. In Winston-Salem, I went to her house with boxes. It was morning.
This is a return toa different kind of familiar season. There’s more rain and the people are
afraid or brave. Gas station snacks are my luxuries carried on from another time.
Unethical. What happens next? On her birthday, at her house, I wasn’t the only one there.
I left. I took three pictures—kudzu covering large trees, a shrub with pink flowers, dead
branches reaching out like arms, seeding grass that escaped the mower, mostly browns
rather than greens, but alive while we waited at a stop light, and a boxwood with fresh
leaves and a shape that held itself to the surrounding mulch at the drive through. They
could all be faces. I wake up for the third time in a morning and it’s still dark. I don’t
want to think of the time. There are so many women who accuse me of making them
unethical. The problem is information. The begonia trembles outside in the wind. I can no
longer miss anyone. I don’t want to forget what happens just a day or so ago. I am
unethical.
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16 October 2020
I read Memory Police, but did not finish it. I went to her house to roll the trash bin to the
curb before sunrise. I ate a basil leaf.
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23 October 2020
I think of a gathering of moments. I vanish with my body. My neck cracked so loudly the
other day, a stranger thought I had died, and in recognizing this fear in their eyes, I lived
a moment as a ghost. I might have said something like “I’m totally fine,” but that was a
lie and I meant to say what came to mind, “Amazing that this will never happen again in
this way.” Nothing of what was said today was true, and so it was exhausting.
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24 October 2020
I went through the box of rocks kept outside. Stamped, broken pottery, bones, four shark
and fossil postcards. My mom called to check in. She is worried. She told me how to be
calm.
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25 October 2020
Lotus incense and rain. Leaves, soaked, glistening in the lamppost light. Constellations,
low. Women now, carry on. Too many crises doesn’t fit plot. The last ember of incense
extinguished in my gaze; it was like catching the moment the skyscraper shuts off its
lights on a timer. Get your evidence, don’t show your cards, and hang onto it.
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2 November 2020
Film and literature. The blue moon through a gap in the kudzu covering tall trees. My
friend posted a selfie enhanced with a filter to show off an elk.
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11 November 2020
The Ring doorbells are catching on fire. A police officer slammed a teenage girl to the
ground. The family I babysat for in the mornings would text me when they saw me on
their doorbell camera like that was normal to do. Souris stands in place like a mushroom.
Imagined images of domestic similarities shared with my mom. Alternatives for policing,
but not illness. The pain in the eyes of the woman whose body danced.
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14 November 2020
Reading for a story or for language? Malabou’s Changing Difference and Davis’s Are
Prisons Obsolete?. What of Mrs. Dalloway, war, illness, celebration in society, and
suicide, punishment, fear, and information. “It is as if prison were an inevitable fact of
life, like birth and death.” (Davis). “our sense of familiarity with the prison comes in part
from representation of prisons in film and other visual media.” (Gina Dent). How
policing works: threat of jail. Florence Nightingale and the origin of fear. Describe
holding sick room to a mirror for Room Sick.
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22 November 2020
Room Sick: Fear of death when they see us.
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30 November 2020
Yesterday: “I’m just watching football.” Today she’s making sweet potato casserole—
sweet potatoes, raisins (plumped), and marshmallows.
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1 December 2020
Anemia. [redacted physical malnutrition]. North Carolina is to receive a distribute the
covid-19 vaccine. The nurse who killed John Neville: Sarah Poole.
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2 December 2020
“Get me the fuck out of here.” “This is the psych ward.” “People are screaming here day
and night.” “Get me the fuck out. If you don’t, I’ll call the police and have them put me
in jail.” “Does Nina think this is actually helping me?” “They haven’t given me food.”
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Undated
How is a day like this any different? It’s not linear and there is bibliomancy.
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3 December 2020
Sometimes classified as “headache.”
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Undated
Daymark, American Addiction, Trinity Elms, Legal Guardian, Thomasville Behavioral,
Davis Hospital, Inpatient, ARCA, Home Care, Wilmington Treatment Center, direct
admission, Heather, “safety perspective,” has to be voluntary, Glenn, discharge, clothes?,
Dementia? No, Triangle Spring, group therapy.
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4 December 2020
“I have no desire to interact with him.” Age is issue. “What makes sense here?” Call
Clodfelter, call lawyers, recommendations for in-home help, apply for social security,
apply for assisted living, independent care.
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6 December 2020
Difficulty with spelling is leading to depression.
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9 December 2020
We watch Alien Worlds on Netflix. “M as in mother?”
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18 August 2020 (Day 35)
In last night’s City Council meeting, 5 scripts were read from TAP, and 3 other readers
expressed similar voices of supporting the community. Today we’ll follow up with CC
members on the public comment period and write our own PR that narrates our
experience of the CC voting process, ignorance, bootlicking, surveillance, and federal
government, etc. Post the comments? My mom: “I can tell.” Taylor: Why not push for the
ban of prone restraint to FCSO.
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Fayetteville Observer 17 August 2020
Questioning the meaning of “homicide.” “West said the medical examiner pointed out
that any case in which there was a physical confrontation that results in death would be
classified as homicide.”
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Undated in Denver
“Horses are like people,” he said as he sucked beneath the horse, popped up on the other
side, and asked, “see?” Yeah, that’s amazing, it’s wonderful, Peter and his day woman
said. They don’t ride the horses, but they express their doubts before dinner. It reminds
me of my Danish ex who said it’s too bad there’s only one word for love in English, there
are seven in Denmark, and then he said I love you and although it made no sense in my
own language, I said it was amazing and wonderful.

“uneasy music”

“Drama documentarian”

Drama documentarian enemies:
-

The documentarian who wants to destroy the DD, which the DD loves to
document.

-

The documentarian who has conflicting impulses to document the DD’s successes
and potential, or encourage, demise.

It’s still snowing. Fear of being listened to, forgotten phone calls, not listened to
elsewhere.
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23 March 2020
Imagine “Messages of the Wind”—a healing conversation that happens in front of a
breeze controlled to respond the healing messages. The wind counselor says, wave away
the thoughts of the past—trauma is just a moment so significant that it repeats itself in
your current and future visions—and the breeze blows across the body in motions of
waves.
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25 March 2020
A lot to catch up on today. My mom went to the mountains and met Barry. She’s not
back yet, nor has she called. I’ve been worried and mad. Sadly and unexpectedly laughed
to myself when I saw the note in my planner to go see family in New Orleans this April. I
worry for people in TV shows mentioning travel, or hanging out near each other. In other
words, my mom ran away two days ago. I’ve never felt so enwrapped in an alternate
reality I only imagine endings as death. In preparing to spend less time with my mom
upon her return, I went into her house to secure myself another towel. In the closet, I
found a shoebox, decorated. In it a note with the words, “Bailey Pittenger My Room.”
This box has a bunch of random things that remind me of things I love. Inside: the other
half of a friendship necklace I’d given to a tree, an NBA ticket from 2006, a Hershey Bar
wrapper, relics from travel, a small saddle. My mom returned at 3:48pm, and The Kids
Are Having None of It by Frazey Ford was playing on the radio. I downloaded the song
and have been playing it on repeat. It’s 4:45pm.
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26 March 2020
It feels like being in a reality show—there is a set, but the rest is a performance. People
like watching people reacting. Volume louder when eating chips.
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27 March 2020
The past narrative of working with illness was being made to feel like trouble and being
forced to celebrate any semblance of normalcy, which is in fact the opposite of helpful or
justified. It was warm and humid today. My mom calls me paranoid and “martial Bailey.”
I still do not like my name on any day.
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3 April 2020
I could briefly smell Knoxville in the couch. On Grey’s Anatomy, another mention of
Alzheimer’s elicits a strong “no, never” from Meredith. Tomorrow I’ll be 30. My mom
and I have been unpacking and moving things. They show Richard Weber taking the
Alzheimer’s test—failing at the clock.
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4 April 2020
I heated up the last creamed corn after midnight. Souris cuddled next to me in a charming
way—her paw held on my thigh. I dyed my hair purple the other day. I’ve been
messaging an old friend. I was okay in the morning. I was showering. My mom left for
the mountains but went to the grocery store. This upset me. I asked her to leave. I
punched a wall. I iced a cake, made a cake photoshoot. Ate. Slept. Have felt terrible.
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5 April 2020
I could use the veggie burgers in the freezer for a party in the future. The difficult part of
being angry at food is that somewhere there is the good intention. A NYT reporter with
the virus is quoted saying “it’s not suicidal behavior to go out, it’s homicidal behavior.” I
made a whiteboard of to-do items to display in the kitchen. I could tell it, the list, was
already a confusion. I’m asked what is an unanswerable question and today, right now, I
do not know. Next to the list, I wrote “Stay at home” and drew a square around it, which
relieved me of the worry of using the red marker. When I found Sonnets from the
Portuguese on the shelf, my hands remembered beyond what I can consciously recall—
something about the size of that little red book. But what is an unanswerable question,
one that I could share. I’ve assigned this same exercise to students in the past—some
asked me for clarity, and so I wrote with more clarity, I think. I could look back for this.
The responses I read were beautiful projects that explored identity—I remember writing
back to them and encouraging them to read more books that had come to mind, I
remember knowing that what they had started could be books if continued. My mom
feels grief for the end of her teaching career. And now I do not know when or what I’ll
teach again. From Ferns for Modern Living book, where will my fern thrive? In the
evenings, I’ve begun trying to be alone for dinner sometimes, and this makes me both
gloomy and pleased. Tonight, I’m eating leftover pasta with vegan meatballs, listening to
the Indigo Girls CD that reminds me of driving in the snow. I’m trying to forget that there
was a mask ball last night. Sometimes my mom remembers I do not like tomatoes.
There’s a list of fern disorders and subsequent treatment suggestions. Although brown
leaves could either indicate dryness or over watering. I do think the plant downstairs was
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overwatered and needs to be repotted as soon as possible. Every day I feel guilt, am
guilty. As an escape, I will turn the pages of Karl Boedecker’s Paris and its Environs
(with routes from London to Paris). Inside, there are 14 maps and 42 plans. It was printed
and made in Germany in 1913, but began in 1865. To Paris! The first bookmark is left
between 2 pages about the Musee Victor-Hugo. In the center is the table made in
Germany by Victor Hugo, with four autographs and the four inkstands of Lamartine,
Georg Sand, the elder Dumaas, and Hugo. The house is filled with the poet’s drawings on
display. The next bookmark is on Fontainbleau. On the left page is a beautiful and waxy
little map. The prints look so careful, I feel care for it—for the textures and the font that
fits in the streets, turns with the turns, and remains bold, modest, sincere. In the center, a
“Layarinthe” written in italics. A “Pare,” a garden? Forest? The travel narrative kindly
suggests, “it is well to order dinner beforehand.” For cabs, “Drives to the forest,
according to arrangement.” Godin is from Fontainebleau—it’s a small town, a place to
resort. The Resa Bonheur is a bronze bull on a granit plinth adorned with her portrait and
three of her pictures in relief. Rosso de Rossi completed the interior decoration with
Primaticcio. It was in this palace that the sentence of divorce was pronounced against the
Empress Josephine in 1809. This is written in a slightly smaller font so the paragraph fits
on the page, left. It reminds me that one birthday card I read says “third world.” With
“countries” written a bit smaller beneath. Under glass, Napoleon’s hat, under glass:
fragment of Napoleon’s coffin. In Napoleon’s bathroom, paintings that were once in
Marie Antoinette’s bathroom. Bathelmey’s paintings are also still represented in Marie’s
living room. A handful of pieces in both rooms are by Jacob. The Galerie des Cerfs is not
shown to visitors, but it is said that behind the doors, “his sword and coat of mail are
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placed on the very spot where he was killed.” This is dramatic. There could be a story of
a crew working a historical site and discussing the rules that divide and create and form
such dramatic retellings and arrangements. I’d probably not read it. In another room, a
Venetian mirror (1530), quoted as one of the earliest of its kind. In another room,
frequent Salamanders (King’s emblem). In the main building is a Chinese museum,
colonialism. In the Gardens, Ulysses hurling the discus in front of a pond of carp. The
next page is a full spread map, waxy and green, tinted, titled “Foret de Fontainbleau.”
This forest, it says, is “justly regarded as one of the most beautiful in France.” After,
“The fine old timber and will gorges of the forest afford beautiful walks an attract many
artists.” It warns that those who stray from the paths should beware of adders. I do not
know yet what adders are. The “finest” groups of trees are Nid de l agle and GrosFouteau. If the visitor continues, though few do not, they’ll take the Route de Milly. The
hotel of the forest was most popular with artists—their art remains on the hotel walls.
Who were these artists, in 1913? In how far in the past? Carmen, now, texts me that she
used to live on Fontainebleau in New Orleans—describing it as an uppity place.
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6 April 2020
A few days ago, I began a story of being married to a man and now, in the story, we’re
negotiating our thoughts on a child. It is okay to continue this story—really it’s never so
linear, as I mistakenly implied. We’ve grown old together, we’ve alternately died. I
encouraged him to finish his manuscript, we collaborated on a screenplay, which gained a
solid and kind community audience. We’ve spoken about our queerness, yet I still
suspect he has more to grow the confidence to say. Our lowest times are when I am stuck
in my own narrative, my desire for solitude, my inability to let him let me be alone. He’s
sensitive without that word. His difficulty has been his defense mechanisms—he is
condescending at times, and my immediate response is my anger. I think we might have
broken some plates, a window at most, in one of these outbursts. As we age, I catch
myself trying to correct the little wrinkles that make a furrow in my brow. In this story,
my writing is understood and never so abandoned, so hard to access. A few days ago, I
flipped through my mom’s old stamp collection, which is extensive but not thorough. In
these boxes, I found printed images of her friends in the 70’s. They all looks so lucky!
Artistic! Never sad, but filled with certain secrets. I want my next tours to be through
Grey’s Anatomy and The Golden Bough. I want to write new reality TV shows. Academia
begs for an audience—labor for audience, audience for labor. This is in the philosophy
offered by the L Word and in most of my academic experience. In the story the husband
leaves the house after I question his friendships as alternative. I think, I ask quite naively
if the stories of his friend’s drama is from a TV show, asking, more specifically if we
could watch it together—suggesting a tension of too often being apart. At some point my
anger is charged by the way he refers to himself as my muse. This makes me question my
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solitude, my desire. On two separate, identical nights, I wore my flour dress—unknown
origins. The bedroom window is level with the highest peak of the bumble bees.
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7 April 2020
Notes on Nursing: What It Is, and What It Is Not, Florence Nightingale (b. 1820).
Published in 1859. The Ramona Salotti introduction is very concerned with why
Nightingale would choose to be a nurse—in Victorian England, her social status should
have preserved her. “She vowed to improve military hospitals” by way of acknowledging
sanitation. I began the day too early—thinking of body dysmorphia—my need to have
control when printing my own image in order to see. The trouble had been my being told
I looked exactly like her, my failure to look exactly like her. I could break my fantasy—
by writing my name and his on separate ends of the same popsicle stick—snapping it! I
constantly feel so far behind, and I’d like to audition to be a wife. All I can think to say
is—there was a corn kernel in my coffee. What’s that sound coming from the attic
window? Miles Davis. Florence Nightingale had a “breakdown” in 1857—described at
the time as mania with “Demons.” This book was used as a training manual for nurses—
intended as a “collection of hints.” Give up if you lack observation skills, she
recommends. “Maybe I would eat a tic tac,” Andrea. “How do you navigate an intimacy
that is one-sided?” “I’ve been thinking about what it feels like to be suspended between
yourself and something else.” The Bees, Laline Paul. “You become one another in order
to think as one another.” Demons—Reynold’s HS Mascot, nightmares, Florence
Nightingale’s “moment,” what the lyric “I”’s perception is not. Raccoon on rare
occasion. I know I need distance for adoration. I prepare to speak again to my story with
more consideration, questioning, and sincerity. Andrea’s “Poetics of Awe” is a gift
today—the words and gestures indicate she could know what has not been said. More
than ever, I appreciate the image that is framed by a window. “The lady with the lamp.”
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Pet owl . Because my birthday was recent, my mom keeps giving me gifts. Disease is a
reparative process, according to Florence Nightingale.
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Night Notes
“I just noticed those azaleas” 4/7
“I just noticed those pink azaleas. And white!” 4/6
I received more gifts for my birthday, a scarf I saw her receive when we unwrapped
Christmas gifts. The gifts I guiltily assume, are meant to make me less angry—or to hide
a fault she feels of her own. I keep the house as best I can with minimal distractions. Just
as the sun sets. Just before evening, we sit on the porch and she drinks, and she scrolls on
her phone, and she talks to bugs that just barely differentiate themselves from the
surrounding air. I put more effort into exhausting my body throughout the day.
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8 April 2020
Sinead O’Connor sings, accusingly, aggressively, “You should have left a light on. No,
you should have left a light on!” At the park with friends, crochet, our projects.
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9 April 2020
When asked how I am doing today: Sort of a low pace to this day. I did confirm that I’m
registered for the 2 credit version of a 4 credit class. I underlined feel and felt and feeling
six times in one Ishiguro Remains of the Day paragraph. I’m actively ignoring teenage
behavior from my mom. Which is a strange situation. There was a good thunderstorm at
5am. How’re you, and your day, did you dream? To scare away the men, I could reply a
performance art by reciting summaries of Grey’s Anatomy episodes, replacing names
with relations to make it personalized.
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10 April 2020
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12 April 2020
Anniversary of my grandmother’s death.
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13 April 2020
Describe the layout of the attic room. Notes on Woolf’s On Being Ill. Describe
babysitting (a list of recent jobs). Describe the weather: storm predictions, tornadoes,
headaches. Describe the days, describe the nights. Dresses, songs, dances, loves. All I did
today was list and underline the first sentence of On Being Ill, skipping another intro that
is enraging. My mom was finishing her curry and jumped to telling me that Rachel
wouldn’t be going to Africa this year. My mom has a fascination with “worldliness” that
embarrasses me, and so I feel guilt when this is what she speaks of and I choose not to
engage. It’s useless to reinforce that her curry was from the last Thai restaurant to remain
open. My story husband? I found out his astrological make-up, and the internet told me
not to write a story about him. But I continue being a writer. It’s maybe true that fear
leads to story, our need for our own autonomy and control of our instabilities. The winds
have been strong with nearby tornadoes, and my mom’s main activity is cleaning the
porch of all that lands. We’re all pretending we can read what cannot stay still: clouds.
My husband listed his gods as to-do lists, a candle (vanilla and tobacco), owls, cacti,
athletic tape, good prewrap for boxing. I tell him these gods are specific, where before
he’d said he was inclined towards chaos. Chaos is a cloud. I worry about my neglect of
necessary tasks in caring—how unnoticed this goes, the reminders I keep alone. I cannot
be godly. In war, we seek romance, and there’s a cost to those who still want godliness.
There’s sacrifice for normalcy. My story is verbal and, anyways, no one is touching. My
story is a friendship with unspoken promises, obvious desires, and nothingness, which is
how I consider a marriage. At times, I have no attraction besides to myself. Literally, I’m
building my endurance and strength, and then I celebrate with nightly dances. My works
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is a continuation of all of the binds I’ve felt, which overwhelms me. “But sympathy we
cannot have,” in On Being Ill. “We do not know our own souls, let alone the souls of
others,” “In illness this make-believe ceases.” “Immortality.” End sentence! “to live and
live until we have lived…” We need to stop believing in the poets. “The law is on the
side of the normal.”
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15 April 2020
The US President said yesterday that he would halt funding to the World Health
Organization. I might have stronger feelings for a near-stranger with it all. And I miss my
mom. In my first lucid dream in a while, I was bringing her into the safety of a bunker,
but she was resistant. I went for my cat, begging her to stay, and I saw her walking up the
stairs to the wind and I think I could have stopped her, but I did not. And I woke up. We
look so alike. A neighbor, the other day, stood at the end of the path to the front door, her
arms crossed over her chest. She waited for me to gesture permission for her to approach,
and I hesitated by closing the glass door, still facing her, unmoving, so clearly still seen,
because I didn’t know who I would be to her—I prepared not to perform my identity. She
walked up as I eased the glass door open and walked to the edge of the porch, where I
stayed. She asked me if I knew that the yard cart service had been halted, which I
stiltedly replied, “Yes I’m aware.” And she nodded. Our yard cart was full and on the
street, as was hers. This felt like a bond. She continued, “A man from nextdoor will pick
them up tomorrow.” I thanked her and felt curious about the sequence of her facts, and
guilt for my lack of clarity for who I am. I thanked her, her arms still crossed, she
nodded, and returned to her yard across the street. Writing about women who are carers is
uncomfortable and necessary. I opened my door, today, to tell my mom to wait on paying
her medical bills because insurance needed to reassess the benefits. She thanked me and
said there was a decapitated female cardinal by the spigot. I imagined the body without
the head. It was just the head, eyes open and being taken care of by ants. First I saw a
broken eggs, also being taken care of by a few ants—giving a small hint of time. Then a
shell, then a fully intact egg; the nest was just above, with more feathers inside. I put the
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egg in the center of my palm—wanting it to be warm, or wanting my body to be an
incubator, a mother to a stranger. I buried the mother’s head and the broken eggs, all
while holding this one. I pulled the nest from the bush and set it atop the burial. Even
now, while I write this, the egg is in my left hand. It’s heavy and surprisingly similar to
an Easter chocolate. Any movement my hand makes feels as though it is from the egg. I
look at it and know I have to let it go, but this is difficult now. Some feathers I put into a
health payment envelope, the kind with a window for the address. The feathers show
themselves there. It baffles me today to know where I began with my thoughts on
mothers, and this cardinal stayed with her nest and died for it. My mom could see the nest
above the burial and either remember, or not, what happened—It could bring her joy to
see the nest if she doesn’t remember why it is where it is now—on the ground in the
garden. When I share the details of what I am trying to do—care for my mom—the
responses are strong, and I imagine that the situation of it all is remembered. I can hold
my face in my hands and still not remember the shape. On my desk, a printed copy of an
assisted living home application—the first page of four asking for church affiliation and
spouse and education. Online, the memory care facility boasts of an extravagant atrium.
All employees are called “Artists.” In Emily Ruskovich’s Idaho, the author, an Iowa
Writers Workshop MFA grad in Fiction, has the memory disease personal experience of
reading an Alice Munro story. Still, I’m moved by her references to the remembrances,
forgettings, subtle move to a scene of forgiveness, and the paragraph that catalogues the
first signs of the disease—ending with the cutting of a ponderosa pine for Christmas soon
after the holiday has already passed—the difficulty for any voyeur is in finding which
mistake to notice and respond to—the ordering of illogic. I looked out the window and
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saw my mom move a blue towel across the blue painted porch into a sun beam, where she
sat to brush our 17 year old orange cat. The stairs of the porch are blocked with
overturned lawn chairs to keep the cat from leaving, getting lost. This is a new habit.
Making gentle gates to keep the cat in. I have buried the egg, and knew it would remain
in my thoughts, as it does now. Burying the egg was more difficult than burying the
mother’s head. She’d knocked on the door earlier to ask me to look at the clouds. I asked
not to—not feeling well with this day, which is unusually cold. She pointed and I saw the
thin and scale like texture of the clouds. I stepped back inside and she pointed to another,
saying she’d never seen anything like this.
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16 April 2020
I have not showered in a day or two. I slept for 10 hours, and today I’ve been irritated
because even when alone—or forced to be alone—I don’t feel the space I need to calm
my mind. I feel bored with my own thoughts on what I read. My mom asked me to get
groceries so she could make a salad for a man.
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18 April 2020
I’ve separated, unintentionally at first, 2 journals by moods. The other is interested in
nature, as is this. Today we saw a red fox walk across the backyard. My mom is
complaining of a very small wound on her finger, which she picks at, and so it bleeds. I
offered her a bandaid, but today I feel sincerely useless. I finished reading part 1 of Emily
Ruskovich’s Idaho and it’s awful how the voices is so acute, and yet so fantastical about
the body, about the connection made between terminal illness and murder. I feel harmed
by it. It distances me from the world even more so, and then the focus was such a
surprise. In one paragraph, she imagines a girl imagining a mullen leaf as a boy named
Elliot. We assume she gestures to George Eliot, and then my class copy of Middlemarch
arrives in the mail. Upon seeing it, my mom expressed her dislike for Victorian literature.
The bird that sings the clearest songs is medium in size and brown. My mom couldn’t
really see it from the porch—calling it a cardinal, which it wasn’t, and not believing me
when I said so. M, when I spoke of the fox as likely killing the mother cardinal,
immediately said, or it was a cat—which frustrated me. He sends me videos and pictures
of himself, where I see him making eyes at himself, in love with himself. I have to end it
and he couldn’t know. The popsicle stick I left outside has no more trace of raspberry
juice—washed in the morning rain or consumed by ants. I spoke to old friends my mom
used to have when I was young.
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21 April 2020
Yesterday I pulled from my hair a very small slug. Today I was outside, and now I’m
watching Underwater. I want to write a story about a couple who intensely role plays at
night while high and watching a movie, except they’re very convincing. I try to be very
convincing—closer to my idea of a sincere truth—he does the same with humor. We
have the same beliefs, and our methods differ. We admire one another’s ways in speaking
to one another.
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22 April 2020
Two days ago, my mom brought me a buttered baked potato and apologized for the lack
of sour cream. I asked her if she had plain yogurt, she said yes, and she went to get it
from her house. A moment passed. I didn’t continue reading while I waited, and she
returned without anything, but hiding her hands so as not to show they were empty. She
asked with full clarity, “What did I forget?” Later on in the day, the neighbors across eh
street when seen through my windows were perfectly framed and flowed (their white
shirts and white hair) in the sun. Yesterday, I pulled pollen from the bird bath, raking it
with my fingers.

I asked the story husband, E, if I could get him any turmeric; he asked me if he could
pick up some bird seed. We delight ourselves in what we think to give. Today I better
understand the ladder lain across the overgrown gardening patch. May is soon, and
there’s June. My timelines for setting myself apart from expectations is appearing. We’re
carrying a conversation (corresponding) without any questions. Narration and explanation
are not so different, and so is exhaustion, I could say to enhance my own confidence.
Look up “delphiniums.” The bluebirds are really so blue. Of course, it’s when my camera
is inside that a crow comes near. I want to remember to tell E about my experiences with
crows. The book I’m reading, Ghosts, is divine and often it’s like reading my mind,
which I’m more pleased to approach. My affection, though, is unclear—based in
memories for E—and not here in the present when he shares his inner and external
thoughtfulness. A metal bird delivered in the mailbox all but makes me wish to avoid the
mail. E told me his favorite word is “saubade,” which recalls Fernando Pessoa’s The
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Book of Disquiet, but now, days later, I think E would love most strings of words from
Clarice Lispector. It’s strange to be outside and hear a landline. It’s nice to hold in mind
someone I care for, who is distant, the words on the page, and the spring and the birds.
“Like memory, I add, this is composition. Like memory, vision turns to mythology.”
(Figes 117). The birds are mimicking the return sounds of my mother.

I want to ask E if he’s ever been with another artist, and if so, what happened. I want him
to speak and I want to listen and then I want to consider his experience alongside my
own. Have you ever held an intimate bond with someone who has a passion that opposes
the system of money and status as survival? Have you exchanged care with a person like
that and felt most close to knowing what you want? My mother left a plant part outside
my door, on a tissue. I asked her what it was, and she said, “It wasn’t alone.” Later, I see
a baby hare, tell her, and she replies, “There must be more.” In another story, E keeps
recommending podcasts, but I don’t want to close my eyes.
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23 April 2020
I read Amina Cain’s Indelicacy on the front porch, where it was cold but sheltered from
today’s rain, and then I moved back to the velvet couch, which is where the book and I
had begun. My mom made a salad, gave me 6 cans of a lager, and kept 6 cans for
herself—opening one in the process of division, laughing when I refused to take that
one—it was just after noon, but with the cold of the day, I requested coffee, which she
brough to me—black—I asked for this specifically after she inquired about my desire for
milk two times. Now—she’s making another salad. I said, Again? She said, I’ve got the
greens. Yesterday she spoke in layers. On the phone with E, I remember my voice and his
tone and not much what I said. We spoke of our art communities—the tone was difficult
and so I’ll bring this back to myself. Reading Amina’s Indelicacy is like reading a shared
mood that I would rather keep to myself. It’s of the horrific selfishness that comes with
loving writing. Now I will write a list of books for E, and I hope he will not do the same.
The page was dramatic and suspenseful when I tried to tear it—like a reluctancy, and
here I project onto the page. Souris wears a harness with bees because I often call her
bumble bee and beeper. Today she rolled in pollen tassels, and so I write, “Her bee
harness made her into a method actor.” E asked me about my writing and my response
was a ramble. I said I write based on feeling not plot, but what I meant to say was
something about my ideas on retreat, metaphor, and withdrawal. Amina writes it like this:
“I wanted this feeling to enter into what I was writing, but without saying it directly, it
was difficult to do.” (84). Later, she reveals a dog that had apparently always been
there—and what’s worse? She wanted to keep the dog for herself. I’m so reminded of
people I know who love Amina, and often compare my writing to hers. Yesterday, I told
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E that my favorite word is wyrd, meaning fate, word, and weird. I might be trying too
hard, if that’s even something I could believe in. Still, I feel frightening and adored. Only
three books on the list so far, and now I remember the fourth—Fever Dream, which I
always feel a sensation of having just read. Oh, while reading on the porch, I thought to
write a book that absolutely adores E perhaps because I sense that there is an audience
who truly cares for such a thing. It could be a conversation. Towards the end, there is a
ramble that signals that nothing else could ever have come close, for it was all so
intentionally composed despite the repetition of wonderments. With one I feel he gives
words only to offer both a beginning and end, with the other a pulling that is endless and
a questioning of myself. I always feel that I am wrong. I don’t believe I can be loved, and
I feel myself the same as E, and so in trying to convince him, I could be convincing
myself to E. E is so convincingly kind, consistently. There is so much care in my heart
for the shape of him. I love the honesty of Amina’s characters. On a day I acknowledge
that I am self-absorbed, I’m taking my chances. Now I’m into choreographed fights,
which are erotic. E recommends Tony Tao to me tonight. Once I scanned photos, printed
them, placed them on a poster, and the mother tore them all off and never spoke to me
again, even after I returned the originals.
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24 April 2020
I woke and made coffee, deposited two checks, and wrote a to do list before 7am. I
gagged on the last sour sips of Soylent. Souris saw the baby hare from the window by the
piano. I’m more inclined to feel that I am always wrong, and this is what I wish to
continue considering. For example, when I told E that Souris has cat depression, he said
he doubted me. Last night Souris choked on air, signaling another symptom, signaling
she could have been lethargic due to feline asthma. I want to keep more of my thoughts to
myself, rather than let them go. I told E that my eyes were tired from pollen and he
wished me to wake with the “wettest, freshest eyes,” to which I replied, “My eyes will
dream of becoming cozy tadpoles that never morph into frogs. I hope you rest as deeply
as an atolla jellyfish or a jellybean at the bottom of a jellybean bowl.” “Bailey! Beautiful
words,” he replied, but he continued. He wrote, “I hope you find the rest that brings you a
moment of pure solace, wherein you can float up up and up as your worries melt off
you!” A stride! I thought. We shared a feeling that could be felt from Chicago to NC.
When I slept again, this time in the morning with the radio mumbling and bedside lamp
on, I dreamt of watching a family of jenny wrens, a mother and four young, rest in a rain
gutter. I’d periodically check on them, watching them grow for two weeks. I remember
the image of them evenly lined up from the nest to the gutters edge, the mother in the
back, preparing to fly. I remember wanting to follow the first one—out of worry and
encouragement—I remember it was so green all around, in a yard that could have been
this one before any garden. When it rained, the rain splashed onto a page, where it
congealed like a jellyfish, not leaving any stain. The rest of the dream was all worry
without the confidence to speak. Widows peak. The coffee that was inside the house was
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likely because I had texted the day before when I thought to have coffee. It reminds me
that I noticed a rake by my door, and the next day an identical rake was by its side. Days
later, my mom said, How is it that they aren’t the same size? And I explained they rested
at different angles, which she refused to believe. I checked when she wasn’t watching, for
both of our dignities. It’s getting to be more likely that we won’t live together once she
moves. I don’t know where I’ll go, but I want to feel okay with being where I am now.
Outside, something bites me on the neck, and so I scratch it and hives form where my
fingernails raked. I rubbed too much Neosporin into it, watching my neck struggle to
absorb it in the mirror. Mostly, I’ve frowned today. I’m reading The Memory Police and
I’m not lost in it, I’m too aware. I’m almost convinced that none of the bricks stacked in
the yard actually match. They are of differing shades and stages of red and wear; some
don’t have holes and some have three while others ten. I am intensely sad today.
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25 April 2020
It will forever baffle me that people have riding lawnmowers in this neighborhood, and
that they run them simultaneously with weed choppers and leaf blowers on a Saturday
morning. E was once telling me about being frightened by a strong ray in heat and I
interrupted by opening the door to the sounds of an owl. The crows who frequent the yard
almost always land or stand on the dead branches. Really it’s too cold to be out here
today, but I tell myself I’ll wait for the warmth. My excitement and enthusiasm are so
easily worn that I must force a hope for enjoyment based solely on the movement of the
Earth. There’s allure in a haircut! When I woke, I watched videos of women cutting the
backs of their heads with clippers—admonishing viewers to evenly part, pressing their
faces into their counters, their hands working like unsuccessful murderers. They say
Look! with their short hair, in back, facing the screen. And I think yes here is a way to
allure without a facial expression. I could wear gloves today—the ones with open fingers,
made from the fur of a New Zealand possum. If anything for an extremity, socks at least.
I pulled an inchworm from my hair and this wasn’t the start. I was so joyous days ago
that I thought another word for the period at the end of a sentence could be splash. My
mom, for a few times, expressed concerned for the rocks from Virginia. There is another
woman who gathered quiet things to remember joys. My aunt called, yesterday, to catch
up. She asked if the cats would be separated by floors in the mountain house and I said I
won’t live in the same house as an alcoholic, and still it feels selfish to create the larger
boundary. It’s a risk even when I’ve ended my risks, which returns me to my lies. I need
to continue thinking on what it means to lie. I could ask, what is the name of this
particular holly bush as if I haven’t stared at it for hours, watching the colors deepen and
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glow with time and weather. It’s been long enough that I haven’t received any help that I
not only don’t expect it, but I don’t see any hope beyond this. It’s all likely that I’ll never
teach in a classroom again. Someone nearby is smoking tobacco. It’s not as good as I
remember and so maybe it’s a lawnmower. E makes me feel like nothing. E makes me
feel like nothing. What a relief it is to be humbled. I expressed my ignorances over
exclusivities. And so now I all but expect E to say yes you need much work on your
concepts of community and social anxieties. E is neither good nor bad at expressing care.
Could it be absurd to write this story husband as a one week romance?
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26 April 2020
Last night, all of the lights of the house were off. Ann wouldn’t answer the phone or my
texts. Today, this morning, she was on the couch in only her coat, all of the heat blasting,
watching Dead to Me on Netflix. When I told E, he asked if she is cold. I’m annoyed by
this question, and immediately consider how long she must have been cold to blast all of
the heat. I’m accustomed to never having a “bigger picture” and E is accustomed to
thinking the bigger picture could be made available, but he never asks me personal
questions anymore. Neither does my mom. I’m rebelling psychologically because it’s
what I can do. Through the blinds, I see the woman across the street, wearing a blue the
hue of rain, digging in the section of yard designated with small white flags. The
surrenderers. Souris watches a finch in absolute silence. In my dream, I greeted everyone:
Hello, Hollywood. Fraud—thoughts on fraud. I sign as my mom on the insurance and
medical messages. I’ll fill out her LTD form as neither her nor my aunt, the one with
POA. I worry about where it put my drugs if Ann does die and police suspect me, thus
search. I worry for the fictions and fantasies of my voice. Later, because I’ve been
washing my sheets, I find Ann in the same place, the heat no longer blasting, and instead
of a coat, a robe. I tell her to go outside today—the sun finally having returned, but she’s
reading appointment cards from early March—to think—I wasn’t even here. Next time
she leaves, I’ll throw away the papers that are old. I do not think she can live alone.
Sometimes the holly bush is blue. Clouds covered the sun and the birds fell silent. There
is a finch the exact color as dried wood. I have this absurd idea. Only it’s not. It gives
everyone everything they want. I select E as my current space for reaction because I
know undoubtedly, now, that it could never work. He needs someone who will give him
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more masculinity than what I could ever do—I’m, in truth, too similar to his father. Of
course, this is good, for now, but soon he’ll be horrified—when he realizes! Similarly, we
do not know quite what we want, which can equalize us just until either of us figures it
out for ourselves. E, though, is trying harder now—putting up with my cruelty and
coldness. I can give him more, and I especially must since I can be mean, but not enough
to scream, it feels, the end. My skin is breaking out and my gut feels stuck. In the email
she forwarded, a letter from my grandfather was included. It was difficult for me to read
messages so heavy with denial. And anxiety. Addiction.
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27 April 2020
I sent an email to Rufus and Nina.
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28 April 2020
My mom is outside on her back porch and I am behind the guest house, so really it’s just
the guest house between us. I gave her a lime popsicle. Souris escaped her collar twice. A
chipmunk, a cat bird. We’re freckling at similar paces.
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31 May 2020
She was on the phone 9am to 5pm, saying it was Robin, who was on the phone yesterday,
too. I was told to say hi three times. I answered two emails, messaged my concerns to E,
texted videos of Souris biting a toothbrush, inflated my bike tires, spun the wheels,
looked back at photos from two years ago, when I was still happy yet not carefree,
messaged Sarah an exchange of slugs and love, read, said hi to the neighbor, unwrapped a
Tolstoy novella from the mail, showered, applied aloe (I’d been outside), turned off the
window unit, turned on the fans, scooped cat litter, filled Souris’s food, mopped up some
dusty spots on the floor. At the end of the day, I asked my mom to roll out the recycling,
she said yes, and promptly passed out. I think of how sad she is, how we can’t
communicate because of our silenced traumas causing us shame—me when I was young,
her now with her dementia, the prefrontal lobe. Instead of learning, she’s taking steps
back—following a path she knew, but in the other direction. It’s not wrong. It’s cause for
more help and more fight. Care shouldn’t be so dissuaded. I’ve never been so alone and
it’s difficult that no one close to me understands. Or if they do, they already know there’s
nothing they can do.
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1 June 2020
While looking at the medical center employees, I had the sudden urge to smell perfume. I
sprayed a lancolm sample into a napkin. I had to look up the meaning of palliative care. If
I were a medical doctor, I’d be in palliative care. Or gerontology nursing. Then I looked
up DNP.
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3 June 2020
Expand on family history: Gordon, Ann, and Ronella. Police state and medical industrial
complex. Eurythmia: normal, tranquil mental state of mood. Research defunding police in
Winston-Salem. Debunk the white savior complex in Winston-Salem. Salem Creek
Greenway.
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4 June 2020
George Floyd tested positive for coronavirus. Need to gather statistics on dementia for
POC. He was murdered on May 25th.
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28 April 2020
The only evidence of masculinity next door was just the sound of “ow” screamed before
and after there had been a silence. I wasn’t ready to see what I already imagined. I think
my email made me unapproachable for the same reason.
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29 April 2020
Mahonia—named after Bernard McMahon, an Irish-American horticulturalist (17751816), one of the stewards of the plant collections from Lewis and Clark expedition. He
circulated the first extensive gardener’s seed lists in the US. I have an idea to assemble a
team to thoughtfully attack male/cis academics who are pretentious and condescending
just for the sake of their own hierarchal egos. For example, I want to break into one home
and break eggs over his autographed collection of Susan Howe books, disorganize his
literary magazines, steal his weed, and melt his butter. My neighbors are really obsessed
with their lawn, or the boys are watching me. Again, the riding lawnmower, this one
standing when he could sit. Last night, my mom and I watched a movie—Laundry,
featuring Meryl Streep. It was really bad, and the ending features monologues followed
by text on the screen (dramatic pauses in character) indicating the absurdities of tax fraud
and capitalism. With the final text, my mom shouted “Fuck!” and I calmly said, yes we
live in a capitalistic society; she wouldn’t look at me, and I think the best scene of the
movie is the drowning—all of which she’s not forgotten. Yesterday I read Lispector’s
The Hour of the Star in a New England headvoice. Today I’m reading Halle Butler’s The
New Me in my own, while texting. M’s matching shirt has arrived—he sent me a pic. It’s
a fighting okra. A and I text about periods. She tells me to masturbate and sends me many
hand emojis to drive home the praxis. E is waiting on a phone call from his boss, so we
exchange work grievances—but really it’s just a sharing and quietly considering different
perspectives. The New Me is very much about work grievances, but nowhere near what it
means to be remote. A says she’ll give me a dead bee. Do I write too much when I have
difficulty with facts. My mom pulled up a small tree and said, “would you like a tree?” I
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craved a cigarette today. Maybe what I really wanted was snow. Did E get bored with my
correspondence because he doesn’t expect friendship from a potential love? What does
this mean? E is afraid to confront me or correct me now. I need to be kind. If a lot gets
done, I feel like so much more time has passed.
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30 April 2020
Imaginings of the worst news don’t get close enough to what the worst news really is.
The GPS took me to a tortilla factory at a dead end rather than the lake I was trying to
find.
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1 May 2020
Yesterday was about rot. I walked seven miles around Salem Lake and looked for the
rotting things; there had just been a heavy rain through the night. As I walked, I thought
to myself about how I couldn’t love the place in the moment (anger) but trusted I would. I
projected trust into water, sounds, moss, ferns, etc. They can never love me back because
humans are so selfish and needy. But I’ll give them recognition. I am my own satire. If
I’m really at rockbottom, I’ll reach out to the psychic man who told me to write a comedy
of myself. That sentence is hopefully only there to give him credit, and not a prophecy.
My aunt and cousin are broken hearted by my email, but not in a way to inspire the
actions I’d recommended. What broke my heart was my mom’s printout of “how to
remember names.”
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2 May 2020
Illusion. I watch Souris explore the yard; a bird dives at her and I think, oh she’s having
the best day. I like when I walk near the neighbor’s line and if they’re out, they scatter.
My control! The narrative of E has not ended. Halle Butler perfectly describes hangovers
and it’s my firm belief that Penguin edited out the shitting. It would have made sense for
the character to do more with her body than pee. I can’t tell if the back neighbors are
emphatically talking to a baby, older man, or an animal. I just saw the man walk the same
path twice, and so I’m imagining this as a gloriously enthusiastic home therapy. My
wishes! Writers try to write the most beautiful prose around their flaws—sharing them
with their audiences who gasp at these relatable flaws. Illusions as disengagement in
Lispector’s Hour of the Star, nothing of the world showing what’s actually going on, Jeff
Van der Meer’s Annhilation as large metaphor for the “disaster” of considering
connectivity, Emily Ruscknavich’s Idaho is cheap emotional tearjerking that relies on
flawed medical perspectives. Indelicacy is the writer’s novel that aestheticizes glimpses
of support in the patriarchal relationships—but does not magnify any mess for the safe of
forced meaning, Ghosts uses language to connect life to natural time and wisdom. The
New Me satirizes hopelessness of finding joy in capitalism. The Memory Police sacrifices
detail for metaphor.
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3 May 2020
Metaphor of darkness as withdrawal from darkness.
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4 May 2020
A month beyond my 30th birthday. I’m harsh with anger and guilt. I read the first pages of
Duras' Emily L, I still have Kate Colby’s Dream of the Trenches, I keep Middlemarch
nearby but I can’t stand the prudeness, and so I’ve opened Iris Murdoch’s The Sea, The
Sea. I feel like I’m ending a man’s fantasy.
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6 May 2020
I began typing my notes and I’ve found them to be so boring.
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Undated
Last night my body was worshipped. He says what he means. Nothing shows what’s
actually going on. It takes a cat awhile to develop routine. The writers I reread say
exactly what they mean.
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Undated
Catbird screaming from the mahonia. Where are the robins? Those birds in the hedges by
my Indiana door. I’d been so okay with anger. I accept by thinking I need. High in the
yard, listening to birds, thinking about my thoughts. The birds are really beautiful, the
grass and plants that are low shimmer with green. I had to chase Souris through a garden
bed, then she got ahead of me on the path and walked at a pace that showed me she knew
I was following her, steadily speeding my pace like a predator. Her name could have
been Jones. I love her because we’re aware of each other. It’s Saturday. I have no desire
to conquer language, but I do like the way it molds on the page, the way it clears my
stuttering in my head. My aunt told me my mom is okay when things are written down. It
sometimes feels horrible to write something that isn’t for her to feel better, although it is
my intention, because it doesn’t help her to be seen until she sees herself and even me. I
want to watch the portrait movie once I go inside. A woman paints a portrait of a woman
and they fall in love, of course. This is my idea of romance. It’s nice to leave Souris’s
leash out once she’s gone inside. A shadow of her movements that reminds me of just
moments ago. Romance, now, is near-constant contact, meaning finding your perfect
surveiller. I think of the woman, my student, who didn’t like gifts because of an abusive
childhood. It think of how this should be present in my mind, because I care, more often
but it isn’t and so I wonder where it was kept. Is reading the work of students,
remembering what they say, an example of memory that exists someplace unknown until
it’s recalled—a traceless memory besides by words—like “gift.” I, too, do not like gifts,
as conditions. My mom bought brussels sprouts, which means she remembered that I
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cooked them for her, but they’re in her fridge. I go in and take her food. Control. Telling
my own stories of stories.
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8 May 2020
Typing my notebooks was a bad idea. I should page through and select notes rather than
treat them all as transcribable. The contract in Denver fell through.
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12 May 2020
Thanks to anyone besides me for years. Resentment.
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13 May 2020
I’d said I was on the couch, but I was in the tub, slightly drunk, in a geranium bubblebath.
Today I’m reviewing my mom’s longterm disability paperwork, which is like holding her
autobiography. He thanked me.
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12 July 2020
Stop criminalizing peaceful justice. Abolishments.
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4 November 1981
Somewhere in her head the age old battle between good and evil was raging on. “Stop it,”
she screamed as she headed back to the balcony. She could be rational there, it was her
own private sanctuary, her own!
She reached for her montclairs and lit another. The traffic had grown heavier, and the
familiar sounds of horns and cabbies cursing could be heard from far below.
I am wonderful, Mary thought as she reclined in her chair. I am here. I am rich, and I own
all I can see.
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6 November 1981
Mary clutched her head in her hands and ran to the balcony. Her scream was enveloped
and lost in the noise coming from the street below. She calmed down and returned to her
chair on the balcony. She clasped the arms of her chair until her knuckles turned white.
“Now,” she thought, “now, now, now!” She had to get him before he got her. Elimination
was the name of the game now. Survival of the fittest, the rule of nature from the
beginning of time. She would dominate. She would be supreme.
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12 November 1981
“How much like mama I look!” she said to herself as she did her makeup and put on her
jewelry. She withdrew from the dressing table and walked to her closet. She threw open
the doors and looked inside. “Now what shall I wear?” she questioned herself. After
about fifteen minutes of indecision, she pulled a white satin evening dress from the closet
and laid it on her king size bed. “This will be perfect,” she said to herself.
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13 November 1981
She unzipped her caftan and it fell lightly to the floor. She stepped from the robe into the
dress and stood in front of her full length mirror. She admired herself in her gown as she
played with her long sable hair. She strolled grandly from the bedroom into the expanse
of the living room. The portrait of her mother caught her eye and she stopped still. Mary
pulled her hair to the top of her head and said aloud, “Mama, I’m beautiful, just like you
were.”
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14 November 1981
She walked to the liquor cabinet and poured herself a straight bourbon. She sipped on the
bourbon as she walked to the balcony. The night air was cool but Mary did not seem to
notice. She leaned over the balcony and let out a long laugh. With the bourbon in her
hand, Mary walked back to the coffee table and lifted the Magnum from the strong box.
“Daddy, this one is for you,” she said as she walked back to the balcony.
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15 November 1981
The cool night air ruffled her evening dress in the breeze. She took one last glance at the
brightly lit buildings of the city. She raised the Magnum to her temple and she began to
shudder. The trigger mashed under her forefinger and the muddled shot was enveloped in
the cool night air. Mary fell lifeless onto the balcony floor. The rich, red blood trickled
from her temple, staining the pure white satin of her evening gown.
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17 November 1981
I’ve tried to sleep but my every move or song I hear reminds me of you. I can’t listen to
mellow music anymore because I’ll start to cry. A word, a phrase, an idea, anything!...I
see your face and I hear your voice. Damn it, when will it stop? You’re there. A million
miles away and I’m here with no release.
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18 November 1981
The days go on and I keep expecting to forget you. There are a million other men on
earth. Why can’t I find one to compare to you? What’s so great about you anyway? Why
didn’t you tell me you loved me? Why didn’t you tell me I was the best thing that ever
happened to you? Why did you leave me this way?
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19 November 1981
Still another day and I haven’t heard from you. Ok. I should be able to take the hint now.
If you weren’t going to call, why did you say you would? Maybe I’ll forget you when I
go home. I hope. I wish. How can men be so cruel. It was all your fault anyway. I didn’t
want to fall in love with you. I didn’t even know you. Why did you wait until right before
you had to leave? Was this on purpose?
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23 November 1981
“Seems like yesterday now,” to quote a phrase. “Please just let the show go on!” I wish I
could. I love you but I curse you for this! You make me so mad I could spit. But I’m
unresolved. How can I forget? I’m stuck in the damn rat hole with no way out. I need
someone else to make me forget you but there is no one else around here that I want to
help me forget. They are either ugly or stuck up and I don’t want either brand. Maybe I
should get involved in more school activities.
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24 November 1981
Hell, I am involved in school activities. I’ve got homework up to my ears and you want
me to forget you. Why couldn’t you have told me I was a sleazy whore and that you
never wanted to see me again, huh? At least I could have rationalized the situation a lot
easier. I don’t even know anymore! I don’t have any fingernails anymore. I wrote a
morbid short story. I’m going to fail tomorrow’s test and I’m starving to death. Look
what you’ve done to me.
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25 November 1981
Another day and I still feel like a fish on dry land…to coin a phrase. Sometimes I wish
you’d disappear from the face of the earth. I don’t know who to blame more, you or Dr.
Crenshaw. You make me feel bad and Dr. Crenshaw makes me remember it. I hope you
both get ashes and soot for Christmas. Why don’t you call and at least let me know you
made it to Champagne? Damn, another nice depressing song. Telling me to learn to love
it.
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26 November 1981
“Every day I wake up just the same, waiting for something new. Every night I have
myself to blame for the dreams that haven’t come true.” Thank you, James Taylor. “Keep
your mind on tomorrow and carry on.” Words from the wise. Take then and claim them!
They really help me a lot right now. Maybe if I change my attitude I’ll feel 100%
better….I’m trying and it hasn’t worked yet. Maybe tomorrow.
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27 November 1981
Seems like every night I listen to the same tape and my mind returns…well. Weeps on
thinking of you. “If what they’re telling me is true, you’ll find somebody new to love
you. There’s only one thing I can do, to keep my heart from being broken in two.”
Thanks again to James Taylor. “I have tried to forget about you, but baby I have failed.”
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28 November 1981
Last night was the pits and it’s all your fault. You and James Taylor. I’ve changed my
tunes now. How much can Journey depress you? Not much. Oh damn! Journey’s not
supposed to be depressing. “Good Morning Girl” and “Stay Awhile” are real good songs
to listen to in my state. I’m going to try and write without listening to the words. I hope I
finish before—oh no! Words like, “I’d go anywhere, I’d do anything, if you just stay with
me awhile.” I think it’s a little too late for that. “Reach out your hand to me, I’m falling!”
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29 November 1981
I wish I was home and out with my friends. They’d make me forget your shitty self.
When I get those pictures developed, I know it’s going to start all over again. I’m going
to have to play more racquetball. Maybe I can pretend you’re the ball and, beat the hell
out of you! I’m the best female racquetball player on campus next to Hunnicutt. I’m not
modest and I don’t give a damn. Ask any guy. I’ve been told not to waste my time on
playing girls. I guess I’m multi-faceted. I can sing, dance, be athletic, play piano and am
good in many other ways except keeping a man I want.
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Lawthy
On the field, we were looked at. People in uniforms examined us sitting in a field
underneath canopies for shade. We had coolers filled with donated water and fruits. We
had tables with food for anyone to take with them, we ordered lunch and dinner from
local restaurants, mostly pizzas. We had papers, QR codes, we had signs. We sat in
foldable chairs. People would approach and ask us questions and we would answer with
details of the death of John Neville, we’d explain our presences, we’d go back to sitting
in the field. We did our work there, we sweated, ate, hydrated, wore our masks, used a
local restaurant’s restroom, received ice from the icemaker machine of a local bar. A man
would walk onto the field every once in awhile and ask us what we needed. He was
always drunk. But he would jot down what we needed and return with all of the items and
then walk away again. We knew who was and wasn’t sustainable. Somewhere, someone
else was looking at us while wearing a uniform.
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Lawthy
When I told people that I was a caregiver, I’d learn about their families. What mattered
when we moved was the crisis, not the things. Still, we lost so much more during the time
of losing much else.
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Lawthy
I try to remember her rage. Long ago, she told me she lived in poverty and she taught me
community care and land stewardship. For a moment, recently, I held a newspaper
clipping announcing her graduating high school as valedictorian and president of the
gardening club, which she had never told me about. I remember, long ago, she told me
she loved basketball so much that she was allowed to play, but she had to stay on one
side of the court. She could not cross the halfcourt line. I imagine her toes on that line,
learning how to fight. She went to college. I remember holding her father’s driver’s
license and a receipt from her tuition that he had paid and signed. He cared for children
who were not his own like they were his own. She was the youngest of her sisters.
Recently, her husband, now married to another woman, called me after sundown and told
me two examples of my mother doing something on her own, which he felt that he could
not understand. The first: she received a bike at age six, but didn’t do well with riding it
initially, so he offered to help her and she said no. He returned from work a few days
later and she was riding her bike, she had learned on her own. He was offended, he said
to me. Later, while in college, she did not do well in biology and she was in a dorm that
was unsupervised—he laughed at this image of women in a dorm without supervision in
a rural Southern town. She cried on the car ride home and begged not to return. He called
his alma mater and she went there for her next year. He told me that I must know the
rest—her work at the Haverty’s in West Columbia, her night classes for her MAT, her
PhD coursework, her job in Winston-Salem. He said something about not doing what she
did, and he said something about how she got herself into her situation and she would
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need to face the truth. In her earliest letters, she is raging at him. She is barely staying
with him. She left early in a different way.
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30 November 1981
Well, this is the last page of my Journal that I’m going to write. I began with a story and
ended with therapy I needed. The therapy more I do believe. By using this, I don’t drive
my roommate bananas. Ok so it’s just 3:00am. Who gives a damn. Tomorrow I’ll be at
home away from all this garbage. I’m not taking a book with me. All I have to look
forward to us graduation and Nick Russo taking me out in New York City. That should
keep me going for awhile since you might as well have dumped me in the fucking
garbage. I can’t wait to read this next year. I wonder how much I will have changed. I’ll
probably still be the same pig-headed, liberal, feminist I am now. At least I’ll get a good
laugh out of it. Merry Christmas, sweetheart!
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17 March 2021
How do you hold your flowers?
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Holding Flowers, 26 July 2020 (voicemail from my mom in response to me telling her
about civil disobedience arrests)
Hey, it’s me. I have a bag of stuff, I don’t know whether or not you want it, but I’ve got
bottles of water and snacks, toasted almonds that are kind of sweet, and I put those in a
small ziplock bag. If you want them, if you don’t want them you don’t have to think
about it, I can drop them off someplace or you can have somebody meet me and I can get
it to you or not, whatever. I don’t want to impose anything on you right now. Anyway,
just give me a call before you take off. Love you. Call me when you get a chance. Bye.
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Public Comments, City Council
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17 August 2020, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1
Good evening Mayor Joines, Mayor Pro Tem Adams, and distinguished council
members, My name is XXX, and I live in the 27101 zip code. My ward representative is
John Larson.
In December of 2019, our brother, John Elliott Neville, while in medical distress
and in need of compassionate care, was placed in the prone restraint by five detention
officers at the Forsyth County jail, which in turn caused him to asphyxiate and die due to
serious bodily injury! This is a travesty. It was seven months later that the news of our
brother's death was finally reported to the public. Right here in our own community, the
circumstances surrounding the murder of Mr. Neville is being blatantly covered up,
which in turn has led to Triad Abolition Project's 34-day civil disobedience occupation of
Bailey Park in downtown Winston-Salem, as we demand justice and change! This
occupation has been met with widespread community support, including statewide and
nationwide.
The Winston Salem police department is not innocent when it comes to the use of
excessive force resulting in the deaths of our brothers and sisters. In 1992, Sheila Epps
McKellar died after Winston-Salem police officers placed her in the prone restraint in a
holding cell, and subsequently all officers were cleared of criminal charges. In 2016,
Travis Nevelle Page died after Winston-Salem police officers restrained him while he
was in medical distress; all officers were again cleared of any wrongdoing.
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To date, none of our City Council members have adequately responded to our
occupation of Bailey Park, nor the policy demands that have been put forth, and those
policy demands are the complete banning of the prone restraint by Winston Salem police
officers and Forsyth County Sheriff's Department, and the public notification of all deaths
that occur within the Forsyth county jail. The demand to ban the prone restraint has been
co-signed by ACLU-NC, the Winston-Salem Urban League, Hate Out of
Winston, candidate Kathy Manning, and the staff of the Winston-Salem Journal, and
many more. Let it not go unmentioned, that while peacefully protesting and calling for
justice for Mr. Neville, 55 peaceful demonstrators have been arrested by the WinstonSalem Police Department; yet Chief Thompson’s only statement on these arrests has been
in the form of an interview with WXII, in which she stated that, and I quote “I have
experienced racism and injustice, but in our world we are taught that this is the
expectation and you have to learn how to live with it.”
Mayor Joines, mayor pro tem Adams, and members of the council, there is a Civil
Rights Movement happening just blocks away from you, and rather than listen to the
community that you represent, you are instead using your elected power to increase
funding to WSPD, you are using your platform to praise WSPD, and you even laugh on
public air while discussing the expansion of the Drug Task Force to a location, and I
quote “under a cloak of darkness.” You erroneously compare the rise in gun violence to
the need for expanded public safety, when in fact the rise in gun violence is a nationwide
phenomenon connected to a severe lack of compassionate community care.
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Mayor Joines, mayor pro tem, and Council members, as a voting constituent in
Winston-Salem, I demand that you respond to Triad Abolition Project and Occupy
WSNC’s demands and the ban the prone restraint; I demand that you reallocate city funds
to the community rather than to WSPD; and I demand that City Council seek justice of
John Elliott Neville, Ella Crawley, Elizabeth Pruitt, and all brothers, sisters and siblings. I
also kindly ask that you respond to me.

Script 2
My name is XXX and I live in the 27101 zip code. My ward representative is
John C Larson.
In reference to Item C-7 on the Consent Agenda, I believe that City Council
should not move forward with expanding the Drug Task Force with the Interlocal
Agreement Between the City of Winston-Salem, the County of Forsyth and the Town of
Kernersville. This expansion of the Drug Task Force does not mean that “crime” will
decrease; it simply means that policing will increase.
Furthermore, crimes that involve drug possession are directly tied to the flawed
War on Drugs, which has severely increased policing and mass incarceration across the
nation and disproportionately affected Black and Brown communities. This Interlocal
Agreement will no doubt increase the quantity of incarcerated persons in our community.

I believe that Council Member John Larson (South Ward) should publicly
apologize to the community for laughing as he said that the location of the new Drug
Task Force warehouse, where supposedly confiscated drugs and weapons will be stored
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in a 21,000 square foot facility, is “under a cloak of darkness” while congratulating
WSPD for their covertness and planning. This is no laughing matter. During this time the
community is publicly demonstrating and protesting against local and national police
brutality our elected officials should feel absolutely beholden to what their constituents
are asking of them.
City Council, as a voting person in Winston-Salem, I demand that you reallocate
city funds to the community rather than to WSPD; I demand that you respond to and help
facilitate the resolution of Triad Abolition Project and Occupy WSNC’s demands--ban
the prone restraint and immediately notify the public of all jail and custody deaths; I
demand that City Council seek justice for John Elliott Neville, Ella Crawley, Elizabeth
Pruitt, as well as our other incarcerated siblings. Thank you

Script 3
My name is XXX and I live in the 27101 zip code. My ward representative is
John Larson.
In reference to Item C-22 on the Consent Agenda, City Council should not move
forward with the Resolution Awarding Purchase Order for Police Pursuit Vehicles from
Asheville Ford, LLC for a total of $2,042,670.60. City Council should spend more time
reviewing this purchase order, and determine ways of reallocating Public Safety funds
from WSPD to economic development, healthcare, housing, food scarcity, and other
community-led and community-requested resources of care.
This purchase order is for 62 Ford Interceptors, all SUVs. Garage service fees for
WSPD amounted to $1,073,761.75 and fuel costs for WSPD vehicles amounted to
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$895,767.23 in the 2019-2020 fiscal year. Based on the Police Vehicle Memo received by
City Managers on July 15th, the total lifetime cost per Ford Interceptor is $62,903
(including the estimated costs of maintenance, fuel, and purchase by 120,000 miles). In
the Vehicle Replacement Information, none of the WSPD Crown Victorias nor Chevrolet
Caprices amount to or over $62,903. 24 of the 62 vehicles being replaced are still under
100,000 miles, meaning they do not meet the criteria for replacement. If the WSPD
maintained these 24 vehicles, this would save $790,704. However, the Memo states that
the reasoning behind this new purchase order is “The Winston-Salem Police Department
(WSPD) has the need to purchase 62 police pursuit vehicles, intended as scheduled
replacements for vehicles with high mileage, excessive maintenance and repair costs, and
meet Fleet Services replacement criteria.”
I am a voter in Winston-Salem, and I am disappointed in the City Manager,
Assistant City Manager, City Council’s Finance Committee, and City Council’s Public
Safety Committee for not 1) offering time for public comments ahead of this meeting and
2) not exercising any reallocation of funds from Public Safety to community resources
during this time of the Covid-19 Pandemic. Last week, the Public Safety Committee
rightfully addressed the surge of gun violence in Winston-Salem. However, overfunding
our police and underfunding our communities is gross negligence toward this urgent issue
in our city.
This purchase order contract should not be signed. More research, clarity, and
transparency is owed to the public. City Council should include the voices of the public
in this high cost decision. And, City Council should stop being ignorant to the fact that
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the community is on Day 34 of an occupation that directly addresses police brutality, and
thus calls for the reallocation of funds from public safety to public health.
City Council, as a voting person in Winston-Salem, I demand that you respond to
Triad Abolition Project and Occupy WSNC’s demands--ban the prone restraint and
immediately notify the public of all jail and custody deaths; I demand that you reallocate
city funds to the community rather than to WSPD; I demand that City Council seek
justice of John Elliott Neville, Ella Crawley, Elizabeth Pruitt, and all brothers, sisters and
siblings. Thank you.

Script 4
Note: If anyone asks which agenda item or “City Business” you’re speaking to, let them
know that you’re speaking on the topic of “city services” or “city budget”
My name is XXX and I live in the 27104 zip code. My ward representative is Dan
Besse.
I believe that City Council should move to include public comment period
openings in all Committee Meetings. On June 8th, the Public Safety Committee Meeting
allowed public comments, which resulted in more discussion over the decision to find 1
million dollars to reallocate from the general fund to community resources. However, on
August 10th, no public comment period was granted during the Public Safety Committee
Meeting, which continued discussions of the 1 million dollar reallocation.
When the public inquired about the missing public comment period before the
start of the Committee meetings on August 10th, they were met with varying responses in
terms of reasoning, but overall the job response tone was negative and dismissive. In one
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instance, the City of Winston-Salem social media manager wrote, “There is always a
public hearing during the budget process. However, regular committee meetings do not
include a public hearing or public comment period. I understand that many people are
engaging with city government where they haven’t before. That’s great! However,
accusing us of dishonesty without making an effort to understand doesn’t help. Again,
public comment will be part of next week’s meeting.” In at least two other instances, City
Attorney Angela Carmon responded directly to emails that had been addressed to City
Clerk Sandra Keeney, without so much as an introduction. Multiple members of the
public shared that they have attended and/or witnessed City Council meetings that
included public hearings or comments beyond the setting of a budget meeting.
Furthermore, as has been stated by Finance Committee Chair Robert Clark, “I think we
will be revisiting the budget regularly because who in the heck knows what’s going on”
(referring to the pandemic and economy) and “as the year progresses, we can always
amend the budget” (quoted from the Finance Committee Budget Workshop on June 4,
2020). Henceforth, budgetary information has always been included in City Council
meetings, and thus so should public hearings and/or public comments.
Significantly, too, I believe that City Council should include Spanish translations
of all City Council meetings in real time. This has not yet been done, but Mayor Allen
Joines has had this issue brought to his attention, and so he is well aware. Without
streaming the City Council meetings with a Spanish translation in real time, then we are
not including our entire community, and this needs to be addressed as soon as possible.
Lastly, City Council, as a voting person in Winston-Salem, I demand that you
respond to Triad Abolition Project and Occupy WSNC’s demands--ban the prone
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restraint and immediately notify the public of all jail and custody deaths; I demand that
you reallocate city funds to the community rather than to WSPD; I demand that City
Council seek justice of John Elliott Neville, Ella Crawley, Elizabeth Pruitt, and all
brothers, sisters and siblings. I also kindly ask that you respond to me.

Script 5
This is XXX. I live in the 27103 zip code. My representative is Dan Besse.
In reference to Item G-1, I believe that City Council should dismiss the move for
the interlocal agreement between WSPD and FCSO to share the 2020 Byrne Justice
Assistance Grant. The State of North Carolina requires that the City and the County enter
into an interlocal agreement for the sharing of the JAG Funds; however, budgets have
been separated so that funding from WSPD covers items such as office chairs, color
scanners, etc while the shared cost with FCSO is for surveillance cameras. To cover the
full costs of the interlocal agreement for the Real-Time Crime Center, the Winston-Salem
Police Foundation, the local non-profit that provides about a quarter of a million dollars
of additional support to WSPD, has agreed to fulfill the remaining costs.
City Council members, I wish for you to understand that the Winston-Salem
Police Foundation is deeply tied to local commerce, policing, as well as legislature, but
has minimal ties to the community for which you, City Council, supposedly represent.
The Winston-Salem Police Foundation president is Barry Rountree, former WSPD police
chief, and a financial supporter of the WSPF is Council Member Jeff MacIntosh.
Furthermore, in a memorandum sent by Chief Thompson to City Council on
August 13th, it is detailed that: “If the 2020 JAG grant funds are used to finance the real237

time crime center project, there is potential to augment the new security camera pilot
program. This pilot program, which allows law enforcement access to private security
camera footage, could be enhanced by adding cameras in “blind spots,” or areas in the
city identified by law enforcement as needing additional cameras to capture video.”
This plan to initiate a new security camera pilot program will not decrease crime–
it will instead increase the funding we allocate to WSPD and it will increase the number
of arrested and incarcerated persons in our community. It will not address the root causes
of crime in our community– it will perpetuate crime in our community. It will not make
our community safe– it will make our community members further fear and mistrust not
only WSPD, but the City Council that continues to support and uphold the values and
funding of the WSPD over the needs of the people.
Lastly, I demand that you respond to Triad Abolition Project and Occupy Winston
Salem’s demands--ban the prone restraint and immediately notify the public of all jail
and custody deaths; I demand that you reallocate funds to the community rather than to
WSPD; I demand that City Council seek justice of John Elliott Neville, Ella Crawley,
Elizabeth Pruitt, and all brothers, sisters and siblings. I also ask that you respond to me
via email at XXXX.
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9 September 2020, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1: Agenda Item C-13 Resolution Against Gun Violence in the City of WinstonSalem
The partnership of WSPD and FCSO support with vague calls for extended support AND
the use of faulty surveys from the community is a sign of facsism and white supremacy at
the level of our elected officials. The community needs support during this time of crisis-the pandemic and the rise of fear caused by policing.

My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code.
I am calling about Item C13 on the agenda, which was the Resolution Against
Gun Violence in Winston-Salem. This item was brought to the agenda by Council
Member Annette Scippio in the last meeting before it was sent back to the Public Safety
Committee. However, the public’s voice on this item has only been based on a faulty and
biased survey distributed by some of the council members, and then manipulatively
shared in the Public Safety Committee meeting last week. before I proceed with my
comment, I demand that you never share the results of 90 biased surveys representing a
quarter of a million Winston-Salem residents as a way of saying that 70% of the
responses asked for an increase in police presence. I wish to remind you that a 49 day
occupy movement against police and deputy brutality lasted from July 15 to September
1st. Winston-Salem does not need more support for the police.
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In the Resolution Against Gun Violence, it states that “major strategic focus area
is safe and secure community of which Public safety is the foundation upon which any
successful city is built. Absent this, it is difficult to attract businesses, residents, or
visitors, which in turn create the economic vitality that sustains our community.” In other
words, City Council prioritizes the protection of wealth through police force, which
negates the care that is necessary for sustaining and growing our community.
As Council Member Taylor stated in last week’s Public Safety Committee
meeting, we “can’t simply police and arrest.” This is true, but this is what you are
approving via this Resolution. You have approved to “support the WSPD to utilize all
laws and resources, including collaborations with the Forsyth County Sheriff’s Office, as
well as state and federal resources to reduce gun violence in our communities.” This
means, simply, that you approve to police and arrest, not address root problems that you
SHOULD and COULD do by reallocating the over $78 million for the police department
to the community where we need it.
In summary, the Resolution Against Gun Violence is 1) exists to guard the city’s
wealth from the community, 2) reinforces continued monetary support for WSPD at a
time when the community is demanding help with housing, economic, and health
resources during the pandemic, and 3) threatens to continue the expansion of policing
across WSPD and FCSO into state and federal resources, which could lead to further
militarization of our city.
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Script 2: CESF
Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Fund used for Civil Disobedience Response Team
Equipment and not reported in budget, nor kept at all transparent with the public when
questioned
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am calling to raise my
concern over the Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Fund, which is a CARES Act
federal grant from the Department of Justice that WSPD requested on May 20th of this
year, and then received over half a million on May 29th. This fund is supposedly
intended to support Public Safety across the nation during the pandemic, but I have my
doubts over its effectiveness in addressing the pandemic and here is why:
1. None of this fund has been intended for nor used for coronavirus testing.
2. This fund, over half a million, is not reported in the WSPD budget presented by
the City of Winston-Salem. This is highly suspicious and it makes me wonder
how many other grants or funds are not reported in the WSPD budget.
Furthermore, it makes me wonder why City Council then approved a 1% salary
increase for Public Safety with CARES Act funds recently. Why is coronavirus
relief being interpreted as financial support for policing our community?
3. This fund, according to a report on how it is intended to be used, is intended to
“Combat the expected increase in crime due to job losses and the reduction of
officers on the street.” Instead of deciding that crime will rise when the economy
crashes, City Council, please reallocate the increasing funds to Public Safety back
to the economy for securing our jobs. There are currently a total of 712 employees
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in WSPD, but there are almost a quarter of a million residents who need money
reallocated to them in Winston-Salem.
4. Lastly, this fund is intended for use for the Civil Disobedience Response Team
Equipment, which includes “shields, barricades, gloves, passive protector tools,
helmets, shin and arm protectors, gas mask carriers, gas mask filters, magnum
foggers, and magnum fogger carriers.” Why are you spending coronavirus relief
funds on military style equipment as if the equipment you already have is no
longer functional? Again--none of this over half million has been spent on
coronavirus testing.
Not only has this over half million of funding to WSPD not been discussed nor
transparently shared by City Council (in meetings nor in the WSPD Budget Forum on
Aug 31), but City Council and Manager Garrity continue to pour more money and
support to WSPD as if they need more than the $78 million budget plus federal grants
and other donations. As financial support and funding for WSPD grows, we will see
crime increase and the militarization of the police gain traction. Please end this by
listening to your constituents right now and investing in refunding our community’s
needs, such as housing, healthcare, the economy and jobs, and anti-poverty resources.

Script 3: CIRC
Community Investments Review Committee has no qualifications nor measurements for
efficiency
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code.
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The Community Investments Review Committee consists of 18 community
members. This Committee has been appointed by City Council to propose how $1 million
of the city’s budget will be allocated to community efforts. However, in last week’s
Public Safety Committee meeting, 1) multiple council members stated that the committee
isn’t focused or that the City Council didn’t do them service in preparing them for this
task, and 2) this Committee seemingly lacks expertise on the current grassroots efforts
against police brutality. In this same Public Safety Committee meeting, multiple council
members inquired about WSPD statistics on crime response and trends; shouldn’t these
inquiries have been part of the conversation much sooner than now? And shouldn’t these
statistics be available for not only the public by now, but also for the Community
Investments Review Committee, which is supposedly at work on reallocating funds to
anti-poverty initiatives that would address crime prevention?
When asked about any measurements for efficiency for this committee, none were
provided. Mayor Allen Joines, City Manager Garrity, and City Council, can you better
explain how this committee has been prepared to recommend the use of $1 million for
anti-poverty initiatives? Can you provide any examples or evidence-based research of
similar recommendations of budget amounts towards anti-poverty initiatives?
As the deadline for this committee’s recommendation is approaching on October
1st, can you provide any updates on this work? And, ultimately, can you implement a
transparent and public means to measure the efficiency of this committee’s
recommendation?
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Overall--I am concerned and perturbed by the dismissiveness and disappointment
shared by Council members in last week’s Public Safety Committee meeting on the topic
of this committee’s work because this portrayed a gap in City Council’s ability to inform,
collaborate with, and incorporate the visions and ideas of the public. City Council and
City Manager Garrity, I implore you to listen to your community and do your research on
how to, and I quote from a council member, “Not keep missing the target,” when trying
to help the community with housing, healthcare, economic improvement, and care right
now.
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19 October 2020, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1:
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
The city council adopted a budget that allocates 36% of the general fund to the
police department. Already at over one third of the General Fund, the WSPD budget
continues to increase as a larger share as the overall city budget decreases. According to
agenda item C-7, WSPD is receiving another 33k from the state. And item C-3
demonstrates $130k of from the current general fund being wasted on ballistic vests that
cost $900 a piece and are only being replaced because of the end of a warranty rather
than actual wear and tear or disfunction. In addition, the $1 million that is being
determined by the Community Investments Review Committee for anti-poverty
initiatives continues to be delayed with minimal updates to the public. This is surprising
being that the Community Investments Review Committee’s role of recommending this
$1 million to anti-poverty initiatives received so much press and dialogue during the
summer, and it is featured on the second page of the city’s adopted budget.
In a time when there is national outcry to stop investing in police and instead
intentionally invest in alternative models that are centered in community and address the
root causes of harm, how do you justify the overall increase in the percentage of funds
being allocated to the police? How do you justify not responding to community and
taxpayer requests for expediting the allocation funds to anti-poverty, healthcare, housing,
and employment initiatives?
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As a voting person in Winston Salem, I echo the demand to reallocate funds from
WSPD to fund long-term strategies for education, restorative justice services, and
employment programs. Stop allocating funds for the police to acquire more militarized
equipment and instead invest in community-run violence-prevention programs. And
instead of funding surveillance cameras and a 10 year drug task force, address the city’s
housing crisis, which grows more dire by the day as landlords continue to be allowed to
evict tenants during a global health pandemic and despite a moratorium against evictions
from the CDC. In the least, put a hiring freeze on WSPD. At this time, WSPD uses 83%
of their budget on personnel, totaling over $65 million and costing, on average, $91K per
WSPD employee per year.

Script 2:
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
During the Town Trust Talk on June 16th, Chief Thompson told citizens,
“[W]e’re expected to be everything: teachers, babysitters, healthcare workers, mental
health providers, oh and by the way, handling crime as well...I’d be happy to reallocate
our funding into those programs or into those people or organizations that can provide
those things.” Let’s do this.
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I ask that you put a hiring freeze on the Winston-Salem Police Department. And,
city managers, budget evaluators, and WSPD personnel, I ask that you work towards
reducing the number of WSPD employees for the upcoming budget cycle. At this time,
there are 712 WSPD employees within the total 2425 city employees, which means that
WSPD employees make up more than 25% of city employees.
The WSPD budget totals more than $78 million, $65 million of that is used just
for personnel. So, 83% of the WSPD budget is used for personnel, which we’ve
calculated to mean that on average, one WSPD employee costs the city $91k per year.
According to the WSPD Budget Overview slideshow, the Patrol Division costs a
total of $39 million. I ask that you begin the work of reducing WSPD personnel by
addressing how to better use our resources that are being wasted on Patrol responding to
numerous dispatch calls that should be routed to resources that do not use weapons, force,
and punishment.
WSPD lists two objectives this year. One is to expand “community policing” and
another is to “reduce crime and fear of crime,” but how does this serve a community
when fear of punishment and harm and death by police is the issue? How does this serve
a community that needs funds reallocated to community-controlled resources such as
housing, employment, food, healthcare, education, and anti-poverty initiatives?
Community-oriented policing is still policing, and the police do not reduce crime, they
respond to it and cause more harm. By reallocating funds to resources such as Successful
Outcomes After Release and re-establishing YouthBuild, our funds would be supporting
initiatives that reduce crime by supporting our community.
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16 November 2020, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1:
My name is XXX and I live in the 27104 zip code. I am speaking with Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
City Council and City Managers, the call to defund the police is a call to minimize
the harm done by policing in our community of Winston-Salem. In the face of protests,
emails, calls, and continued public comments from community members, the City
Council speaks out to voice support for WSPD, a support that has resulted in decisions to
add funds to WSPD in a show of support. City Council members have even said that
these additional funds are for retaining and recruiting more employees for WSPD.
However, the harm from WSPD has never been addressed by the City Council.
Mayor Allen Joines, you yourself have just asked the community to exercise patience
with WSPD for an internal investigation on Officer Jones slamming a 15 year old Black
girl to the street just a week ago. This brutal use of force has been seen by thousands
because a community member caught everything on video. The brutality did not end with
the girl being slammed to the ground: she was pressed down while two officers held their
knees to her back, she was yelled at, and the door was slammed on her when she was
forced inside of a patrol vehicle. More importantly: she never should have been stopped
by police when she was walking with her friends.
City Council members, again when we continue to say defund the police, we
mean reduce the harm of the police in our community. You continue to want more
officers, more community policing, more patrol, more surveillance, more task forces, and
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the list goes on. WSPD uses 63 million of their 78 million just on personnel. With 712
WSPD personnel out of a total of 2425 city personnel, this means that almost a third of
city personnel are WSPD officers. City Council members, there are people among you
who take money from the police union, and so we can understand why this would lead to
a corruptly motivated support of WSPD in the public eye. But please take time to imagine
and strategize with your community of 250,000 taxpayers how we can better use the
general fund for the community and not WSPD personnel. Furthermore, consider where
the money that WSPD personnel receives goes--for example, Chief Thompson doesn’t
live fulltime in Winston-Salem, so her salary from taxpayers is not being returned to the
local community.
City Council members, I also ask that you use time within this meeting to respond
to public comments. I yield my time.

Script 2:
My name is XXX and I live in the 20105 zip code. I am speaking with Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
City Council members, first of all: you have heard numerous public comments
from concerned community members exercising the space of the public comment period
as a time for being heard by you, but you have not given any responses in the past
months. With this city council meeting only having one agenda item besides the public
comment period, I urge you to use the time of this meeting to respond to us. Your
dismissive behavior towards community organizers and community members is a gross
use of your power as officials elected by this community.
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Tomorrow the City Council will have a special meeting that will review the
Community Investments Committee Recommendations, the budget forecast, and a report
on the community agency funding process. The powerpoint for this special meeting is
now available on the City’s website. It is clear that there will be no public comments
during this meeting.
The powerpoint indicates a 1% increase in pay to public safety in 2021 and a 2%
increase in pay to public safety in 2022. City Council and city managers, did you know
that from 2019 to 2020 the police department budget increased by over 1% while the
overall city budget decreased by 1%? The share of general fund revenue spent on
policing changed from 2019 to 2021 from 35% to 36%. Spending on police is a larger
share of the total city budget in FY21 than it was in FY19, and we are on track to
continue this trend into 2022. This should never be the trend in our city spending, and it
especially should not be the trend during this pandemic.
At the end of August, City Council held a special meeting to review the WSPD
budget, but none of the information shared in this meeting demonstrated any level of
scrutiny to the WSPD budget. However, with the powerpoint set for sharing the
community agency funding process, as well as the long effort taken on by the
Community Investments Review Committee to recommend the use of 1 million for antipoverty initiatives, it is very clear that city council spends more time scrutinizing funds
that would help our community than they do for funds that pay city employees to police
our community.
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Furthermore, members on the community investments review committee do not
reflect the voices of the community that continue to ask city council and city managers to
reallocate funds to the community. How can we move forward as a community that
listens and responds to one another when the city council continues to erase the voices of
taxpayers demanding restorative justice and care? City Council members: please respond
and please do more to address community concerns. I yield my time.

Script 3:
My name is XXX and I live in zip code 27012; I am speaking with the Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
City Councilmembers, The Winston-Salem Police Department employs 541
sworn officers and 171 civilians. Of those WSPD employees, 400 sworn officers and 3
civilians make up the patrol division. Of the 215,000 dispatch calls responded to by patrol
officers in 2019, only 6% were for high crime.
We at Triad Abolition Project would like for the city council and city managers to
consider employing mental health workers as civilians in the patrol division. This would
reduce the number of sworn officers responding to dispatch calls that require deescalation and ensure safety is maintained without the use, threat, and intimidation of
weapons. The two main objectives of WSPD include: expand community policing and
reduce crime and fear of crime. Members of city council and city managers: the method
towards reducing crime and fear of crime is not an expansion of policing. Our community
is in agreement that crime should be reduced, but in order to do so we need to address the
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root causes of harm rather than perpetuating that harm with the use of policing, which
clearly leads to more harm in our community.
For example, when Officer Jones stopped the 5 teenagers on Hartford street on the
night of November 7th, he is seen threatening the concerned citizen recording the
incident by ordering her to “step away from my investigation before you go to jail too.”
Officer Jones is clearly in distress and then using his distress as a weapon to threaten
community members in our City. What is also clearly demonstrated here is that not one
of the surrounding WSPD officers intervened in a situation that escalated because of
harmful actions taken by their colleague.
On November 15th, Chief Catrina Thompson held a press conference in which
she told community members not to yell at officers. When asked if there were any
instances of this, she told community members there have been and proclaimed that
citizens across the nation should “not yell at officers, but instead should use internal
review processes for filing complaints.” City Council, can you please share with the
public how many WSPD complaints resulted in disciplinary action in 2019, and so far in
2020? How long do these processes take on average? How many officers log paid hours
towards this process? City Council, is it not clear that by using an internal review process
that WSPD is being paid to address their own errors, which often results in continued
distrust, disappointment, fear and harm from our community?
I’ll repeat: We at Triad Abolition Project would like for the city council and city
managers to consider employing mental health workers as civilians in the patrol
division. This would reduce the number of sworn officers responding to dispatch calls
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that require de-escalation and ensure safety is maintained without the use, threat, and
intimidation of weapons.
City Council members, I also ask that you use time within this meeting to respond
to public comments. I yield my time.

Script 4:
My name is XXX and I live in the 27106 zip code. I am speaking with Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
According to a recent poll conducted by Triad City Beat, the same readers who
ranked Ardmore, Country Club, West Salem, and Buena Vista as “best neighborhoods”
are the same readers who ranked “defund the police” as best political gaffe and the
murder of a Black man as “best story.” To be clear: the call to defund the police or to
reallocate funds is a call to reduce the harms of policing in our community. It will take
time and research to do this, but we need for City Council members to listen to
community members who don’t have stakes in nonprofits or organizations funded by the
City, as we can see in the involvement with the Community Investments Committee. Our
city needs to actively address how systemic racism continues to lead to over-policing in
Black neighborhoods, in maintaining poverty, and in being too slow to address these
issues that affect our community’s basic needs.
Furthermore, it has come to our attention that City Council member Annette
Scippio accepted money from the Southern States Police Benevolent Association, as did
City Council member elect Barbara Burke. In August of this year, Annette Scippio urged
council to increase support to WSPD, which resulted in city council agreeing to a 1%
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increase in pay to public safety employees starting in 2021. That was a quick and swift
decision without any request from council or Mayor Joines to exercise patience. In June
of this year, council agreed to try to move 1 million towards anti-poverty initiatives,
which required the creation of the Community Investments Review Committee. The
deadline for recommendations from the committee was set for October 1st, but this was
quietly delayed to November. And according to the city’s presentation set for November
17th, the recommendations for the 1 million towards anti-poverty initiatives will take
even more time to disperse due to the decision to use a grant application process.
And, City Council, scrutinizing how funds are used for anti-poverty initiatives is
grossly prioritized to the point of exhausting our patience for any efforts from our elected
officials. In fact, by continuing to swiftly push support and taxpayer dollars towards
WSPD employees, you are enacting white supremacy in our community. The harmful
effects of policing can be corrected should you wish to listen to community members as
we present demands, research findings, and requests for more effort towards addressing
harm in our community.
For example, how can WSPD work towards lowering the average cost of dispatch
call responses? At $359 on average per dispatch, that’s well above the North Carolina
average of $282. And with over 215,000 dispatch calls per year, shouldn’t WSPD be
prioritizing a reduction in those dispatch calls in an effort to save money for the city’s
general fund? Why, then, is the police budget increasing while the overall general fund
decreases? City Council members--please respond to these comments within the
timeframe of this meeting. I yield my time.
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7 December 2020, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1: Police Benevolent Association, WSPD, & City Council
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now. My comment
abides by the city charter, which states that public comments must be “orderly and
decorous,” and therefore it is not “screaming” as Jeff MacIntosh expresses his concern
about in a recent Journal article.
Mayor Joines, City Council Members new and old, city attorneys and city
managers, I want to remind you of a story from the Winston-Salem Journal in 2017 titled
“Aiming for average on behalf of the working police.” In the story, WSPD Sgt. David
Rose recounts his efforts in increasing the salaries of WSPD officers with the use of
statewide data for his arguments.
The story fails to go into more detail over Sgt. David Rose’s position as WinstonSalem chapter president of the Police Benevolent Association, which recently held a
presser in Winston-Salem to call upon the “outrageous conduct” of one Council member
for pointing out racism in the police department. One of the PBA members present at the
presser was executive director John Midgette, who in 1986 began the work of endorsing
city council members in order to increase longevity pay for police officers, a process that
clearly continues as we see funds continue to pour into police departments with members
of the PBA.
We know of at least three current city council members who are endorsed by the
PBA: Annette Scippio of the East Ward, Barbara Burke of the Northeast Ward, and
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Kevin Mundy of the Southwest Ward. The cost of this endorsement per council member,
according to campaign funds, is $1000 each. That’s a total of $3000 to buy council
members for further lobbying for increasing taxpayer funds towards WSPD. The total
general fund per resident is $850.53 per year, and so when you hear from multiple
members of the community in every single public comment period, all who are doing this
without payment nor endorsement, our collective taxes should, by the logic of the
council, buy some of the actions we are asking for.
Regardless of PBA endorsements of city council members, we do know that you,
Mayor Joines, and city council, according to the city charter, Article 5 Section 23, have
power to reduce the size of the police department. And we ask that you exercise your
responsibility to your community that elected you to office for the 2020-2024 term, to
reduce the size of WSPD personnel numbers and use the funds saved in that process for
addressing the root causes of harm, to fight poverty, and establish more equity in the city
of Winston-Salem. The police don’t need $78 million, the people do. I yield my time.

Script 2: City Charter

My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
City Council members new and old, as we approach 2021, we want to remind you
of Sec. 2-112 of the City Charter, under the Citizen Police Review Board:
Sec. 2-112. - Action by city manager.
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The city manager shall review the findings of fact of the citizen police review
board under section 2-111 and any other information at his disposal and take such
action as he deems appropriate, consistent with state law and city policy.
The city manager shall notify all parties, including the hearing board, of his
resolution of the complaint, consistent with state law.
With this in mind, city council members and Mayor Joines, we hope you will reconsider
your continued position of asking that citizens of Winston-Salem exercise patience when
expressing a complaint or grievance about the brutal uses of force by WSPD officers.
What this section of the charter means is that any processes undertaken by the citizen
police review board are in fact overruled by any action favored by city manager Lee
Garrity. As you may know, Lee Garrity is not unbiased in his support of WSPD officers
and the current processes of “law and order.” City Manager Lee Garrity’s eldest daughter
is a prosecutor in the DA’s office and Lee Garrity’s son-in-law is a WSPD officer, as he
has indicated on his city manager social media account.
So, rather than continue to tell taxpayers in Winston-Salem to trust a biased
process of review for the WSPD, city council members new and old, we ask that you
exercise your responsibilities to the taxpayers who have elected you to your positions of
power. According to Article 5 Section 23 of the city charter:
Sec. 24. - Authority of mayor to suspend chief of police or policemen;
hearing; discharge or restoration to duty.
The mayor may, at any time, upon charges preferred, or upon finding the chief or
any member of the police force guilty of misconduct, suspend such members from
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service until the city council shall convene and take action in the matter, and upon
hearing the proofs in the case the council may discharge or restore such members,
and the pay of such members so suspended shall cease from the time of
suspension to the time of restoration to service. Any violation of the regulations or
orders of any superior shall be good cause for dismissal.
Any investment in community policing is still policing. Any further investment in
policing whether it be equipment or otherwise deflects from the core point: defund the
police and invest in the people. We look forward to hearing from you; otherwise, we’ll
continue our discussion in the public comment period on January 19th 2021. Again: the
police don’t need 78 million, the people do. I yield my time.

Script 3 - City Charter/Public Comment Cont’d
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
As stated in a previous comment, each taxpayer in Winston pays an average of
$850/year for the general fund, and so when we have 10 public comments per our one
month public comment period, that’s a representation of $8500 of the general fund. Are
we part of the 250k residents you represent? You say in the recent Journal story about
“police critics” that you’re talking to folks, but why aren’t you talking to us?
We have sat and listened as just in the last couple months you have painted a
picture that the FCDC is so busy that it requires a $15k walk-through body-temperature
scanner, but contradict that in your proposal to make modest and insulting modifications
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to what sounds like a menu for those housed there during a pandemic that is mysteriously
void of nutritional concerns. It was noted recently that the FCDC’s Average Daily
Population (ADP) at FCDC “dropped by 203 people on average between January 2020
and May 2020.” If the ADP dropped by 203, how can you then explain the need for a
body scanner based on how busy your staff is?
These are logical questions and all we are asking for is respectful and wellresearched responses from our representatives. There is no need to spend any funding
you are granted from any entity on excessive equipment when you have citizens hungry
and unhoused and currently being illegally evicted in your city. We are making
suggestions; we just are not being heard or taken seriously.
Any investment in community policing is still policing. Any further investment in
policing whether it be equipment or otherwise deflects from the core point: defund the
police and invest in the people. We look forward to hearing from you; otherwise, we’ll
continue our discussion in the public comment period on January 19th 2021. Again: the
police don’t need 78 million, the people do. I yield my time.

Script 4 - City Charter III
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
City Council Members, new and old: The way the city council receives and
responds to feedback from their community members impacts the overall safety pulse in
the community. Many of you have commented that we have many challenges ahead and
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we fully agree and look forward to increased dialogue with you. Month after month, we
continue to share research-based knowledge as to why we do not agree with the council
has been discussing or distributing city funds meant to serve the people, how our
concerns are being pushed aside and dismissed, and the council’s willingness to respond
through a journalist rather than to us during this allotted time. We would like to remind
you of your own city charter:

Sec. 2-38.1. - section (d).
The mayor and council may respond to comments made during the public
comment period or direct the city manager or city attorney, where appropriate, to
provide a response.
We have been asking that city council members engage with us during the public
comment period, and it continues not to happen. We have valid concerns that are only
growing in our community. You have been allotted time to respond to us, but have
chosen to show no regard to us during that time, rather to respond through a news article
instead. We are right here waiting for you to respond week after week and we don’t plan
on stopping anytime soon.
We will utilize any and all ways to communicate our concerns with you on behalf
of citizens who do not currently have a seat at the table. We remind you of the WS city
charter:

Sec. 2-38.1. - section (b)
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The public comment period will be limited to 30 minutes, and each speaker will
be limited to three minutes. If there are more than ten speakers, council, by
majority consent, may extend the public comment period by a reasonable time
period. If a large number of people are present to comment on the same subject, it
is suggested that the group designate a speaker that will acknowledge the presence
of the group. Speakers may yield their time to another speaker. Unless council
determines otherwise by majority consent, all speakers, including designated
speakers, will be limited to three minutes even if other speakers have relinquished
their time to said speaker. Speakers shall be orderly and decorous in their conduct
and shall address only subjects related to city government.

We are asked to be decorous in our conduct and we expect the same from
you. Responding to us through a news outlet rather than directly during the allotted time
for us to be heard is disrespectful, unprofessional, dismissive and will not be tolerated,
nor should you expect it to be given your own city charter. Again: the police don’t need
78 million, the people do. I yield my time.

Script 5: PBA, WSPD, City Council
My name is XXX and I live in the 27101 zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and in support of Hate Out of Winston and Housing Justice Now.
Mayor Joines, City Council members, this morning I took the time to review not
only the city council charter, but the individual messages to the community from each
member on the city of Winston Salem website. One phrase was repeated by nearly all,
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and that was a promise to “fight for the wellbeing of your respective wards, and the
community at large”.
Council members, although the power and the unique privilege to closely examine
the bloated 78 million dollar police budget and reallocate the necessary funds to harm
reducing alternatives lie solely with you, I acknowledge your hesitancy to consider them.
Just last week when Councilwoman DD Adams spoke up in defense of a 15 year old
citizen who was physically assaulted by a police officer, John Midgette responded by
holding the Police Benevolent Associations first ever press conference in Winston Salem,
solely to publicly criticize a Black woman for calling out institutional racism in the
community she serves. And when at least 3 council members and the Mayor are endorsed
by and have received donations from the PBA, investing in a future that puts justice and
the needs of the community ahead of police terrorism is no doubt daunting to consider.
Mayor Joins, in a recent WSJ article you inferred that critics of police spending are not as
concerned with the current growth of violent crime as police advocates are, and council
member Taylor accused us of being unaware of what citizens in his neighborhood want
when it comes to policing. This could not be more false.
The desire for the safety and wellbeing of each and every citizen of this city
informs these demands. We are driven by the desire to see a reduction in the root causes
of violent crime, such as housing insecurity, lack of access to education, poverty,
joblessness and mental health challenges rather than an increase in punitive measures as a
knee-jerk reaction to crime. Council members, YOU have the power to allocate funds to
support these initiatives, and the police DO NOT need 78 million dollars. The people Do.
I yield my time.
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19 January 2021, Winston-Salem City Council

Script 1
My name is XXX and I live in the 27103 zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and the Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition and I
helped present last week. My comment is in regard to the committee and council
members’ discourse about FCPARC’s presentation of demands and the alarming report
from WPR Consulting. I’ve heard many citizens and councilmembers and now WPR
Consulting engage in exceptionalism in reference to Winston Salem’s fire department,
police department, sheriff’s office and the city as a whole. This level of exceptionalism is
incredibly violent and dangerous. While we may be a “progressive city,” we are not
exceptional. Just because we have black and brown people in high ranking positions or
public office does not absolve these institutions of racism. Just because we have women
or queer people in high places does not absolve the institution of misogyny, homophobia
or transphobia. Again, it is not enough to have members of marginalized communities in
high spaces if the institution itself is bigoted. Confront the source of the systemic issues
of which we are reminding you and why you are so reluctant to enact radical change in
this “progressive city.” Our goal is reallocation and accountability, which is a city and
county wide endeavor and it’s also a creative one.
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This is not “commentary” about reallocating funds away from the police. These
are direct actions. These demands are preventative measures, and they are care centered.
What we’re engaging in right now is a comprehensive plan.
We understand that the system of policing does not keep queer people or black,
brown and indigenous people safe. I’m going to repeat Dr. Battle’s words, “We are not
painting the police with a broad brush.” We are asking and we will keep asking the city
and county to reallocate funds.

Script II: CARES Act housing funding
My name is XXX and I live in the XXX zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and the Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition. I’d like
to comment about consent agenda 26. Having read the document about the funds and the
process by which they should be allocated, I paid close attention to the houselessness
prevention piece. I know that on the last day claims court was open before the courts
closed for thirty days, there were ~68 eviction hearings on the docket that day alone. I
also know that there have been hundreds more unjust evictions in this city during a global
pandemic. Councilmembers, I hope that these funds are given to people who are facing
eviction as this would be a method that would prevent houselessness. The document
states that houselessness prevention should be prioritized with these funds. Give to
people facing eviction directly.
Script III
My name is XXX and I live in the 27101 zip code. I am with Triad Abolition
Project and the Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition.
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Mayor Joines, Mayor Pro Tempore Adams and members of our city council, I am
addressing you today in support of the demands presented to you by FCPARC: To
reallocate 10% of the police budget to community based initiatives that address the root
causes of crime in our community.
No matter how much diversity and inclusion a police force can claim, at its core it
still upholds an inherently racist system that disproportionately targets people of color.
Research from countless sources indicates that Black, Brown, and Indigenous people,
members of the LGBTQ+ community and people struggling with mental health issues are
made less safe by the police. The proposed alternatives invest in vital services that help
these communities stay safe and thrive.
This call for reallocation is not as radical a concept as you are portraying it to be.
Similar demands became commonplace this summer in the wake of nationwide protests
catalyzed by the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and so many others,
and have been heeded in cities like Austin, Seattle, NYC, LA, SF, Oakland, Washington
DC, Baltimore, Portland, Philly, Hartford, Norman OK and Salt Lake City, just to name a
few, who have all voted to allocate funds away from their police budgets last year in
amounts ranging from 865K to 1 billion dollars.
The facts are clear: Increased policing does not stop violence. But communitybased transformative and restorative forms of justice can—by addressing the root causes
of harm and violence and providing every community the support it needs to thrive.
The police do not need 78 million dollars. The people do.
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15 February 2021, Winston-Salem City Council
Script I: General Comment//Civilian Police Oversight Authority
My name is XXX. I live in the 27103 zip code. I’m with the Forsyth Police
Accountability and Reallocation Coalition (FCPARC). I’d like to reiterate a bit of Miranda
Jones’s statement and say that “FCPARC recognizes that the Public Safety Committee in
particular is responsive to our demands.” Last Monday’s Public Safety Committee meeting
showed promise in our demand for an alternative response model. We will not be distracted
or fooled by performative allyship and will see to it that this pilot program is up and running
sooner rather than later. In the words of Kevin Mundy, “Eighteen months is too long.”
We also haven’t forgotten about SOAR and YouthBuild. It would be beneficial to
the participants of SOAR to have training beyond litter collection. We are confident that
there will be at least $3 million allocated to SOAR.
We are in support of the city passing a nondiscrimination ordinance; however, we
understand that radical change is intersectional. Our goal is reallocation and accountability,
which is a city and county wide endeavor and it’s also a creative one. I’d like to remind
you that Winston Salem is not exceptional, and we have much more work to do.
“thank you” for keeping the subpoena power bill in committee.
I’d like to reiterate what a community review board must have to be effective:
investigative powers (including subpoena power), broad scope of investigations,
transparency, independence, meaningful disciplinary power, and a budget. Winston
Salem’s Citizens’ Police Review Board is made up of people appointed by city council by
recommendation of the Mayor (not by peers/community), Reviews cases after Chief
Catrina Thompson makes a decision regarding complaints against police employees,
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Findings are reviewed by Lee Garrity ( the city manager, who has close ties to WSPD and
Forsyth County DA’s office) and it does not have subpoena power. Again, we understand
that the possibility of the CPRB having subpoena power will remain in committee per last
week’s Public Safety Committee meeting.
However, our demand for a completely independent and transparent Civilian Police
Oversight Authority still stands. As stated in a resource created by Mariame Kaba and
others, at best, this Civilian Police Oversight Authority would be comprised of people
“elected by residents (not appointed by a mayor, police representative, or city council). The
CPOA has the power to hire, fire, and discipline police of all ranks without police
department interference. This oversight has the power to subpoena people and read
classified documents and holds open meetings whose minutes are also available to all.
There is also a mechanism for people harmed by police actions to present directly to and
be represented on the board.” We want to develop systems of accountability and
community. We do not want a tragedy to happen in Winston Salem before we take action
against the harmful system of policing. Please consider and enact a Civilian Police
Oversight Authority. One more thing: there were at least 82 eviction hearings TODAY so
evictions are still happening because landlords are ignoring the moratorium.
I yield my time.

Script II: continue divesting from the police henceforth...
My name is XXX and I live in the 27103 zip code. I am in support of the Forsyth
County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition. My comment is in reference to
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FCPARC’s demands and efforts to keep this movement intersectional. While members of
the public safety committee are “heavily leaning toward” an alternative response model for
mental health crises, it seems that we’re still not on track to addressing the root of crime
and the persistent harm of policing. Both the City Council and County Commissioners
unanimously voted to ratify the Real Time Crime Center and the expansion of the Drug
Task Force. It is my understanding that the Real Time Intelligence Center, formerly known
as the Real Time Crime Center is open and running, which means that our citizens are
being heavily surveilled “for their safety.” It is also my understanding that surveillance,
over policing marginalized communities, and community policing does not decrease
crime. It only makes those marginalized communities whether it be Black, Brown, Queer
or Indigenous more susceptible to being incarcerated.
City council and county commissioners unanimously voted for the expansion of the
Drug Task Force whose warehouse location is under a “cloak of darkness,” as jokingly
stated in a previous city council meeting. What’s also interesting is that the forfeitures of
the Task Force will keep it funded. Thus, the expansion of the Drug Task Force needs
crime to keep it functioning for the next ten years. My fear is that this Drug Task Force
will perpetuate the flawed War on Drugs, which has severely increased policing and mass
incarceration across the nation and disproportionately affected Black and Brown
communities. Miranda Jones of Hate Out of Winston and FCPARC states, “We continue
to demand demilitarization of WSPD [ and FCSO], but the City Council’s unanimous
approval of the Real Time Crime Center with the ShotSpotter system is an example of
military grade surveillance that expands policing while not addressing root causes of
violence in our community.
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Councilmembers, we hope to see the implementation of the alternative response
model sooner rather than later.
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22 March 2021, Winston-Salem City Council
Script 1:
My name is XXX. I live in the 271XX zip code. I’m speaking on behalf of the
Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition (FCPARC). We are in
solidarity with Housing Justice Now, and in favor of the LGBTQ+ Ordinance being passed.
City Council members and city managers, we recognize at FCPARC that the budget
decisions reflect where our commitments are as a city, and in fact the budget is a moral
document. In Winston-Salem, FCPARC members and the community have witnessed the
city promise $1 million towards social justice and anti-poverty initiatives in the wake of
the national and local uprisings for Black lives in the summer 2020. Today, March 22nd,
the council was given the opportunity to approve those funds, nearly 9 months after the
promise was made. While realizing that a committee was formed, meetings were held,
evaluations were shared in committee, and more, 9 months is a very long time to wait for
$1 million that has been divided into small chunks across multiple organizations, and the
payments barely hit the mark of what these organizations were initially requesting, which
seems to be something we all agree on based on the comments in today’s meeting. We are
thankful for the thoughtfulness, labor, and care put into this process by our fellow
constituents, but as we reflect on the labor, we also see this as a level of intense scrutiny
that we never see on the police budget.
In fact, our WSPD officers received merit raises, unanimously approved by city
council last Fall, before the $1 million for anti-poverty initiatives reached the general
agenda. In fact, when Winston-Salem community members marched in our streets last
summer demanding justice for George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, both murdered by the
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police, Chief Catrina Thompson used the platform of protest to recruit more officers.
However, we remember quite well that when community members marched again for
justice for John Neville, a man murdered in the Forsyth County Jail, WSPD officers
suddenly began arresting us. There were 55 civil disobedience arrests of community
members demanding justice for John Neville in just 20 days in downtown Winston-Salem.
During those arrests, WSPD officers physically injured one of us and on multiple occasions
verbally harassed and attempted to intimidate us. Our community members have demanded
of City Council to stand up with us for justice, to use our city budget for resources for
addressing harm and build our community, but even then, through the months, we’ve been
told excuses like it’s our tone, it’s our use of the word “demand,” we’re too young, we’re
told that more data is needed, and the list goes on, but overall, we’re truthful for what we
know is right.
Pushing funds towards merit raises, in addition to the continued initiatives for
building trust and boosting the morale of WSPD officers does not keep our community any
safer, it expands policing, thus perpetuates the harms of the carceral state and mass
incarceration. We continue to demand a reallocation of the $78 million WSPD budget
towards care-oriented initiatives that address root causes of harm, poverty, and racial
inequity in our city and community that will heal and build our us into the city of arts and
innovation that it claims to be. Thank you.

Script 2: Police PR as Policing (this one needs to be edited down to a page so it can all be
read)
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My name is XXX. I live in 27103. I’m speaking on behalf of the Forsyth County
Police Accountability and Reallocation Coalition (FCPARC). We are in solidarity with
Housing Justice Now, and in favor of the LGBTQ+ Ordinance being passed.
In the Public Safety Committee meeting last week, WSPD Assistant Chief Weaver
explained that a partial payment for four new drones came from the WSPD Foundation, a
local nonprofit headed by former WSPD Police Chief Barry Rountree. Council members
shared that the last time the WSPD Foundation funded an initiative for WSPD, it was for
Operation Sweet Reads, an ice cream truck that was converted to host reading and ice
cream events with police officers and children. That truck conversion project cost $150K
in 2018. And the initiatives for building trust between officers and the community never
stops--even in today’s city council meeting the Winston-Salem Foundation, another local
nonprofit gave a $12,556 grant to build morale for WSPD officers via a luncheon and other
food-oriented events. Recently, our community has come together to voluntarily serve food
and supplies to our houseless community, and yet WSPD officers, approved by the city,
harass people who appear houseless and remove the shelters of those who are houseless.
The budgetary commitments of our city are clear, harmful, and devastating, and we
question if this desire to hide the truths is why City Council members continue to push for
better PR initiatives.
The new drones for WSPD are from Taser International, an Axon company. Axon
and Shotspotter are both sponsors of the accreditation and training services used by WSPD
and FCSO that are funded by the federal government. So, although the recent 4 WSPD
drones cost $18k, the training and personnel expansions are where the budgets get bloated
for maintaining policing resources that perpetuate carceral systems. It's not unusual to see
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policing equipment technologies closely connected with the training/accreditation
sponsorships; as those same programs expand "community policing" narratives that have
resulted in support for FCSO News, WSPD PR campaigns, and the perpetuated call for
better PR stories for building trust with our community. It's as if police are mass
incarceration marketing experts.
As a reminder, the ShotSpotter gunfire detection system cost $625k for a three year
program, with predicted recurring technology payments of $125K a year after the initial
three-year program. This does not include the cost for personnel trained to collect data,
research, and monitor the new equipment. The ShotSpotter system, for a cost of $625k,
covers 3 square miles, which is 2% of the city, and was planned to be installed on Cleveland
Avenue in East Winston. ShotSpotter systems have been used across the nation for years,
and experts say it does not reduce homicides, is inherently biased, and creates a new layer
of profiling. The Charlotte-Mecklenburg police ended their contract with ShotSpotter in
2016 because it wasn’t successful in tackling the issue of gun violence. And yet, many of
you, City Council members, have argued that the system was necessary to keep our
community safer. It will not.
Like the policing weapons and technology company Axon, ShotSpotter sponsors
programs that train police officers on how to engage with community-oriented policing.
City Council members, we ask that you take our demands seriously when we continue to
work towards accessing care-centered funding with our taxpayer dollars in order to
innovatively address root causes of harm and poverty in our community. We ask that you
shift the effort put into upholding the expansion of community policing into initiatives that
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reduce poverty and harm. We demand that you reallocate the $78 million WSPD budget,
which is 36% of the general fund, to care-centered and anti-poverty initiatives. Thank you.
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Appendix B

Public Comments, County Commissioners
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27 August 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1: Wellpath contract
My name is XXX, and I live in the 27101 zip code.
County Commissioners-I ask you, had you been aware of the murder of John
Neville before you agreed to the contract extension for Wellpath, would you have all
voted unanimously for it? County Commissioners, I ask you, what do you have to say
about Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough and his office lying on record about the quality of care
provided by Wellpath in May 2020?
On May 7, 2020, you, the County Commissioners, spoke in a briefing concerning
the contract renewal for Wellpath's Inmate Health Care Agreement, along with Major
Robert Slater, the Director of the Forsyth County Detention Center; Randy Hunsucker, a
budget advisor for the Forsyth Sheriff’s Office; and Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough. In this
briefing, Commissioners McDaniel, Martin, and El-amin asked clarifying questions on
the topic of Wellpath, especially with their knowledge of past concerns and issues with
Wellpath’s quality of services.
Allow me to remind you that Commissioner McDaniel stated quote: “I thought we
were going to be looking at other vendors moving forward” because of litigation claims
and cautions over RNAs versus LPNs. She also asked, quote, “Has that been resolved?”
to which Major Slater responded: “Yes.” and added that, “Over time, the Jail Medical
Monitor has seen an improvement in the performance [of Wellpath].” end quote.
Commissioner Martin stated that, quote: “I like that they’re splitting the cost of the LPN
[licensed practical nurse], but I am surprised by the [LPN] nurse with the salary of
$119,000.” As a reminder, FCSO presented this additional LPN position as being split
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cost between FCSO and Wellpath. According to a North Carolina salary database,
salaries for LPNs range from $42,911 and $52,833. $119,000 is more than double the
average salary.
As a reminder, Commissioner El-amin reiterated that the Wellpath budget from
FCSO is $5.1 million for the coming year, and then asked, “did any other vendors submit
a counter” Slater stated that Wellpath was the only bidder, and added that this is a
contract extension.
Commissioner Martin asked: “Has the current system gone without complaints-legal and otherwise; has all gone well?” Major Slater replied: “Yes sir.
As a reminder, County Commissioners voted unanimously for this contract
extension with Wellpath after being told by FCSO that there were no concerns with the
quality of Wellpath’s Health Care services at the County Jail. As a reminder, the contract
extension was agreed upon in May 2020. As a reminder, the public and County
Commissioners learned of John Neville’s murder in the County jail on June 26, 2020. Six
manslaughter charges were brought by DA Jim O’Neill on July 8, 2020.
I repeat: County Commissioners--had you known of the murder of John Neville
before you agreed to the contract extension for Wellpath, would you have all voted
unanimously for it? County Commissioners--what do you have to say about Sheriff
Bobby Kimbrough and his office lying on record about the quality of care provided by
Wellpath in May 2020?

Script 2: Detailing Occupy + Commissioner power
My name is XXX, and I live in the 27106 zip code.
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As you are aware, in December of 2019, our brother, John Elliott Neville, while in
medical distress and in need of compassionate care, was placed in the prone restraint by
five detention officers at the Forsyth County jail, which in turn caused him to asphyxiate
and die due to serious bodily injury. This is a travesty. It was seven months later that the
news of our brother's death was finally reported to the public, and to you--the county
commissioners with the power to “approve the Sheriff's budget and any contracts that his
office enters into,” as stated by Commissioner Martin. Right here in our own community,
the circumstances surrounding the murder of Mr. Neville is being blatantly covered up,
which in turn has led to Triad Abolition Project's 44-day civil disobedience occupation of
Bailey Park in downtown Winston-Salem, as we demand justice and change. This
occupation has been met with widespread community support, both statewide and
nationwide, including one visit from one county commissioner on day 40 of the
occupation.
It is truly alarming that you all would invite the Sheriff to speak at the briefing
last week without addressing the need for him to fully ban the prone restraint. To date,
none of our County Commissioners have adequately responded to our occupation of
Bailey Park, nor the policy demands that have been put forth. The demand to ban the
prone restraint has been co-signed by ACLU-NC, the Winston-Salem Urban League,
Hate Out of Winston, candidate Kathy Manning, and many more across the state. The
Sheriff’s Office has made a point to update their policy regarding the prone restraint;
however, it is now only banned within the jail (and is not an outright ban). If this restraint
is dangerous enough to be banned by the WSPD, and within the county jail, it is
dangerous enough to be fully banned in this county with great consequence to any who
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use this restraint. County Commissioners, we call on you to challenge and pressure our
Sheriff’s Department to stand with the community voice and make real change for all
residents and the incarcerated alike.
County Commissioners, as a voting constituent in Winston-Salem, I demand that
you use your power as county commissioners to demand transparency from our Sheriff,
heed the voices of the community, and vote NO for Resolutions 8, 9, and 10 on today’s
agenda.

Script 3: Complicit in Forsyth County murder cover-up:
My name is XXX, and I live in the 27104 zip code.
Two out of seven County Commissioners have responded to Triad Abolition
Project and Occupy WSNC by stating that you recognize that the death of John Neville is
tragic, but dismissing the public voices of nonviolent civil disobedience as “underresearched”, claiming that the County Board of Commissioners cannot address the
demands being set forth. However, in your capacities as elected officials overseeing the
budget of the Sheriff’s Office, do you not have power to persuade? Do you not have an
obligation to seek justice for John Neville and this community? As you have claimed,
“the Commissioners were unaware of any serious problems” at the County Jail before the
public notification of Mr. Neville’s death 7 months later. Should you not stand with us in
this demand to immediately notify the public of all deaths and serious bodily harms
inflicted by officers? Would not this immediate policy change shift the agreements you
make with FCSO, who LIED to you on May 7th when they stated that their County Jail
system was “without complaint” even as they continued to conceal a death, thus leading
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to the unanimous vote for the contract extension for Wellpath? Would you, had you
known of Mr. Neville’s death and the manslaughter charges on 5 detention officers and 1
Wellpath nurse, have further questioned why FCSO and Wellpath, who knew of Mr.
Neville’s murder and were attempting to cover it up for 7 months, would offer in the
contract extension to add a licensed practical nurse to the night shift (the shift in which
Mr. Neville was put in the prone restraint, which killed him) with a salary more than
double the state average?
County Commissioners--you are complicit at this time in the Forsyth County
murder cover-up of John Elliot Neville. You are complicit in ignoring the community,
which has taken a stand for transparency, justice, and accountability on behalf of Mr.
Neville and all incarcerated brothers, sisters, and siblings.
County Commissioners, as a voting constituent in Winston-Salem, I ask that you
use your power as county commissioners to demand transparency from our Sheriff’s
Office, heed the voices of the community, and vote NO for Resolutions 8, 9, and 10 on
today’s agenda.

Script 4: Agenda Item 9 (DWI Task Force)
My name is Ashley, and I live in the 27101 code.
I demand that you vote NO on Item 9 of today’s agenda. This resolution ratifies
and authorizes the execution of an interlocal agreement between Forsyth County, the City
of Winston-Salem, and the Town of Kernersville regarding the shared use of the NC
Governor’s Highway Safety Program Traffic Safety Project Grant Award for the
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Continuation of the Forsyth County DWI Joint Task Force. This Task Force, if ratified,
will be entering its 11th year.
My concerns with this DWI Task Force are:
1. This Task Force, according to the WSPD website, has been responsible for
“12,823 other traffic and criminal charges” between the years 2010 and
2018; how many of these traffic stops resulted in bodily harm or deaths in
our community? How many of these stops, which are clearly not for
DWIs, were based on racial profiling? What part of the county and city do
these stops primarily occur?
2. Members of this Task Force include: WSPD’s Sergeant Michael
McDonald, Officer Austin Blaise, Officer Mitchell Saintsing, Corporal
Joshua Wray; FCSO’s Deputy Jacob Williams; and Kernersville’s Officer
Corey McRae and Officer Samuel P. Johnson--all of these Task Force
members are white men. Furthermore, it’s suspicious and questionable
that you plan on ratifying this list of Task Force members when both of
the members from Kernersville’s Department were a part of this force
when they previously worked for WSPD and FCSO.
County Commissioners, by ratifying this interlocal agreement for the 11th year of
the DWI Task Force, you negligently support a Task Force that does not adequately
represent our community. An all-white DWI Task Force is white supremacy in action. An
all-white DWI Task Force going on its 11th year of service is a sign of this Task Force
being a failure to prevent crime; this Task Force creates crime in our community by
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increasing reasons for traffic stops, which in turn results in more charges on our
community, especially for Forsyth County’s Black and Brown community.
And, County Commissioners, as a voting constituent in Winston-Salem, I demand
that you use your power as county commissioners to demand transparency from our
Sheriff’s Office, heed the voices of the community, and vote NO for Resolutions 8, 9,
and 10 on today’s agenda.

Script 5: Agenda Item 10 (Drug Task Force)
My is XXX , and I live in the 27103 zip code.
I demand that you vote NO on Item 10 of today’s agenda. This resolution ratifies
and authorizes the execution of an interlocal agreement between Forsyth County (Forsyth
County Sheriff’s Office), the City of Winston-Salem (Winston-Salem Police
Department), and the Town of Kernersville (Kernersville Police Department), for the
formation of a Drug Task Force. This Drug Task Force would be entering its first year of
existence.
Here are my concerns:
1. Although the Drug Task Force is entering its first year, you have included
a cash flow projection of 10 years for the building lease--who is the
landlord of this building that is greatly benefiting from this task force’s
existence? Who in their right mind projects that a Task Force that has no
data associated with its effect on the community should be signed into a
10 year agreement? Furthermore, if the goal is to reduce drug crimes, how
can you sign a 10 year agreement for this task force?
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2. It is stated in the Briefing Draft that the Sheriff’s Office “proposes to use
Federal Forfeiture funds to cover the cost of this Agreement.” It also states
that “It is anticipated that actions and revenues generated by the Task
Force over the ten-year period will cover the cost of years 6 through 10.”
Are the actions and revenues of the Task Force then the confiscation of
drugs and forfeiture from drug-related crimes? How can you ratify a Task
Force that literally needs crime in order to exist for 10 years? How can
you morally ratify a Task Force that will INCREASE crime in order for
law enforcement to subsist? How can you ratify this new Task Force now,
during a Civil Rights movement against police brutality--the same
brutality that killed John Neville and just this week paralyzed WinstonSalem native Jacob Blake?
3. This Drug Task Force is an example of “hot spot policing,” defined by the
National Institute of Justice as “order maintenance and drug enforcement
crackdowns, increased gun searches and seizures and zero tolerance
policing.” According to Vanity Fair, “For ‘order maintenance,’ Eric
Garner was suffocated on a sidewalk. For ‘drug enforcement crackdowns,’
Breonna Taylor was killed in her own home, while she was sleeping might
I add.. For ‘gun search and seizure,’ the Black neighborhoods of New
York endured Stop and Frisk. For ‘zero tolerance policing,’ George Floyd
was choked on a Minneapolis Street.” Furthermore, let’s add our local
drug enforcement “saturation patrols,” which resulted in FCSO initiating a
car chase that cost 13-year old Reuben Pledger his life just last week.
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County Commissioners, if you ratify this interlocal agreement for the Drug Task Force,
you are ratifying more crime, more murders, and likely more murder-coverups by FCSO,
WSPD, and the Town of Kernersville. Vote no.

Script 6: Agenda Item 21 (Juveniles + Department of Public Safety):
My name is XXX and I live in the 27102 zip code.
I am providing a comment on item 21 of today’s agenda. This resolution is an
Added Item that I find convoluted by the number of topics that were discussed during the
briefing of this item in the briefing last week. This resolution would approve the
Community-Based Juvenile Delinquency, Substance Abuse, and Gang Prevention Plan
for Fiscal year 2020-2021, and thus authorize its submission for State Approval and
Implementation through the Juvenile Crime Prevention Council, which is led by North
Carolina’s Department of Public Safety.
During last week’s briefing Commissioners El-amin and McDaniel made it clear
that the JCPC inquiry began last year, and that the wait for end cannot go any longer.
However, it was confounding to then listen to Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough, who said he
appeared to share “numbers” to support the need for the JCPC, discuss gun-related
incident statistics, the saturation patrol with WSPD in city limits, gangs, a claim that
“social issues have become criminal issues,” and more. If the JCPC was sought by
Commissioners over a year ago, then how does it apply now to our County’s current
issues, which include negligence from FCSO for our incarcerated brothers, sisters, and
siblings in the County Jail. Why was it decided to seek funding from JCPC, which is part
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of the Department of Public Safety, when this connection to law enforcement will not
protect our youth community, but instead perpetuate the school to prison pipeline by
keeping the youth in the systems that punish, harm, and cause them fear? As
Commissioner Martin stated last week, he sees that the youth not being in schools during
Covid makes for a “ripe recruiting ground” for gangs, but let it be known that there is
already a Gang Task Force and now FCSO and WSPD and Kernersville are seeking an
additional Drug Task Force, which Sheriff Kimbrough stated would “hit the streets
running” as soon as he is given the green light. If we’ve already had a Gang Task Force,
then it has proven itself as unsuccessful if now you are okaying a Drug Task Force. I’m
not confident, based on what I heard in the briefing, that Commissioners fully understand
what is going on as you agree to expand law enforcement in our county. This is
unacceptable.
County Commissioners, can you please do better in responding to all voices of the
community when we demonstrate, protest, occupy, and engage in nonviolent acts of civil
disobedience for the purpose of demanding an end to police brutality and an end to the
crimes and violence that are caused by our expanding support and budget items to law
enforcement? In the words of Dr. King, “it is not enough to change the laws,” we must all
act now for change.
I ask that County Commissioners return Item 21 to a briefing with a public
hearing so that this resolution gains more qualified insight and thought before over 1
million dollars is allocated to resources for juveniles that, from my understanding,
perpetuates keeping our community’s youth in the law enforcement system at the
state level. Furthermore, I ask that you, if you decide to move forward with such a
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resolution, divorce it of its attachment to the Department of Public Safety, and instead
refund our Forsyth County community with our own resources that are not attached to
expansions of law enforcement, so that the youth of our community are not further and
harmfully incriminated by the state’s law enforcement systems.
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24 September 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1:
My name is XXX , and I live in the 27012 zip code. I am speaking briefly on three
agenda items in today’s meeting.
First, Item 5 on the agenda, “Amendment to the FY 2020-2021 Budget Ordinance
to Increase Revenues and Appropriation for the Forsyth County Department of Public
Health” indicates that funding in the amount of $119,143, will be moved to public health
for covid relief. Thank you for reallocating this amount towards covid relief. However,
this is not a substantial amount of relief, and it is also late when contrasted with FCSO
support and funding we've seen rapidly increase in past months. I ask that you as our
elected officials, as well as County Manager Dudley Watts, continue this work of
allocating funds to public health, and do so with a conscious effort of prioritizing public
health and community care moving forward, rather than further policing.
Second, Item 6, “Amendment to the FY 2020-2021 Budget Ordinance to
Appropriate $15,500 of Reserved Fund Balance from a Grant Received from the
Winston-Salem Foundation for the Stepping Up Program” demonstrates that only 2k of a
17k fund was used by the “Stepping Up” program to assist people in jail with mental
health and substance abuse with housing last year. This further explains that the decrease
in the use of the fund is based on covid slowing down housing. However, we’re seeing
eviction rates continue to increase in Forsyth County. How will this fund address housing
appropriately and efficiently? How can the public be informed more transparently of how
this fund is being used moving forward?
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And third, item 16C, “Reconciliation Report for FCSO Community Police &
WSFCS Officers” shows us that various municipalities are asking FCSO to reconcile
funds that were over-requested by their deputies (i.e. FCSO owes Clemmons 30k),
which gives us an example of why police budgets need to always be scrutinized. How
can we be sure that FCSO funds are not duplicated in budget agreements elsewhere?
County Commissioners and County Manager Dudley Watts--can you return to the Task
Forces that FCSO is in interlocal agreements with WSPD and further scrutinize these
budgets for any overlap or duplication?
Overall--County Commissioners and County Manager Dudley Watts, please
continue to increase funding to public health services, continue to fund resources that will
help and aid our community via mental health resources. Most importantly, I implore
you to do the work of scrutinizing the Sheriff’s Department budgets. As a reminder, your
projected budget for the coming 5 years shows continued increases to the FCSO budget
while the public health budget is projected to decrease. This is unacceptable and there is
more work to be done. Thank you.
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8 October 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1:
My name is XXX, and I live in the 27012 zip code.
I am speaking briefly on three agenda items in today’s meeting, and I have a few
clarifying questions that I hope you will respond to.
First, item 3 on the agenda, Resolution Authorizing Acceptance of a Grant from
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation Awarded to the Forsyth County Board of Elections for the
Administration of Safe and Fair Elections, indicates that $50,000 will go to the board of
elections to administer safe and fair elections for the Fall 2020 cycle. I am glad to know
that funds are being used for this important work of fair access to voting, but I do have
one clarifying question. On this topic of safe and fair elections, can you tell the public
more about how our incarcerated siblings at the Forsyth County Jail will be granted safe
and fair access to voting?
Second, item 8 on the agenda, Resolution Awarding a Contract for the Purchase
of Three Chevrolet 1500 Pickup Trucks for Use by the Animal Services Division from
Modern Automotive Network, LLC (Forsyth County Sheriff’s Office), shows that the
county has agreed to pay $83,737 for 3 pickup trucks for Animal Services, which is part
of the Forsyth County Sheriff’s Office. Is this funding additional money being allocated
to the overall FCSO Fiscal Year 2021 budget?
Third, item 9 on the agenda, Resolution Approving the Purchase of Law
Enforcement Video Collaboration Platform Services Under an Exception to the Bidding
Laws Codified in N.C.G.S. 143-129(e)(6) and Awarding a Contract to Fusus, LLC
(Forsyth County Sheriff’s Office). This resolution confirms that the JAG grant will pay
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for the first year of the contract with Fusus; however, the contract is for 3 years. Will
FCSO receive additional funding to continue this increase in surveillance via access to
public and private cameras in years 2 and 3 of the contract with Fusus?
This year, the county budget decreased by nearly 12 million dollars; however,
even with overall funding cuts, the FCSO share of the county budget increased. At 60
million, the FCSO budget is 13.5% of the overall general fund. The public health share of
the general fund is 5.8% of the general fund; that’s under half of what FCSO received.
Why does the county continue to plan increases in FCSO budget during the pandemic and
economic recession? I again ask you to move funds back to health and other services that
will help our community and reduce the harm of policing. Thank you.

Script 2:
My name is XXX, and I live in the XXX zip code.
I am speaking on the topic of reallocating funds from FCSO to programs that
would help our community rather than police and harm it.
The adopted FY21 county budget indicates that the Sheriff’s Office will receive a
total of $60,286,738. This is 13.5% of the total county general fund, and this percentage
continues to increase based on 5 year projections in the budget document.
As we continue to see, the FCSO budget is often discussed and amended in
county commissioner meetings. And, according to the budget document, the Board will
review more FCSO funding requests this December. Those requests include: $105k for
an additional deputy in the Family Justice Center, nearly $40k for a records specialist in
the Family Justice Center, $468k to increase FCSO salaries, $105k for an additional
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deputy in the Rapid Response Team, $662k for 10 Deputy 1 positions as “pre-hires” for
sworn positions in FCSO, $159k for an Investigator position on the SRO team, $422k for
additional deputies in a Gang Unit, $923k for 9 additional positions in criminal
investigations, $995k for 8 additional patrol positions. All of these requests demonstrate
the continued expansion of FCSO. These numbers total nearly 4 million dollars in
additional requests in the FCSO budget just this year. Although we are not yet in
December, I ask that you do not recommend these funds that would further expand
FCSO.
Which of you can promise the public that you will work to stop the costly
expansion of FCSO?
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22 October 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1:
My name is XX, I live at XXX. (optional: I am speaking for Triad Abolition Project)
County Commissioners and members of the County Manager’s Office, we want to
share an example from your agenda, today, that demonstrates community resources are
severely underfunded when contrasted with the FCSO budget.
According to Item 8 of the agenda, the county agrees to apply for a $160,000
grant to contribute to the $5million needed to renovate a building that would not only
expand the work of the Addiction Recovery Care Association, but also create 13
employment opportunities. For this application, the County agrees to contribute a total
$6,500 towards the $5million total, as of yet.
In contrast, on August 27th of this year, the County agreed to pay $54,210 for a
new building lease for the FCSO Drug Task Force. This Drug Task Force is planned out
for 10 years, and that payment from the County will continue to increase for each year of
the 10 year plan.
This year, the Sheriff’s Office budget uses 13.5% of the County’s General Fund,
totaling $60million. In contrast, the public health budget is just 5.8% of the General
Fund, which is under half of what the Sheriff’s Office received. Also of note: The
County’s Social Services uses 10.5% of the General Fund. However, Social Services
includes Youth Services, which increased by 55% this year because of increased numbers
of children being sent to youth detention facilities outside of the County. The Social
Services budget has also increased for Foster care because, as the budget document
states, the “intensification of the opioid epidemic.”
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These budgetary numbers indicate that the County pours our General Fund into
further policing and criminalization of addiction and the effects of addiction rather than
contributing to harm reduction resources and care facilities.
While Sheriff Bobby Kimbrough and his office wastes our taxpayer dollars on
their fake news show, Sheriff Kimbrough’s interview series called “Off the Cuffs,” and
now Sheriff Kimbrough’s talk show titled “Conversations at Midnight,” your community
needs you to act responsibly as we continue to consistently voice the need to provide
better care to our community-led resources.
County Commissioners and members of the County Manager’s office, Triad
Abolition Project asks that you use your powers of controlling the FCSO budget and
make significant cuts that would result in more funds for harm reduction and community
care resources.
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12 November 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1:
My name is XXX. I am speaking on behalf of the Triad Abolition Project.
County Commissioners and members of the County Manager’s Office, we want to
draw your attention to agenda item 9, to request more information on agenda item 17, and
to continue to ask that you strongly consider reassessing the egregious funds going
towards the sheriff’s department.
Agenda Item 9 is a resolution to approve the use of over $400k on 16 new dodge
chargers for FCSO. Can you please provide more information on why FCSO is adding or
replacing 16 cars in their patrol fleet?
Agenda Item 17 shows additional funds for the JCPC. This is an added item on
the agenda, and it references that the JCPC allocations committee made these new
recommendations to the full council on Oct 19th. Is this information from the meeting on
Oct 19th available to the public? At this time, we cannot find any information on two of
the three local initiatives receiving additional JCPC funding: Youth Initiatives, Inc and
Eversley Village. Could this information be shared with the public? How does this
additional funding support the initiatives of JCPC?
While we are familiar with the work of Authoring Action-Just Us, it is a nonprofit - and statistics for its long-term effectiveness are not currently available. As it
addresses youth connecting to their individual stories through art with a goal of
empowerment, it is important to support. However, as we aim to reallocate funds to
programs that reinforce community care rather than policing care, we need to be careful
that we are transparent and data-inclusive with the reporting on effectiveness of youth
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programs that our tax dollars support. Currently, the “Program Evaluation” section of the
JCPC website contains analysis information that actually lacks any quantitative data or
detailed program information. Why is this missing?
Lastly, as you are well aware, the appendix to the adopted budget details over
$4million in additional budget requests from FCSO to be reviewed in December. We ask
that you do not add more funds to FCSO at this time.
County Commissioners and members of the County Manager’s office, Triad
Abolition Project asks that you use your powers of controlling the FCSO budget and
make significant cuts that would result in more, and TRANSPARENTLY allocated,
funds for harm reduction and community care resources.
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3 December 2020, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1 My name is _____ and I live in the xxxxxx zip code. I am calling with Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Housing Justice Now and Hate Out of Winston.
County Commissioners, in an article published in the Winston Salem Journal on
Nov 29th, Northwest Ward City Council Member Jeff MacIntosh suggested that we speak
during city council and county commissioner meetings during our once a month granted
public comment periods to tell our elected leaders not to spend money on “anything,”
suggesting that we are simply against the police and have no valid community concerns
worth hearing. MacIntosh, a member of the Public Safety Committee, said in the same
article that he believes the critics of police spending "are not aware of what we are
already doing and the reality of what we deal with." It seems the reality of what you deal
with is being unable to shift resources and be flexible like the rest of us have had to do
during this pandemic. In that same article Dr. Brittany Battle is quoted clearly, stating,
“The Winston-Salem Police Department does not need $78 million. The people
do.” That is why we call our City Council Members and why we are here at the County
Commissioner meeting today - because of how money is being discussed and distributed
in our city - and perhaps if you all will listen more intently, you will hear us rather than
tuning us out before we even begin to speak as you did during your pre-meeting dialogue
prior to the November 12th, 2020 County Commissioner’s meeting. Right now, the
money is not being spent on the people.
We are concerned about budgetary decisions such as Agenda Items 14 & 15,
purchasing a walk through body temperature scanner for $15,000 while the
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commissioners discussed Food Service Bids for a menu in a way that was excruciating to
listen to.
During the November 12th meeting, County Commissioner Don Martin stated,
“I’m trying to understand the need for something that’s $15k more accurate when you
can spend a couple hundred bucks and have a temperature scanner and you probably
already have a bunch over there.” The response from the sheriff’s department to Martin’s
question indicated that this would save time in case the nurse at the detention center is
busy, that it “backs up the process” when she is. Martin clearly stated afterwards, “I’m
just having a hard time with that one, [Brad] another extra $15,000 for something that, by
the way, you can use a little temperature scanner yourself, it just seems to be excessive,
but you’re paying for it with the SCAD funds and I’m done for today.” It sounds like we
are not the only ones concerned about police spending.
Agenda Item 14 proposes 5 minor menu changes to food service in the jail,
including replacing all soy-based entrees with ground chicken, return of milk to each
breakfast tray and “replacing a few entrees and side dishes that were unpopular items
with items that will be more likable” with no further details. It was noted in this
document you all are about to vote on that the facility Average Daily Population (ADP)
at FCDC “dropped by 203 people on average between January 2020 and May 2020” and
that these changes are within the allotted and budgeted funds of the current contract with
Aramark Correctional Services, LLC. If the ADP dropped by 203, how can you then
explain the need for a body scanner based on how busy your staff is? These are logical
questions and all we are asking for is respectful and well-researched responses from our
representatives.
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You have painted a picture that FCDC is so busy that it requires a $15k walkthrough body-temperature scanner, but contradict that in your proposal to make modest
and insulting modifications to what sounds like a menu mysteriously void of essential
nutrition and dietary concerns. There is no need to spend $15,000 of any funding you are
granted from any entity on excessive equipment when you have citizens hungry and
unhoused and currently being illegally evicted in your city. We did suggest how to
reduce funding by cutting personnel, and there should be no reason not to consider that if
your ADP is lower by 203 this year. Any investment in community policing is still
policing. Any further investment in policing whether it be equipment or otherwise
deflects from the core point: defund the police and invest in the people.
We are asking that city council members and county commissioners engage with
us during the public comment period, which absolutely is not happening during city
council meetings.

Script 2
My name is XXX and I live in the xxxxxx zip code. I am calling with Triad
Abolition Project and in support of Housing Justice Now and Hate Out of Winston.
County Commissioners, the FCSD have proposed that FCDC is so busy that it
requires a $15k walk-through body-temperature scanner, while lending little creativity to
your proposal to make modifications to the existing menu at FCDC. There is no need to
spend $15,000 of any funding you are granted from any entity on excessive equipment
and there should be no reason not to if your Average Daily Population is lower by 203
this year. Any investment in community policing is still policing. Any further investment
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in policing whether it be equipment or otherwise deflects from the core point: defund the
police and invest in the people.
As previously stated, Agenda Item 14 proposes 5 minor menu changes to food
service at the FCDC. Is it not a safety concern to neglect the nutrition of those under
FCDC care? To re-introduce salt packets as a solution to poor tasting food being served
to citizens already being held during a pandemic without proper PPE away from their
families and cut off from all visitation? I find it insulting that the county commissioners
can discuss spending $15,000 on a body scanner while you have worked considerably
harder to maintain the low quality of the food being served to a population of people you
would all say you consider worthy of rehabilitation if asked, but the way you speak of
their basic needs and throw money around them tells a different story.
Northwest Ward City Council Member Jeff MacIntosh, member of the Public
Safety Committee said he “doesn't think most people agree with the critics of police
spending. While more spending on mental health is needed, mental health is not a city
function, any more than school issues that also get pleas for city help.” The county and
city’s financial decisions impact the mental health of its citizens - especially when
spending trends so heavily towards unnecessary police equipment.
The way the county commissioners receive and respond to feedback from their
community members also impacts the mental health pulse in the community. We do not
agree with how you are discussing or distributing city funds meant to serve the people,
how citizen concerns are being pushed aside and dismissed month after month, or the
lack of response especially after polite and professional requests for them. We are asking
that city council members and county commissioners engage with us during the public
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comment period, which absolutely is not happening during county commissioner
meetings.
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21 January 2021, Forsyth County Board of Commissioners
Script 1 My name is _____ and I live in the xxxxxx zip code. I am calling with Triad
Abolition Project and the Forsyth County Police Accountability and Reallocation
Coalition.
I am asking clarifying questions on the following agenda items: 6, 7, 9, 24, and
25. I thank you for providing additional comment, clarifications, and/or further details on
these county topics.
In agenda item 6, the county is set to allocate funds gathered by state taxes on
unauthorized drug seizures for the purchase and training of an additional canine for
FCSO, which costs $34k. The dog is set to attend public events in order to track gun
residue scents; however, why is this prioritized during a time of social distancing? It is
also detailed that FCSO has used funds to pay an employee for the real time intelligence
center. We ask if the real time intelligence center is what has been previously referred to
as the real time crime center? And we ask for all information on the funding for this new
center that is shared by WSPD and FCSO to be made public, as it has become a
community concern that this center is not transparent, but does use money collected by
taxes, policing, county, city, and grants, and continues to result in additional employee
needs, thus continues to draw more funds.
In agenda item 7, the county is set to approve a contract for a new dishwasher in
the county jail. It is detailed here that the dishwasher has been malfunctioning since
January 2020. Due to malfunctions, it is detailed that this has cost the county thousands
of dollars in payments for replacement styrofoam dish-wear. However, we would like for
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there to be more information on why it has taken a full year to address this issue? And,
county commissioners, dishwashers in locations such as jails seem necessary for
sanitation. With the covid-19 pandemic, why was this replacement not prioritized as it
could potentially increase risk of virus spread? With the willingness to use funds for a
34k dog in agenda item 6, we are concerned that necessary sanitation equipment that
costs only $64k with a longer lifespan was not prioritized. In full honesty, this situation
with the malfunctioning dishwasher is concerning, especially with the Forsyth County
Jail having the second largest covid outbreak in the state.
In agenda item 9, the county is set to approve the 1-year contract for Hunter D.
Laughlin to continue his media work for FCSO’s Facebook news shows. With this item,
we ask for clarity as to why FCSO needs this Facebook media resource when we have
news media that is regularly in contact with FCSO and accurately reporting on matters
for our community? Furthermore, how much does this cost for further resources to
maintain the FCSO news shows, and how can this information be made transparent to the
public that pays for this?
In agenda items 24 and 25, we ask for clarifying information as to why the City
Attorney and City Manager are receiving additional funds? This information is not made
clear in the agenda.
Thank you for your attention to these matters. I yield my time.
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